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SIU-C settles in Hemphill suit 
By Anne Flasza 
Starr Writer 
A $5 million lawsuit filed against SlU-
C head football coach Rey Dempsey 
and three others was dismissed in U.S. 
District Court in Benton Tuesday in 
exchange for a settlement of $20,000 to 
be paid by the University's insurance 
carrier. 
The suit, originally filed by the late 
Mark 'Hemphill, a former Saluki 
football player paralyzed in a game on 
Oct. 6 1979, was pursued by Hemphill's 
father, Obra, through St. Louis attorney 
Chris Holthaus. 
Hemphill died Nov. 26, 1982. of a.1 
apparently unrelated heart infection. 
Other defendants named in the suit 
were then A :hletic Director Gale 
Sayers, former wide receiver coach 
Dan Brooks and trainer Harry Shulz. 
A University News release said the 
suit was dismissed by U.S. District 
Court Judge James Foreman as having 
"no case for negligence" but Holtha~ 
disagreed, saying he accepted a 
summary judgement in order to 
receive a settlement. 
"You don't pay $20,000 to somebody if 
you don't have some responsibility," 
Holthaus said. 
Shari Rhode, chief trial attorney for 
SIU-C, was not available for comment 
Wednesday. 
Holthaus said a workman'S com-
pensation suit against the University is 
on appeal before the nIinois Industrial 
Commission. It has been previously 
~jected by 'In IIC arbitrator, he said. 
In addition to the $20,000 Hemphill's 
estate received from the University's 
insurance carrier, Holthaus said set-
tlements totalling $56,000 were reached 
with a local sports distributor and the 
manufacturer of the football helmet 
Hemphill was wearing when he was 
injured. 
Holthaus said a settlement was 
reJched with Bleyer's Sports Mart for 
$6,000. and with Riddel sports equip-
ment company for $50,000. 
Because the court "adamantly 
refused" to issue a continuance on any 
of three occasions, Holthaus said he did 
not have enough time to develop a 
substantial wrongful death suit. 
Although Holthaus said that he did 
not think Demps~y or the others in-
volved did anything "grievo:..s," he 
disputed the attitude of college fcothall 
administrators. 
"They have nine employees, huge 
revenues, budgets which are ovpr a half 
million dollars. They think it's a game, 
It's not - it's a business," Holthaus 
said, 
"Everything that happened to Mark 
Hemphill after he was first injured on 
Oct. 6 shows that he was a victim of a 
t-ullheaded, misguided bureaucracy," 
Holthaus said. 
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Starr Photos by Scott Shaw 
R.B.S. Inc. employees George Birkner and Walter Shewmaker, 
top. add waterproof cevers to the press boxes at McAndrew 
Stadium Wednesday whiie Physical Plant workers Charlie 
Lasley and Kenny Burnett. right, put up new goalpos:s, all in 
prepo:ration for Saturday's football game. 
McAndrew 
gets new look 
for network 
By Dave Saelens 
Staff Writer 
While the popular saying 
among Saluki fans lately has 
beE'n "How 'boc t them 
dogs'?" Physical Plant em-
ployees this week may be 
saying "How 'bout them 
goalposts'?" 
In preparation for Satur-
day's semifinal Division I-AA 
playoffs between the Salukis 
and the Nevada-Reno 
Wolfpack, Physical Plant 
employees Wedne~day 
er~ted a new set of goalposts 
and added weatherproof 
covers to the press boxes in 
McAndrew Stadium. 
Alan Haake, University 
architect, said the goalposts 
cost $4,000 per pair and 'ire 
the same brand as the ones 
being replaced. 
Haake said tiiai although 
there is the possibility the 
posts may be torn down by 
fans if the Salukis win, the 
uprights wen~ still purchased 
since this is the last game of 
the seasc!!. 
Physical Plant workers are 
also adding a roof to the two 
lower press platforms in the 
stadium, Haake said, as well 
as side panels to the upper 
press platform. 
Haake said the panels, 
which are made of a 
weatherprcof type of 
plywood, cost an estimated 
$8,000 and will be in place by 
late Friday after:loon "since 
Southern minois University 
CBS will be using ihe upJX!!' 
area Saturday fJr their play-
by-play coverage of the 
game." 
Brute Swin!lurne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
said that physical plant 
representatives, SIU-C 
Security, University 
programming and atlletics 
met Mond,lY and approved 
the additio:ls to the stadium., 
Swinburne said the ad-
ditions were due to the 
booths' "inadeouacy in case 
of inclement weather." 
He said that sinee the game 
would be receiving national 
coverage, there was also 
some concern about the 
amount of space in the pre.a 
boxes. 
Swinburne added that 
people should remain of: the 
field while there is time 
remaining in the game 
Saturday, and if people do 
enter the field after the game 
"they should use reasonable 
care." 
gus 
'Bode 
Gus says you have to treat 
those CBS people right er 
they'll PU\ you on 60 1l1inutes. 
!\lark Hemphill 
Dean backs 
Russian 
program 
By John Schrag Slarr Writer 
James Light, dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts, said he 
does not agree with President 
Albert Somit's suggestion to 
eliminate the Russian 
Languages and Literatures 
baccalaureate program. 
Light. who returned from a 
vacation Wednesday. is 
scheduled to meet with Somit 
and John Guyon. vice president 
for academ:c affairs, on Friday 
to discuss the future of the 
program. 
Joseph Kupeek, one of the two 
professors in the Russian 
langu~ge program, is retiring 
next year ar.d Light has decided 
not to hIre a full-time 
replacement. 
That decision was protested 
by a grcup of students in the 
Russian program, who met with 
Somit and Guyon on Nov. 16 to 
voice l'leir concerns, 
At that meeting Somit said he 
thought the program should not 
be offered as a major if only one 
or two faculty members are 
teaching. although courses 
cou~tj continue to be offered as 
part of the Liberal Arts 
curricui:lm. 
"I would be hard pressed to 
justify a baccalaureate 
program with only two teaching 
positions," he told the students. 
"If we can't do a competent job. 
if we don't have the faculty or 
the resources, then I would say 
we should wipe it out." 
Light. however, said he never 
intended to eliminate the 
Russian baccalat.reate 
program and is "totaily un-
sympathetic" to such a move, 
"I am hopeful that we will not 
have to eliminate the Russian 
major," he said. 
Light said the decision not to 
I".)place Kupeek immediately 
with a full-time instructor was 
made in light of anticipated 
budget cuts to the college. He 
said he hoped to replace Kup-
cek, "at least for a time," with a 
part-time instructor. 
Last week, President Reagan 
signed a bill that authorizes the 
State Department to spend up to 
$50 million during the next 10 
years to increase the level of 
Soviet expertise in the United 
States. 
Margaret Corvail. a staff 
member of the House sub-
comittee on post-secondary 
education, said much of that 
money will likely go to 
university Russian programs. 
S« R~SSIAN. Page :i 
93 killed in Mftdrid plane collision News Roundup----
MADRID, Spain (AP) - A 
Spanish jetliner got lost in fog 
and taxied intI) a Boeing 7Tl th?t 
was accelerating at about 100 
mph prior to takeoff from 
Madrid airport Wednesday, 
setting off a fiery explosion that 
ki¥t~~ J:>~~n~r!~:a:saS:~:~ 
in Madri-:i in 10 days. One 
survivor of the latest crash, an 
American, said he thought 
neither plane should have been 
allowed to take off in the dense 
fog. The airport, which has no 
ground radar, had been closed 
to incoming flights. 
Air traffic control officials 
said the coUision occurred at 
9:45 a.m. (3:45 a.m. EST) when 
an Iberia Air Lines Boeing Tn 
carrying 84 passengers, in-
cluding 40 Japanese, and nine 
crew meml:lers, accelerated to 
take off toward the north for 
Rome. 7hey said the pilot. af~er 
apparently spotting the other 
jet approaching on the ground, 
just managed to get the 727'5 
nose up. 
Transport Minister Enrique 
Baron and Iberia President 
Carlos Espinosa de los Mon-
teros said a DC-9 of A viaco, a 
domestic Spanish airliner 
carrying 'R passengers and five 
crew, got lost while taxiing and 
collided with the midsection of 
the 727, went under it and burst 
into flames. 
Spokesmen for Iberia, Spain's 
national airline, and Aviaco 
said 50 passengers and one crew 
member aboard Iberia Flight 
No. 350 to Rome died. All 37 
passengers and five crew 
members of Aviaco Flight No. 
134 to the northern Spanish city 
of Santander perished, they 
said. 
Baron had ea.-Iier put the 
number of victim~; at 104, but it 
was believed the hi~er figure 
wa'l due to a confusion in the 
uames of the Japanese tourists 
traveling on the Boeing 7Tl. An 
estimated 23 of the survivors of 
the 727 j('tIiner were 
'hospitalized, officials said. 
Thomas Goltz, 39, a Madrid 
'resident who comes from EI 
Paso, Texas, and his wife 
Sydney, 32, were seated in the 
back of the Iberia plane and 
survived the crash with minor, 
bruises. Goltz, manager of the 
Singer Co. in Madrid, said 
neither plane should have .been 
allowed to leave the airport. 
"Day After' shown in Germany 
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - Seme critics said the 
film was poorly made and badly acted, a "nuclear soap 
opera." But it hasn't mattered to West German audiences who 
3!'e flocking to theaters around the country to see "The Day 
After," the US. made-for-television movie about a nuclear 
war triggered in Germany. 
Female panda in serious condition 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Ling-Ling, America's female panda 
with the tragic love life, is seriously ill from kidney failure and 
anemia, and National Zoo specialists said Wednesday that her 
chances of recovery are very poor. 
"It's difficult to say how long she can survive," said Dr. 
Mitchell Bush, tbe zoo's chief veterinarian. 
Shuttle astronauts prepare to land 
Experts: economic fo,-ecast good SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) - The Spacelab crew, one of them again displaying his temper, packed up Wednesday for the trip home as scientists hailed them for saving tilt' 
mission and gathering an unprecedented cargo of knowlOOge. 
CHICAGO (AP) - The up-
swing of the U.S. economy will 
continue in the 1984 presidential 
election year with moderate 
inflation and declining unem-
ployment, a panel of economic 
experts predicted Wednesday. 
WaIter D. FackJer. profes..'Ior 
of business economics at the 
University of Chicago Graduate 
School of Business, which ~::­
nually sponsors the Business 
Forecast Lunchf'On, said he was 
"unabashedly optimistic" 
about 1984 because of lower-
than~xpected unemployment 
and inflation rates. 
"This economy is like a 
supertanker under way." he 
said. "Its momentum will chief executive officeI' of Stem. 
certainly propel it through the Stewart, Putnam and Mackiis, 
tirst haH (of 1984) and probably Ltd, predicted "a fine year for 
through the second haH as the U.S. economy: continued 
.well." high growth, but less than 
recently, a little more inflation, 
Columbia, with Spacelab in its cargo hold, is scheduled to 
end a record 10-day mgt>. with a landing at Edwards Air Force 
Base, Calif. 
I USPS 1692201 
The three panelists said, a strong stock market with 
however, that changes in some another bulge in corporate 
economic variables - such as prufits, and slightly lower in-
Federal Reserve policy and the tel't'St rates." Published daily in the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratol v l\londa\' 
size of the federal deficit - Ih~ugh Friday during regular semesten. l.'nd Tuesday through ~'l'Ida\' 
could disrupt tho'! recovery. Stem also said he expects the dunn~ summer term by Southern Illinois University. COlTllTlunication's 
value of the dollar to fall by 5 BUlI~lOg: Carbonda~e.ILfi2901. Second class postage paid at ('arbondal~. II 
They predicted sharp in- percent or less next year, and .... :.tc;.~~~:n~~~ll~~~~~s1°Cs~~~e~nf~~::;~ffi~~~~ions Ruildin/(. North 
creases m busin!!SS and con- thai the federal deficit probl"m Subscription rates are $30.00 per year or $17.50 for sil( months w;thin thE' 
sumer spend,ng while is likelY to be made worst. by Umted. States and $-\5.00 per year or $30.00 for six months in all forl'igr 
forecasting litHe substantial "non-defense spending that can ::ountrles. 
reduction iI. the federal deficit. only exacerbate the economY'I, ~ost~aster: Send chang ... of address to Daily Egyptian. Southern JlJinois 
J;:>el M. S:e-m, president and _normal cyclical swings." Umverslty, Curbondale. IL fi2901. 
~~~~~~~~-APAMSRIJ3 USo BOOK CD· UP PERM, CUT, STYLE. $27.50 
PERM ONLY. 120.00 
HAIRCUT. 17." 
HAVE A NICE HOUDAY. 
YOUR BUSINESS IS APPRECIA 1H>. 
Campua Shopping Center Call S.9·5222 or Walk.ln, 
'I A PRESENT FROM I 
PlZZAIIUT! 
{ft Happy holidays tAl all from 
your bOrne town Pizza Hute 
restaurant! Here's a big dis-
count on a cheery Meal-just 
when you've got better things 
tAl do than cook. ~ Call for a 
hot, meltingly delicious JlizBi 
made fresh tAl your order .• 
~hywith the coupon and 
take It I10me tAl eat while you 
bim the tree or wrap gifts, It's 
a Mmnun-merry meaT! 
Pale 1. Daily EgyptiaD, December I, UII3 
. , 
The Undergraduate Student Organizations' Book 
Co-op is a beneficial program provided by your 
student government. This service enables 
students to turn in textbooks and set the price 
f~ the books- that they desire. YES t NO more-
receiving 50% of what you paid for a textbook. 
The Co-op process is easy to do, and takes only 
a few minutes. Books are collected in the Student 
Center and a simple contract including book 
information and set price, is signed between l,;SO 
and the student. 
Textbooks are then solei to students by the 
Undergraduate Student Organization, and money 
from the books is then distributed to students. 
You too could benefit from the Undergraduate 
Student Organization Book Co-op Service. 
December 12 -16 
9:00a.m. -5:00p.m. 
Student Center South Solicitation Area 
SAM * SIGMA KAPPA * AMA 
Pending bill nix~ bond Dlolley for center RUSSIAN from Page I 
8~' Paula J. Finla}" 
Stafr Write-r 
A bill pendmg il'l Congress 
that would significantly reduce 
the ability of cities to is!'!.!!~ 
industrial revenue bonds has. in 
effect. ruled Qut the use of bonds 
to finance Carbondale's 
downtown conference center 
project. 
The Citv Council met in a 
special closed session Tuesday 
to consider the advisibility of 
continuing to pursue the pur-
chase of land for the project, 
City Manager William Dixon 
said, but no decision was made 
and the matter will be con-
sidered again at Monday's 
council meeting. 
The limitation on issuance of 
tax-exempt bonds is part of a 
ta~ bill that supporters say will 
raIse more money for Congress 
by closing tax loopholes. Donald 
Monty, director of community 
development, said. 
Municipalities would be given 
a ceiling of about $75 per capita 
per year on the amount of bonds 
they could issue, and that would 
put Carbondale's limit nearly 
$10 million short of the $12 
million to $15 millIon needed for 
the project, l\]onty said. 
Proponents of the measure 
want to limit the number of tax-
exe.upt municipal bonds and 
generate more tax revenue. 
Monty said, but opponents 
argue that the economic 
development created by the 
bonds would generate enough 
taxable revenue to make up for 
that lost from the tax exemp-
tion!>. 
Even though "the legislation 
is just sitting there and not 
going anywhere." bond coun· 
sels are not willing to risk 
guaranteeing the bonds as tax-
exempt to potential buyers 
because the bill. if passed, 
would be retroaC'tive to Jan. 1. 
1984, Monty said. 
One option would be to try for 
itate-issued bonds for the 
project, but if the effective date 
was changed to the date of 
passage, that would solve the 
problem, he said. 
Dixon said that work will 
continue on the project. 
"There will no change in the 
course of our action, at least 
until Monday night." he said. 
"We're proceeding very 
cautiously" . 
The council also passed a 
$2.25 million water and sewer 
bond issue. An investment 
banking firm in New Jersey was 
the low bidder for the bonds at 
an interest rate slightly over 10 
percent, bond underwriter 
Marlin Moseby said. Bidding 
for the bonds was "aggressive" 
and every major bank in Illinois 
and SI. Louis bid the issue. he 
said. 
She said the SOVIet-Eastern 
European Training Act will 
provide up to $5 million a ~'ear 
for the next 10 years for training 
Americans to become experts 
on the Soviet Union. She said 
funds will be available for 
language programs. faculty 
research, teaching fellowships 
and graduate and doctoral 
programs in Soviet and Eastern 
European studies. 
The money WIll be distributed 
through an advisory committee 
set up within the State 
Defjrtment, Corvail said, and 
wil likely be available in 1985. 
The bill signed by the 
president is a modification of a 
bill tha t was co-sponsored by 
U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, D 
Makanda. 
Syrians keep prisoner, return casualty Simon, who chairs the sub-committee on post-secondary 
education, has been a a long-
time advocate of foreign 
language study. Last week he 
expressed concern about the 
possible cuts to the Russian 
program at SIU-C, saying there 
is a shortage of Americans who 
speak Russian. 
By the Associated Press 
Syria released the body of 
U.S. Navy pilot Lt. Mark A. 
Lange on Wednesday but said 
the rdurn of American prisoner 
Robert O. Goodman depended 
on relations with the United 
States. 
Syria also accused the United 
States of (Ii red involvement in 
the Lebanon war. 
Meanwhile, bombs and 
rockets slamned into 
residential neighborhoods in 
Christian east Beirut from 
Druse positions in the hills 
overlooking the city. Police 
reported two civilians killed and 
16 wounded by shrapnel. 
The body of Lange, 'n, of 
Fraser, Mich., was flown by the 
Marines to the aircraft carrier 
Independence off the Beirut 
coast f()r its eventual journey 
home, said Maj. Dennis Brooks. 
Lange's A-6 fighter-bomber 
Strawberry Daiquiri 
~CWine7:i~ 
75. Jack Daniels 
was shot down Sunday in an 
attack on Syrian positions in 
Lebanon's central mountains. 
His body was delivered by the 
Syrians to the Lebanese army, 
which in turn handed it to the 
Marines. 
Syria's state minister for 
forei"'.n affairs, Farouk Charaa, 
told a news conference in 
Dr''!1:lSCUS that Goodman, 26, of 
Virginia Beach, Va., Lange's 
bombardier-navigator, was 
considered "a prisoner of war." 
"He is well-treated in ac-
cordance with international 
rules," Charaa said. Goodman 
was captured after he bailed out 
of the stricken plane Sunday. 
Charaa said the conditions for 
releasing Goodman. the first 
American serviceman held 
prisoner in Syria, depend "on 
the development of relations 
between Syria and the United 
States." 
He said this lack of bilingual 
skills causes a lack of un-
derstanding between the United 
States and the Soviet Union and 
adds to international tensions. 
SANTA·S COMING 
TO SIU. 
Have 3o'0ur picture taken wi1h Santa 
... - thie .wooll ItO .. the Perfect .ift 
10 send a friend or Just 10 rememtiet 
3o'0ur SIU da3o's. For onl3o' $5.00. 3o'OU 
receive 1 Sx1 and 2 3JC5 color Pictures. 
Due to Santa·s busy schedule. he will 
be here only durin. a limited time. 
His hours are: 
3-4:30pm 
3-4:30pm 
3-4:30pm' 
MON. 
TUES. 
WED. 
THURS. 3-4:30 and 6-8pm 
AT THE CROSSROADS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT CENTER 
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51 ..... ..ttct.. IftdudIng ......... Viewpoints and other _!oriel. ""eet 
.... opWana '" .................... Iy. Una! ..... edi_l ...... ..- 0 -._. of 
.... DoIIr ~ &IHorioI Comml_. ""'-- _ ..... 0,. ............. t edllOr· 
In-dll.f ................. editor. 0 _ .toft memb.r ..... focullo( ......... 1"11 
editor .... 0 JoumoIhm School focvlly .........,.... 
L--. .... wIIkh ~ connof be ...nfled will not be publlohed. Students 
.................. - IcIentIfy "*'-"- .., cfoa and _lor. hoculty ......ben 
.., .... ..,.,......-, ............... k ttoff.., poaltlon and ........-t. 0 ....... .., 
""-'-- .................. AliI.-. _ ~ect to editl"ll and wllI ... llml .... 
to5ClO ..... ~"'250 __ ot'-wlllbell"'-'~farpubilcatlon. 
A --..... _ of edItorIoI ond ........ ,..."'_ .....--I .., .... Dolly 
~ftaIIcy ........... IoonII._iobI.lnc-_I247. 
'Doc' doesn't deserve 
GPSC's gaudy gift 
CLARENCE "Doc" Dougherty, vice president for campus ser-
vices, bas come under fire at times during his tenure for decisions 
which could only be termed questionable. 
But "'bat members of the Graduate and PIOfessional Student 
Council did to him Tuesday no one deserves. 
A plaque which in biting words "recognized" Dougherty for four 
of hi.s least popular decisions - an effort, we suppose, at 
!:~:J:ce~ was dropped off by a GPSC member in the campus 
No good-humored presentation was held. Dougherty wasn't even 
in his office to receive the "award" - it was left with a secretary. 
TO THEIR CREDIT. GPSC President Ann Greeley and nearly 
half of tbe council members opposed the plaqU'" idea. The vote was 
17-16 in favor of the presentation, with four abstaining. 
Greeley said sbe thought the idea was "tacky. " Indeed it was. 
We must question why a plurality of the GPSC would choose this 
method, albeit tongue-in-eheek, to criticize Dougherty for his 
record. The plaque, in its wording and the manner in which it was 
delivered, makes the GPSC appear awkwardly irrelevant. It's not a 
good way to represent the graduate student community at SIU-C. 
TOO, WE MUSTwonder how GPSC members can justify this sort 
of stone throwing after a year in which its own house has so often 
been in disarray. 
A gift, after all, is only a reflection upon its bearer. This one does 
not reflect well uJhln the GPSC. 
Give mathematics a fee, too 
After 32 and one half years on 
the faculty of the Depar'tment of 
Mathematics at SIU-C and as an 
alumna of SfU-C. I strongly 
protest a $10 mandatory fee 
from all faculty and staff for 
athletics. " 
I've paid my dues to SIV-C 
with service and a lower salary 
than market conditions 
warrant. Call my "',,y;ng ... 
SIV .. <: loyalty or stupidity. it 
was a sacrifice worth morl' than 
$J() a year. If the GPSC thinks 
$10 is needed for athletics, I 
belieye an amount much more 
than $10 should be assessed for 
mathematics - the foundation 
for a technological society. Our 
departml'nt can afford neither a 
microcomputer nor a word 
processor. 
ut;:~:'~'=- hl~~,ue:~' tYtn~J'!e~~ 
Beckt>meyer, :\ssistan'. 
Professor, )iathematics. 
DE going home to Malaysia 
When I decided that I wanted 
to take home more of Car-
bondale and SIU than merely a 
degree, I discovered an 
abundance of experiences 
reported in the Daily Egn.tian. 
I have been reading .the 
columns on the edi~orial page 
and they are a good way to 
better understand and ap-
preciate events. I think that Jeff 
Wilkinson has done the best job 
~!a~~t):~~~.these events in 
When I return to my home in 
Malaysia, reading again the 
. essays which I have collected 
will provide pleasant memories 
of the American experiences 
which I have shared. - Teong 
Beng Ang, Junior. M;arketing. 
DEAACITS-, 
--~tters 
Concern, shock, despair! Trees 
going in at McAndfew Stadium 
Hark! What is this sound 
cutting through the gently 
wafting fall breeze? Could it be~ 
Yes, it is indeed the sound of 
spades turning soil. They are 
planting evergreen trees and 
shrubs at McAndrew Stadium. 
Is it Arbor Day again so soon? 
Perhaps school officials are 
making token reparations for 
the late summer ra r : of 
Thompson Woods. I think not. 
However, T decided to in-
vestigate. 
After driving around campus 
I find no further planting, and 
no, checking my Garfield 
calendar, I find it is indeed not 
Arbor Day. What other 
possibilities could th~ be? 
Taking note that the bushes 
are on the north side of the 
stadium, and duly noting that 
the last home game will soon be 
history for this season, what are 
we to surmise? 
Heaven forbid! Could it be 
that aside from their aestht:tic 
beauty these evergreens are 
also (after sufficient growth) to 
block the view of the hillside 
revelers of SIU home football 
games? 
U this is the case then 1 must 
express my concern, shock and 
despair. I don't care much 
about the tailgaters who watch 
the game without paying. 
co~~!~~:~~~ ~~: ~~~~f~r; 
next year's tailgater party list 
include beer. charcoal. gri:L ... 
and battery j)owered 
hedgetrimmers '? 
J am aghast! Or even more 
appalling - will we be witness 
to the pregame ritual of 
uprooting the shrubs as a 
vicious prelude to uprooting the 
goalposts'? Cold steel has no 
feelings. I move for the 
relocation of "McAndrew 
Woods." - Rob Kelley, Fresh-
man, Business. 
In defense of librarv .. 
I am appalled by the column 
taking up half of a page in the 
Dec. 2 issue of the Dailv 
Egyptian. I am referring to l\lr. 
Rod Stone's attack on Morris 
library. What was Mr. Stone's 
mtentlon" If humor was his 
goal, f think he missed tht; hoat. 
since I do not find exaggerated 
vilification humorous. As an 
individual who is both a 
frequent library user and a 
library stUdent worker. I feel 
obligated to defend those so 
unfairly attacked. 
I\Ir. Stone's copy must have 
b{'en requ{'st{'d by. and 
probably now is in the 
possession of. another patron. 
Although at times inconvenient. 
the recall procedure exists to 
allow patrons an opportunity to 
get a bock that otherwise could 
be unavailable for up to sixteen 
weeks. 
] appreciate the fact that Mr. 
Stone noticed that librarians 
read during working hours. 
Maybe he \'oill apply his jour-
nalistic skills to learn whv Ihis 
is part of their job descl'i'ptlOn. 
(Hint: If a librarian knows ." hat 
is in a professional journa I .. ) 
Common sense,. objectivity 
rule downstaters' beliefs 
As a specific issue, Mr. Stone 
tells of his adventure with the 
book. In the Spirit of Crazy 
Horse, which apparently was 
recalled When he was on 
vacation. I too would have been 
annoyed if I had a book recalled 
to be placed on display. But a 
quick check revealed that the 
copy on display is from Special 
Collections and could not have 
been charged from the library. 
Perhaps if Mr. Stone had used 
the time he spent editorializing 
to learn what the librarv can 
and cannot do for him, his 
hostility would have been 
reduced in a more constructive 
manner. - (,had Rubin. Junior, 
'licrobiology. 
Up to now, 1 have had a 
moderately enjoyable time 
attending SIU-C. In fact, I 
almost went the whole semester 
without hearing some 
Chicagoan put me down for 
being a dwnb downstater. But 
sure enough, it had to happen. 
in one of my early morning 
classes, two illustrious Chicago 
students conversed about the 
light snowfall and remarked 
about how we downstaters tend 
to overreact to the least little bit 
of snowfall, close all the schools 
down, spend hours driving just 
a few miles because we're not 
used (0 the road conditions, and 
other erroneous hogwash. 
Upon being informed that I 
live in Murphysboro, one of 
these nice people quipped, 
"How long did it take you to get 
here this morning, an hour?" 
It seems to me a bit unfair 
that the Chicagoans who invade 
this territory each semester 
seem to revel in joking about 
hew "backward" Southern 
Illinois and its people are -
especially since none of the 
downstaters I have met seem to 
revel in talking about how ec-
centric Chicagoans are. 
Not that we don't taik about it. 
we just don't revel in it. 
especially in the presence of a 
Chicagoan. We are usually 
more courteous. Downstaters 
usually have more sense than to 
shoot their mouths off about an 
area they know nothing about. 
Chicago people constantly try 
to rl'mind us of how funny we 
talk, how stupid and narrow 
minded we are, and how the 
area is a cultural wasteland. 
I am not ashamed that I live 
in an area where the people let 
common sense and objectivity 
rule what they think and 
believl'. 
Everyone should realize that 
there are decent, caring, 
knowledgeable, responsible 
people living everywhere, be i, 
Chicago, Southern Illinois. or 
Perth, Australia. - Daane 
Schuster, Freshman, Political 
Science. 
Share, care this season 
The holidays are upon us 
with cooking. cleaning. buying 
gifts, entertaining family and 
friends. For many it's a time of 
joyous feasting. a time of giving 
thanks and praise, a time of 
celebration and sharing. For 
others this holiday season will 
not be so blessed 
As a wife and mother 
volunteering at the Wemen"s 
Center, I see so many women 
and children without family and 
friends. without income and 
homes of their own, victims of 
domestic violence whose 
holidays will not be so filled 
with joy. But I also see so many 
ways that \H~ t:an l'hange lIus 
sadness and help. Whether it be 
through our donated time. 
money or much needed 
household items and supplies. 
there is always something all of 
us l'an contribute. 
Through volunteer ('ffort. the 
Women's C{'nter provides care 
and shelter to fleeing baltered 
women and children 24 hours a 
day. 365 days a year. W{' ar{' 
always there, ready to help. 
Could you share and care and 
help us make this a happier. 
more meaningful holidil~ 
season" - Kathle"'!l R. Sha£f-
ner, Womt"n's ('enter Voluntt"f'L 
Today's puzzle 
ACROSS 
, Biblical 'and 
5 Kin,es 
9 "Cease'" 
,4 "'Not on 
--". 
15 POI source 
16 "Sweetheart 
ot-Chi"' 
17 Passe 
t9 Rugby 
lormatlon 
20 External 
21 Many eras 
23 Labels 
24 Typists 
27 Carnival 
29 AMsand 
FMs 
31 Woode<:' 
areas 
35 Vamoose 
37 Select 
39 Shun 
40 Due 
42 Quench 
44 Seaweed 
45 Type 
47 Blackouts 
49 Left·over 
50 Plantation 
52 Complete 
54 Fltr' 
~6Sul -: 
Unique 
595011 drink 
62 Young seal 
64 Singsong 
65 Passes Over 
67 Tractable 
70 Obsession 
7' AliegatiM 
72 Salad type 
73 Vertic,,1 
74 Forward 
puzzle answers 
are on Page 19. 
75 Uses an axe 
DOWN 
1 Aegean isle 
2 Almost 
3 Improvement 
4 Alea 25 Hodges and 
5 Schl. org. Bias 
6 Kind of meal 26 Stains 
7 Gallows 28 Wrath 
B "- - a 30 Post 
gun'" 32 Weak 
9 Simpleton 33 Border 
10 "Hi-Fi" 01 old 3< Bench 
t 1 ASian rug 3:. upera box 
12 Complacent 36 Overoowecs 
13 Headgear 38 - oul: 
18 Destroy making do 
slowly 41 Exciting 
22 Virago 43 Group: sun 
46 Greek lener 
48 Before now 
51 6th sense 
53 DiSCuSS anew 
5S Bulges 
57 Clan member 
58 Mea, diShes 
59 Appear 
60 Poet 01 old 
61 Occupation 
63 Faint 
66 Convened 
58 Man's name 
69 Young chap 
"'-~""""":-r::-=-r"""" 
AT THE CROSSROADS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT CENTER 
Graduate student 
wins picture set 
Esther M. James. graduate 
studtnt in higher education. 
won a free portrait packal!e 
worth $65 from Delma S·udios. 
official photographers for the 
1984 senior portrait prog.·am for 
the Obelisk II ·Yearbook. 
Kurt P. Altman. senior in 
finance. won a 1984 Obelisk II 
Yearbook in the sanH' drawinl! 
Monday. 
". iouchOfCt-" 
Bring this ad & buy one pelir of glasses. 
receive the second frame free from existing 
stock (including designer frames). 
·can be diKerent prescriptions· 
Santa's 
Specials LEE 
.-1-
Plus ... 
Jeans 
'9" Ilraen ..... 2 ... 2. Is..teefIel .. , , .... . 
en"_1 
Shirts. Sweaters. 
Casual Pants 
Buyony item 
at regular price 
and receive 0 second 
volue or less for 1i2off 
, 
Jeans 
Basic St. Leg 
and 
Boot Cut 
-OPEN-
Sundays 
1-5 
Santa Specials 
Blouses 
Sweaters 
Corduroy Pants 
Pay for the higher priced item 
and get the second for 
off 
ruthie'7 
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Ye shall know them by their works 
Staff fingerpainters perfonn 
By Belinda Edmondson 
Staff Writer 
Anna Martisawski. senior in 
architectural preservation. has 
organized a somewhat unor-
thodox museum display for her 
final pro.i~t for Art 447. "In-
troduction to I .seums." 
Instead of organizing displays 
of standard art collections. 
Martisawski decided to put 
together an exhibit of 16 
fingerprint picture:; - done by 
SIU faculty. 
The display. which will be in 
the Vergette Gallery in the 
Allyn Building throughout finals 
week. features works of art by 
such notables as Bruce Swin-
burne. vice president c·f student 
affairs. and SIU President 
Albert Somit. 
"A lot of students think that 
the faculty are stuLed shirts. 
and I wanted to dis'Jrove that. I 
proved a point'- I think." 
Martisawski said 
"I got negiat;ve responses 
from some facultv at first -
they thought finger!Jainting was 
something only three-year-olds 
do, but they grew susceptible to 
the idea after a while. " said 
Martisawski. 
Staff Photo by Nevil!e Loberg 
Anna Martisawski uses the tools of her trade - oagers, paints and a smile. 
,Participants were chosen on 
the recommendations of former 
students, who called them 
"fun" teachers, she said. 
The participants were in-
structed to paint "anything they 
felt' ike, " and their works range 
from "landscapes. sunsets. 
abstracts. expressionistic sort 
of pictures to corny." Mar-
tisawski said. 
"I wanted to have them 
psychoanalyzed, but I was 
advised against it by my in-
structor," said Martisawski, 
who believes th,,' 
psychoanalysis might have 
brought out hidden aspects of 
the artists. 
Evert Jotmson, Martisawski's 
instructor, said he advised 
~gainst psych{)analyzing the 
PICCes because he feels it i" not 
"pertinent" to the project. 
"U's a fun kind of thing, by no 
means a terribly serious 
exhibit." said Johnson, who 
said he felt that there were not 
many psychologists who would 
find anything significant in the 
Pi~U:::arnrrv~~ participants 
drew pichlres with,themes that· 
related to their personal life, 
!odid Martisawski. 
"Bruce Swinburne drew a 
picture .called "The Iowa 
cr~roads." and he's originally 
from Iowa," she said. 
Another picture, by 
philosophy professor George 
McClure, is titled "The C~mic 
Forces of the Universe." 
Charlotte West, head of 
Women's I.thietics, drew a 
co:Jage of basketball and 
vJlleyball nets. Sc:.mit's picture 
;s entitled "Uneaten M & M's." 
Asked if she saw any 
psychological significance in 
lite painting, Martisawski said 
with a Jaugh,"You can never 
tell." 
---CampusBriefs 
TilE FORESTRY Cluh will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in 
the Illinois Room. A group 
picture will be laken. 
:\ LECTURE titled 
"Research on the Int~nsive 
Culture of Walleyes" will be 
given at 9 a.m. Thursday in 
Morris Auditorium by John G. 
Nkkum, leader of Iowa 
Cooperative Fishery Rt:search 
Unit. 
A RETREAT is being offered 
tf) students on Saturday and 
Sunday at Touch of Nature. The 
cost or $8 includes lood and 
lodging. fho~ interested may 
registt:"1 Thursday at the 
Recreation Center Information 
DE-sk or may call Jay Taska at 
536-5531. 
MEMBERS 01-' Alpha 
Lambda Delta, women's 
honorary society, who are 
graduating or have graduated 
may apply for one' of thirteer. 
fellowships for gradual!: study. 
Applications and information 
are available from Virginia 
SIP( Films Presents .... 
TONIGHT 
JlJhnHouston's 
KEY LARGO 
Humphrey Bogart visits some friends in a 
.mall resort town only to come lace to lace 
with aging gangster Johnny Rocco (Edward 
G. Robfnson). Wi~h Lauren Bacall, Lionel 
Barrymore. 
7 &. 9pm $1.50 
Student Center Auditorium 
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Benning at the office of StUdent 
Life. Applications must be 
received by the national 
headquarters by Jan. 4. 
NEW OFFICERS for lh!" 
Collegiate Chapter of the 
Future Farmers of America are 
president, LiSE Morgan; vice 
president, Jeff Lathr"p: 
secretary, Maria Barnwell; 
treasurer. Jeff Lewis: reporter. 
Shari Sanders; sentinel. Don 
M;:Murtry and ag council 
representatives. Nathan 
Vaughn and Jeff Lewis 
~o 
KOTTKE 
STEVE 
Go 
Friday. December 9 
8:00 P.M. $10.00 & 8.50 
No ca .... ra. or tGpe recorders g ~~~!.~~~~~~~ . 
~ and a.cIit card phone ont.n: Mon-fri; 8:OOa1.m. 10 6:00p.m . 
• 
$2.00 discount per tlck.t wim .John Prl.,. tick •• stub. Call 
.453-3378. 
BATTEFtIES. 
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES 
NAME BRAND 
FROM 129.50 
SED BATTERIES!' 17. 
(WITH TRADE-IN) 
In Murphysboro, take 127 {I."',/o 
to Industrial Park Rd, (acrus. 
from McDonald's) Turn left at 
first stop sign, then left agl'i" to 
Associated Battery Supply 
ASSOCIATED 
~~ 
Call 687·3344 
MAGNUM 
~ FORCE-
TONIGHT & 
FRIDAY 
7&9pm 
$1.00 
NO ONI UNon 1 .... _I1TID. 
DAILY 1:113:155:15 7:119:25 
-t::Entertainment Guide·--- Opera-theater extravaganza 
planned for Quigley auditorium LI\'E Jo::'IITERT:\I:'II;\lE:o>iT 
,\irwavl'5 - Secret Service 
from DI'Kalb will Dlay Thur-
sday The Charles' Langerer 
band will play their new genre 
of new waves ':>Iues Friday. 
Cover is $1. 
Fred's Dan~e Barn - Area 
Code 618 will play country 
music Friday At 7:30 p.m. free 
hoe-down lessons will be given. 
Saturday night Charlie T. takes 
the spotlight. Cover is $2.75 fo!' 
adults. 
Saturday. No cover. 
Roundup - Iron Mountam 
Express will play country anrl 
country rock numbers Mturday 
night. Cover is $2.50 for adults. 
Sunday night The Priebe 
Brothers and Sons of the 
Pioneers will play heginnirog 7 
p.m. Cover is $5. 
Stan Hoye's - Thursday 
through Saturday, Carico will 
play top 40 hits. No cover. 
The Club - Blues music will 
be featured this weekend. 
Thursday and Fi'iday nights. 
Big Larry and Code Blue will 
play Saturday Da Blooze. 
featuring Tall Paul, will ap-
pe&r. No cover. 
T,J.'s 'liatering Hole - No 
cover Thursday night to Hero. 
Friday and Saturday nights, 
hear 10:01 for $1 cover. 
Tres Hombres - Gus Pap-
pelis ard John Moudler will 
Video Lounge fln the fourth floor 
of the Student l:enter. 
CON('ERTS 
Leo Kottke and Steve 
Goodman will appear in concert 
at Shrjock Auditorium Frid .. y 
night at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8.50 
and $10. 
School of Music faculty and 
trumpeter Robert E. Allison 
will perform a recital at 8 p.m. 
Saturday at the Old Baptist 
Foundation. Assisth'\! him will 
be organist Todd Westgate, 
trumpeter (1m Shisler, French 
hornist William Hammond and 
trombonist Robert Weiss. The 
concert will conclude with "A 
Festival of Alfred Burt Carols." 
The University Choir and 
Orchestra wil! give a Christmaf 
COnt~ert at 7:30 p.m. Suandy at 
the Luthern Student Center, 700 
S. University. Admission is 
free. 
A bit of culture will fill 
Quigley Hall Auditorium at 5 
p.m. f'riday. when the SIV-C 
Opera-Music Theater'" orkshop 
and the Marjorie Lawerence 
Opt;ra The ... ler will present an 
upera-theater extravaganza 
entitled "The Contemporary 
Scene," directed by 1\.1ichael 
Blum. 
The Majorie Lawercnce 
Opera Theater is the opera· 
producing wing of thl' School of 
Music. 
The entertainmt'nt scheduled 
for the I'vent is full staging .and 
costuming of selt.'ctions from 
''CI'1ebration.'' "The MagIC 
Flute," She Loves 1\.'11'." "Thl' 
Old Maid and the Thief.·· "Thl' 
~aint of Blet'ckl'r Street." 
"Trouble in Tahiti" and "Thl' 
•. -~~.~~-.:-.~ •. ~:~!.!. :'::~'~ •. ~~',..~" '~~ 
';1114'1' \ ,: "if' iff 0:' 
Ballad of B:lby Doe." 
Thl' repertiore includes works 
by such c1assk composers as 
Boch and Harnick, who wrote 
"Fiddler on the Roof," Menvtti, 
and Leonard Bernstein. 
The performance IS dedicated 
to Mel Seiner, former assistant 
director of the School of Music 
and longtime fan of the opera. 
who clictl Nov. 2.5. 
All of the pieces will be in 
F.nglish. One scene represents 
an updated context of Mozart's 
"The Magic Flute." It will he 
set in il pet shop in a suburban 
mall. 
Members of the community. 
graduate and undergraduate 
students will be participating in 
the pel'formancl'. Admission is 
free. 
Gatsby's - The Heard will 
play Thursday evening and 
Friday happy hour. Friday 
nj~t is WIDB night. D.J.·s ~ilI 
spm favorite tunes and gIVe 
away prizes to masters of 
trivia. The disc jockies from 
WTAO take over Saturday 
night. Sunday. get mellow with 
Brady and Holly .. Monday and 
Tuesday nights C.R. and Gither 
will play their blend of easy-
listening melodies. James :md 
FFC will fire you up Wednesday 
night. No cover. 
perform Monday night. No SPECIAL EVENTS 
cover. 
~ Thurs (5:30@1.75) 8:15 
. ~'iA~i-· 
Hangar 9 - Thursday night. I SPC FIl.MS 
Pork and the Havana Ducks are 
sure to please country music 
fans with their rowdy brand of 
music. $2 cover. The Killer Bees 
from Austin, Texas will play 
raggae Friday and Saturday. 
Cover is $1. 
Oasis Lounge - For 
nostalgia buffs, Friday night is 
'60s night, complt'te with caged 
go-go dancers. Saturday night, 
the D.J. will be crusin' the 
decades, playing music from 
the '405 to present. "", cover. 
Pinch Pennv Pub - Mercy 
will play jazz Sunday. No cover. 
P.J.·s - Friday and Satur-
day nights. Blackdust will play 
Thursday, Humphrey Bogan, 
Lauren BacaH and Edwllrd G. 
Robinson star in the classic 
"Key Largo" at 7 p.m. and 9 
p.m. 
Friday and Saturday the work 
of Stanley Kubrick will be 
featured with "Dr. 
Strangelove" at 7 p.m. and 
"Clockwork Orange" at 9 p.m. 
See one for $!.50 or both for $2. 
Sunday, the French film 
"Small Change." which deals 
with chila.en making their way 
toward adulthood, will be shown 
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Films will be shown in the 
Student Center Auditorium for 
$1.50. 
hard-hitting country rock. SPC VIDEOS 
Cover is $2.50. 
Thursday and Friday at 7 
Prime Time Anita p.m. and 9 p.m., Clint Eastwood 
RoSmand and Blue Steel will stars as Dirty Harry in 
~~~b~~~ *,h:r~:ayan~r~~u~ "~~9~mwfll'r~'~hown in the 
Thursday and Friday, Calipre 
Stage in the Communications 
Building will present "William 
and Mary" and "Bridgeport 
Bus" at 8 p.m. Tickets for the 
oral presentations are $1. 
'i!j Thurs (5:45@1.75). 8:00 
HATE & tfAYfS 
JiJ Thurs (5:4S@I.75). 8:00 G..-
1I'Q Thurs (6:oo@l.iSj. S: 15 
The" cars wer.) broken. 
Their company was 
almost out of business. 
And even the drivers 
were wrecks. 
Then they met 
Albert H :>ekenberry. 
a small-town boy 
with a big dream .. 
!hat. despite these 
impossible odds. 
they could make it. 
And now. no one-
not eoten the sleazy 
I . . 
IiIIlM·lUI.il·UfII:..·.lrIJ·lllr.11·.I·.m·,. mI .. &IJ!lil. 
,1IIi~1lI= m. ~.I" ":IM •• I" -; •• ~fillII ":'iI.III'~ 
IR'~ °9 '::':Inl' ""':IMII =m •• I~1II ~.I-I"~~~~~HaM1 
.! • ~ __ ._ .. ,"lO_ .. «JIC'I .... o;MIoI.TI.~ •• __  ._~ __ c:m-ST\,lQll;lt~ 
COME TO SEE EDUCATING RITA AS EARl-Y AS 7: 1 0 P.M. 
AND STA Y TO SEE TOOl ENJOYIII 
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Illinois justice may be blind, but it's not color-blind 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) 
Americai's orten boast of the 
system of justice stot dnwn in the 
Cvll8titution, saying it achieves 
~bi~~~,-sought goal of being 
In this system, it is said, 
everyone looks the same in the 
eye§ of the law and everyone is 
entitled to be tried by a jury of 
his peers - or, as the cliche 
goes, "12 good men." 
?Yews 'ftnaJysis 
But in a growing number of 
cases, some attorneys are 
contending that Illinois justice 
is not blind at all - and 
espE'CiaUy not color-blind. If you 
are a black defendant in Illinois, 
these lawyers say, the jury 
weighing your guilt or in-
nocence more than likely will be 
composed not so much of 12 
good men as 12 white men. 
Ironically, the discrimination 
supposedly is made possible by 
an age·~ld practice aimet:i at 
ensuring fair trials. 
The latest episode in this legal 
cOhtroversy occurred last week 
when the Illinois Supreme Court 
refused to take action against 
allegedly di~criminatory jury 
sel~tion practices by state 
pr<ilecutors. 
The court h;td ruled against 
def,nse lawy'.!rs on the racial 
bias challer.ge several times 
~ntly. but last wPek's case 
ruling marked the (i,'St tIme 
jury discrimination was the sole 
issue on appeal. Some lawyers 
had hoped earlier this year that 
the court Illight use the case to 
end the reported dis-
crimination. 
The ruling stemmed from the 
conviction of Stanley Payne, a 
black man, in Cook Ccunty 
Circuit Court on charges of 
aggravated battery and armed 
violenre. A jury concluded 
Payne was guilty of shooting an 
acquaintance during a dispute 
on a Chicago basketball court. 
That jury was composed of 11 
whites and one black. 
Defense lawyers objected to 
how that racial makeup was 
reached. They said the 
proseeutor improperly used so-
called "peremptory 
challenges" to exclude six 
black potential jurors from the 
panel. 
The peremptory challenge 
system - a centuries-old legal 
tradition - allows trial lawyers 
to keep certain persons od a 
jury without telling the judge 
why they don't want them. This 
privilege can be exercised by 
each side 10 times in Illinois 
courts. 
In all other challenges, at-
torneys must offer a legally 
acceptable explanation of why 
that person might not render a 
fair verdict. 
Peremptory challenges, 
according to their backers, 
allow lawyers to use their in-
tuition about people in selecting 
impartial jurors. 
Defense lawyers in the Payne 
a)j~eal and other cases have 
chal ~ed that prosecutors are 
using this old system in a new 
way - to prevent blacks from 
sitting in judgment of black 
defendc!llts. The rationale for 
this l:nspoken discrimination, 
the lawy~rs say, is the fear that 
blacks will be overly sym· 
pathetic to members of tt-eir 
ra(.'e who al'e accused of crimes. 
An I!!inois appellate court 
which heard the case ruled that 
prosecutors violated Payne's 
Sixth Amendment rights and 
denied him a jury chosen from a 
fair cross-section of the com-
munity. 
The Cook County State's 
Attorney's office, which has 
been involved in many of these 
appeals, has strongly rl~nied 
that it discriminates and has 
promised it never will. 
Iht the facts don't support 
that assertion, Justice Seymour 
Simon said in an III-page dissent 
to last week's three-page 
majority decisior. by the state 
Supreme Court. 
Simon poin'-ed to a long list of 
Illinois appeais in which the 
racial bias question is raised, 
saying the list itself is evidence 
of how widespread the practice 
is. 
However, Simon's colleagues 
SmaIl Comnuter, Big Deal. 
The Epson N(){eoOo"k Computer is a complete computer system [hat you Gm w;e an)lime, anywhere. Like in 
the libr.uv, to take n( ){es. Or in the bo, 
for Gdcul~lti()n". Or even at [he hotbrau, 
where vou CJ.n have "lunch" while vou 
(,1[ch up on your work. . 
Weighing less than four [X>unJs 
amI only HIf/'x n:' the Epson HX-20 
Norebouk Computer i" a true pon-
ahle. But it has the power Df 
a desk10p computer. l'bU 
get a full-sized key-
hoanj, LCD screen, 
m ICroca.';.sene 
sturage unit, 
"ill-hour 
recharge-Jole 
rx )wer supply, 
and a d()t matrix 
printer. All ouilt in. 
Also huilt in are a word 
processing program and Microsoft® 
BA~IC So you em \\Tite l'V(1)lhing from 
term papers to progr.lID". An~lime, anywhen:. 
FOR A LIMITED Tmm: \'Our local Epson dealer h,LS a :,pecial offer for college swdents BlI~' now, and get the compk·te 
Epson Noteoook Computer with huilt-in word processing and BA~IC. plus 
$100 worth ()f free items, including: "Typing Thtor cassette program 
and manual • Leaming Lab cassette program and manual- Audio 
cassette cable· Special Epson backpac~rl,' _ \ EPSON ~t' ~'l)ur campus Epson de-.lier bled helow or '" _ 
call (HOOH21·"j426. ~. STATE-OF-THE-ART 
Computer Enterprises Inc 
400.8 De Young 
Marion, III 62959 
618-993-3600 
Page t'MI~'l:~t ~ •• '1ta.··.r I 
.. .sIMl'LlCfn 
\"'--'- .... -
were not convinced. The 
majority opinion, written by 
Justice Robert Underwood, !'aid 
the Supreme Court will continue 
to reject changes in the 
peremptory tradition until it 
sees solid evidence of 
systematic exclusion of blacks 
from juries in case after case, 
not just some trials. 
Alan Raphael, an attorney 
who represented the Chicago 
Council of Lawyers in the 
Payne case, predicts no change 
soon in the court's position. 
Raphael, who asked the justices 
to change their minds on the 
subject, says the Supreme 
Court's recent rulings have 
demanded proof of bias so 
mathematically stringent and 
convincing that it can't be at-
tained. 
Raphael contends the bias 
problem could be solved in 
D1inois by allowing judges to 
question prosecutors on their 
exclusions or by severely 
limiting the number of 
peremptory challenges 
allowed. He notes that the 
states of California, 
Massachusetts and New Mexico 
have taken steps in this 
direc:tion. 
But so far, the Illinois 
SupremeCoort has shown great 
reluctance to interfere with a 
I:. "Yers' prerogative that has 
gone untouched for so long. 
"The majority places too 
much reliance on the weight of 
history," Simon wrote in his 
-dissent. 
SIU-C debaters ranked third in nation 
The Debate Team "as 
awarded a third place .'ational 
ranking from the l'ross-
«: x ami nat ion neb ate 
Association on ""ov. 30. 
During the first seven \\ ccks 
of (·ompetition. the tt'am carned 
26 debate awards at seven 
CEDA-sanctioned lournan'cnts 
anri hcld a first pla{'c n .. lional 
ranking. 
In debate tournaments held 
this semester, the team eom· 
peted against 1911 schools from 
44 states. 
«'irst place national ranking 
was awarded to Central State 
University of Oklahoma and 
second place wmt to the Air 
t'orce Academy. 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
SfARFACE 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
SIU Credit Union 
Invites You 
Have 
A Traditional Christmas 
at Traditional Lending Rates 
: (Exclusively from your Credit Union) .:: \. 
Between now ancl.Januar\, :31, \'ou can bOlTo\\· 
between $500 to $1.5(1) fl~m Sr"~l Credit Union 
at the unbeatable I'ate of 12(/' apr. for members 
who quali(\", 
Just in time fOJ' the Holiday Season. \'OUi' Credit 
Union offers you the be~t rate in to\~'11 on a one-
ye,.r unsecured loan for tho~e Holiday specials ::-
you can't refu~e, 
" . . . . . . . 
Instead of extending payments on YOUI' credit 
card, come to SIU Credit Union and san.' 
yourself up to ;~;3'1r in interest chaq.?:es. 
Make the H·~li~I~~: S~a~~;I~ on~t~)·cherish, There 
is never a pre-payment penalty at your Credit 
Union, Call 61SI-l57·:J595. slu 
CREDIT UNION 
1217 West Morn Street 
Caroondale Il 62901 
618·0157·3595 
Is a. proud sponsor of Salukis 
Women's B-Ball 
.Attend the Exciting Home Games 
As The Women Seek their 
Second National Bid 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 10 
Dec. 13 
Jan. 12 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 27 
Jan. 28 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 26 
Mar. 3 
t.· ,--.. --'I Mar. 5 
Mar. 7 
1983 .. 84 
Home Schedule 
(Thurs) 
(Sat) 
(Tues) 
(Thurs) 
(Sat) 
(Fri) 
(Sat) 
(Thur) 
(Sat) 
(Sun) 
(Sat) 
(Mon) 
(Wed) 
Western Kentucky 
Vanderbilt 
Plinois.Chicago C. 
Drake 
Northern Iowa 
Southwest Missouri 
Wichita State 
Western Illinois 
Bradley 
Loyola 
Eastern Illinois 
Indiana State 
Illinois State 
Q·--\,I )' .... ! . I 
sl U CREDIT UNION 
Buy a house, write a book ... 
History traces city's architecture 
By Joyce Vonderheide 
Siaff Writer 
She intended to put together 
only a brochurt" but Susan 
Maycock's work became a book 
instead. 
The former SIU-C instructor's 
book, "An Architectural 
History of Carbondale, 
Illinois," covers the town's 
development until World War 
II. 
The book grew out of 
Maycock's interest in the house 
she had purchased on Walnut 
Street. Having earned a 
master's degree in ar-
chitectural history from Boston 
University. she believed the 
house was older than other 
people said it was. Through 
research, she learned that the 
house dated back to 1870. 
Through her conversations 
with older residents, ~he 
learned more about other 
houses on her street and wanted 
to bring information to the 
public to enable them to see 
what was left of older Car-
bondale buildings in a historical 
conlext. 
years. Carbondale's public 
square, form(·rly a focus r,r the 
town, has "disappeared," 
Maycock said. [he upper level 
storefronts in the square, 
bounded by what is now 
Jackson, Monroe and 
Washington streets and Illinois 
Avenue, are reminders of the 
importance of the area 
Maycock said the 100 block of 
East Jackson Street "best 
shows the 19th century 
character of the commercial 
district." 
The building at 101 N. 
Washington St., which now 
houses the Carbondale Stage 
Company. really has "two other 
buildings buriea underneath." 
In her book. she noted that the 
building was Sid ted for 
demolition. Mavcock said she is 
glad the buildIng hasn't been 
destroyed and that its opera 
house beginnings are being 
rev'ved. 
Of all the places in Car· 
bondale, Ma"'cock sai,. that 
Main Street tJetween UniverSity 
Avenue and Poplar Street would 
be a spction to see in its original 
state. as the area contained "an 
elegance not equalled now" in 
Carbondale, she saiv. 
Because few written histories 
of Carbondale are available, 
Maycock had to go back to 
primary sources, such as deeds, 
phC'tographs, tax records and 
directories. 
Maycock said old newspapers 
were "invaluable," although 
there were large time gaps in 
the newspapers which survived 
the 85 years covered in the book. 
She read through newspapers 
covering a 5O-to-tiO-year time 
span. 
Start Photo by Scott Shaw 
Old buildings along East Jackson Street, an area discussed in Susan Maycock's book. 
Maycock said she .. tried to 
put current Carbondale into 
context" in her book. She hopes 
more public and private 
awareness and interest will be 
created through her book 
Talking with older residents 
was also helpful in her 
research. Maycock said that 
Julia Mitchell Etherton, \\ho 
moved to Carbondale in the 
18905, helped her in dating 
houses. Etherton .. auld 
remember who had lived in 
which house and had a 
~ollection of photographs of 
;>arly Carbondale. 
The few early maps of Car· 
bondale which exist were in· 
surance maps, showing only 
parts of the town. Maycock was 
able to make a "social map" of 
Carbondale by using computers 
and city directories from 1896 
and 1905. 
She entered the street ad-
dresses into the computer to 
find out how many buildings 
had actually existed along a 
street. Because directories also I 
listed occupations of residents, 
Maycock was able to determine 
different neighborhoods and tie 
in social history with .'lr-
chitectural history. 
Response to her book has 
been enthusiastic. Maycock 
added. She receives many of the 
same responses she received 
when she presented slide lec-
'llres while living in Car-
Dondale. People tell her that 
they never had bothered before 
to look at homes or upper 
storie!> of downtown stores and 
notice the architecture. 
Many residents do not realize 
that certain parts of the town 
had different roles in earlier 
Morris to offer loan of n~.Jps over break 
Road maps, topograpmcal 
quadrangles and city plans may 
be borrowed from Morris 
Library during break by 
students and faculty who will be 
returning for spring semester. 
The map library collection 
contains about 200.000 maps and 
aerial photor,raphs, most of 
which are available for loan. 
said Jean Ray, map librarian. 
The map collection is located 
on the sixth noor of the library. 
Borrowed materials must be 
returned by Jan. 17. 
INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL 
SPORTS 
LOCKERS 
Student Recreation Center Fall 
Semester Lockers must be renewed 
or lock/towel returned to the In-
formation Center by 8:00pm 
Sunday, January 8, 1984; or the 
contents will be removed. 
Call 536-5531 if you 
have any questions, 
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Beer and Bowl Bash 
Every Thursday 
Just $5.00 for all Draft 
Beer and Bowling 
Doors Open at 9:30 p.m. 
Old Rt. 13 Eost (Behind the Moll) 529-"155 
A Tasty Greek Delicacy 
Delivered to Youl 
Try Carbondale's finest GYROS sandwich. 
The Greek gourmet sandwich made of 
U.S. choice beef blended with Greek spices 
garnished with tomatoes, onions, and 
a sour cream based sauce 
seroed on pita bread, 
Save Time & Trouble. Let Us Deliver 
Starf Photo by Seott Shaw 
lIelp me! I can't fl." ! 
This reindeer endured wind and cold Tuesday night and Wednesday 
morning on top or Abbott Hall while its owner. Saluki Shaker Shelley 
Fichtel, wondered where it was. Fichtel received a call from an 
anonymous man saying the rrindeer was being held ransom for her 
pompons. If she didn't tlL:n Oler the pompons, the male said, the 
reindeer would be turned into Bambi burgers. Fichtel, of course, 
said she couldn't give t:nh'ersity equipment away. But the story 
has a happy ending. :\Iaintenance rescued the reindeer Wednesday 
afternoon. 
50 design students to debate 
earth's future, global conflicts 
About 50 SIU-C deSign 
students will participate in a 
debate at 6 p.m. Thursday in the 
Quigley Auditorium. The debate 
will concern the earth's future 
and the developm~nt of possible 
solutions to complex, global-
level problems. 
"A systematic approach is 
integral to the design process 
and comprehensivE: design 
skills are applicable to social 
problems as well as to more 
traditional design projects," 
Carolyn Foxx, design professor 
said. 
The debate was planned b} 
the design students enrolled in 
'"The Systems Approach to 
Problem Solving and En-
vironmental Design." 
debate for public presentation," 
Foxx said. 
The debate will focus on the 
development of systematic and 
creative solutions tc ecological. 
geopolitical, societal, economic 
and other large scale dif-
fk .... lties. 
The debate is open to the 
gf:neral public. The audience 
wiII be allowed to ask questions 
after the formal argumE'nts are 
completed. 
The winning team will receive 
$100. which was donated by a 
private source, for donation to a 
charitable organization to be 
selected by the team before the 
drbate. 
Two faculty groups gear up 
for collective bargaining P-USil 
By John Stt-wart 
Starr Writer 
Leaders of Iwo faculty grol.Jps 
planning 10 bring coll.,ctive 
bargaining to SIU-(' f<lculty 
have set down plans and goals 
for next year 
Roth . thl' Carbondale 
Fl'dl'ration of University 
Teachers and the American 
Association of l'niversitv 
Profl'ssors are gearing up in-
depf'ndf'ntly to push for 
('olll'ctiV<' bargaining. and they 
might I'ven ('hoose 10 jointly 
repr('s('nl faculty. 
Herbert Donow, pr('sident of 
('!oTT. said he I'xpects the 
group to get off to a flying st(lrt 
next semester. and ho!>"s to 
have 350 members bv the fall of 
198-1. The men;ber-ship drive 
which start('d last month i~ the 
main focus for OTT in spring 
Donow. a Slt'-C English 
professor. ~aid his group will 
have help pushing for collective 
har~ainlDg. The national group 
of which CFt T is a part. the 
Amprican Federation of 
Tl'achers. has assigned staff 
nlember Kelly Garder er t~ 
w;)rk with CFUT in Cart.:>ndale 
next spring. 
Donow said Gardener will 
help direct the bargaining 
campaign, advising members 
on recruitment and distributing 
hterature to faculty. She'll be 
here a few months, st.arting in 
January, Donow said. 
In February. ('Fl'T and the 
AAl1P are planning to "1; 
sponsor an educational meeting 
about collective bargaining (0 
inform faculty about how 
bargaining might affect them. 
according to !...(lwrence Dennis. 
CFUT vice presid('nt. The 
CFCT plans to get officers of 
the "'al!onal Educalion 
Assodation to ('orne 10 ('ar· 
bondale to speak ut :iil' .!leeling 
The CfTT is now In the 
proc('ss of plectmg n('\\' offic('rs. 
Dono ..... saId. 1/(' said ballots 
went out last w(,pk. and that he 
hopes 10 ('ontinue ;IS presid('nl 
Donow said h(' should have 
more time to ,\'vote 10 ('j'TT 
n(-'(t s('m('sler. as he won'l be 
Faculty S('natp prrsid('nl again 
next semester [)onow's terlr 
\\ ill ha\'(' expin'd and spnal£' 
pr('sidents may only serve for 
two conse('uli\'e terms. ac~ 
cordmg to the faculty senall' 
consltulion 
AAl'P has also begun a 
membcrshlpdri\'e. and hopes to 
distribute information about 
collective bargaining to faculy 
throughout next ~emester. 
according t'.; ~:mil S!>"es. AAl'P 
president Spees said his glGUp 
hopes to participalr in 
edueational programs co-
sponsored witt: CJo'VT in ad-
dition to having its own 
r:~;~a~~ura~,~:~ ~:~Ie:~~~ 
oarg<lining could mean to them 
and "make a logical, ralional. 
mformed decis:on. rather than 
an t'mo1!onal I'l'sponse." Spt,£,s 
saId 
Spees s:.Iid it IS too early to tell 
if the ,\ALP and CFUT 1l;lght 
\Iork together to JOintly 
represent Ihe fa('ully if 
bargaining ('Ollll::; to SI t·_(, 
Denp,:; said he hasn't falkt'rl 
\Iith ;\:\('1' rt'pres('olatl\l'S 
about Ih£' posslhility of Jwnl 
repf'!Sematlon SIDeI' Nov. I. hut 
he expl'cls dls('usSlOns to 
('ontinue throllghout the "rring. 
In October. Ilonow S<li(1 that 
though CFl'l ',', as working 10 
merge the groups tn rppresent 
faculty. (,~TT would pursup 
sole J'epH's{'illation If nn 
agrl'empnl \1 £'1" re<lchN:!. 
Spees. who a ttendpd a 
stalewide ,\At'P meeting on 
rollpcth'p bargaining al Sll··f: 
last wU'k. s;,id faculty groups at 
other <'t:"e uniVl'rsities are 
further ,1~vng than STlO-C in 
trying tv bring collective 
bargainmg to their facult\,. \\ ith 
the l'x('('l)tion of ,he l'mi.ersit\ 
of Illinois -
Foreig_n _C_o_f_P_6_rt_s 
. .•... GRAND OPENING SALE 
1'I1~ WEE K$I SElECT VOLKSWAGEN BEmE 
~"fjl ~ OUt MUFFLER KITS ... '/, "W. '35.20 NOW'20.00 II PLUg......; All P,m ,_ 
15% OFF. •• -'" InSIM.' 
OFFENeOOD 12-5 THIlU 12-9 
HOURS: 
M-F 8:30-5:30 
SAT. 10-2 
CALL 
529-1644 
I I GLO~tttb- Import Parts 1!i11 104 S. Marion St. Carbondale 
(Across From Bank of Carbondale) 
"Given the timely topics 
involved in our classroom 
discussions, it seemed most 
appropriate to encourage my 
students to develop this type of 
Limited Supply of Popular Games & Software for Commodore 64 
li~ ~: i I , 
Packing and shipping 
something? 
You ...... a carton, pocking rna-
.1011, ta .... a 1obeI. a 101 " 
,-.1. or you need Pock n Ship. 
w. do II all. You drop off your 
Item. ta be .hlpped and _ do 
,he ",.,. All for on. modeol 
·cha.... Sav. lime. trovet and 
nerves. VI." your Pock n Ship 
cen. today. 
E-Z Rental Center 
457·4127 
1817 W. Sycamore 
: : ~ Pack n Shl Cent'" 
.Choplilier 
• Pits top 
• Beach Head 
• Neutral ZOlle 
• Jumpman 
eFrogger 
• Attack of The Mutant Camels 
e iurtl. Graphics 
KOALA PAD $89.95 
SAVE e 1300.00 DOLLARS ON 
C~ commodore 
. SYltams SUPER PET SYSTEMS COMMODORE 8032 SYSTEM 
SP 9000 96K Computer 
Commodore 5050 
1.05 Megatype Disk Driver 
Commodore 8023 150 CPS Printer 
list Price $4585.00 
HARDWARE 
.CBM8032 
• ~G40 Disk Drive 
e 4023 Printer 
list Price 54229.95 
SOfTWARE 
• Word Pro ~ Plus 
Word Processor 
• Info Pro Data 
Base Manager 
e Vislealc Spread 
Sheet 
NOW $3285.00 NOW $2929.95 
C[]r;]PlJTER SPEC~f1l~STS 
126 S. illinois Ph. 529·4800 
(across from old train station) 
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W ome" making gains in law, 
medical schools, teacher says 
Conser'vation officers 
protect old shipwreck 
By Karen Torry 
Staff Writer 
It's not always E'asy, but sm 
School of Medicine tries to give 
women an even break at getting 
into and being successful in 
medical school, instructor 
Roger Robinson said Wed-
n~~~nson conceded ~na,~ 
recruitment drives for women 
students are not as strong as for 
men, but insisted that "sm 
Medical School has a strong 
commitment to under-
represented groups, and that 
includes women." 
Speaking to the S!U-C 
Women's CailCUS. Robinsoll 
said that strong 'E'fforts are 
made to eliminate se'!l:ism 
within the medical school. 
.. It's no different than racisn. 
- it's simply not accepted," 
Robinson said, noting that it is 
difficult to avoid sexism in a 
traditionally male-dominate{! 
profession. 
"Admission and recruitment 
are one thing," said Robinson. 
"It's another thing to 'live' a 
non-sexist environment." 
While there is no established 
quota system, Robinson said 
that women are usuaUy given 
priority when there is a t..'lUgh 
choice between two applicants. 
"With aU things et:ual, the 
edge goes to women when 
considering candidates," said 
Robinson, noting that the 
current medica] school class 
has a 47 percent female 
population. 
SIU-C's Medical Education Staff Photo by NevfUe LoIN'''g 
INDlANAPOUS (APl 
Acting on a tip from the U ,5. 
Coast Guard, Indiana con-
servation officers rushed to 
Lake Michigan last year to 
prevent ~he "theft" of the J.D. 
Marshall, a scow that sank in 
Indiana waters in 1911. 
"A Michigan salvage com-
ih;Y ~~ar1al~~e~~~~ s~~~%"sec~~~ 
intended to take the whole thing 
off to Michigan, sink it in 
shallow water and begin ,III 
intensive salvage operation." 
said Gary Ellis. an archeoi.Jgist 
for the Departmf'nt of Nature 
Resources' divisi '1 of historic 
preservation and .::rcheology. 
The Sept. 3, 19112. incident 
ended with the Marshall being 
lowered back to the bottom of 
Lake Michigan. but it got Ellis 
thinking about other shipwrecks 
in the part of Lake Michigan 
inside th!.' Indiana borders, 
about 180 square miles. 
Nobodv had ever trjpd to find 
out ho"; many wrec:(s there 
were, or where they were, so 
Ellis took on the task. 
"We've got 47 shipwrecks on 
inventory since we b<'gan in 
August of this year," he said. 
"The earliest wreck is from 
11116. They vary from smell 
schooners to one-, two- or three-
ma~ted ships and some fairly 
large shIps. 
"One of the mosi Important 
ships is the David Dows, which 
WE'nt down in a snowstorm on 
November 8, 1889, It's believed 
to be the only five·masted ship 
that ever sailed the Great 
Lakes, and it lies right on the 
Indiana-Illinois border." 
The ships a: e being dl"rted 
as part of the state historic sites 
and structures inventory. 
Evemually, a number of them 
will b:! proposed ror both the 
state register anr. the National 
Register of Histnr:c Sites 
"The state of Indiana eon-
siders our part of the bottom uf 
Lake Michigan, and its natural 
resources, as belonging to In· 
diana," f'~ilis said. "The ship· 
wrecks are considered just lik" 
any other hlstnrical or ar· 
cheolG~icaily significant site 
located on sta te property. 
"Thev are out there for 
everyone. ""hich is why WI.' want 
to stop djvers from taking 
souvenirs off the wrecks. 
O!lce they're gone, they':-e 
gone. Shipwrecks don't breed 
underwa ter." 
The project was short of 
~unds, so Ellis workpd out an 
arrangement to !Iave con-
servation officers and other 
tr':linees in the State Division of 
Law Enforcement dive on the 
Indiana shipwrecks during 
~rlljt!I'" at .. r training. 
"So far, it's worked very 
nicely," Ellis said, adding, 
"They made one dive this ye.ar. 
and we're c:lI.y in .~he pIlot 
stages of our survey. 
Preparatory ~am has been RoIa.yn Greea speakli at • meeting of the SIU.c Women'. Caucus. instrumental in mcreasing the 
number of women and 
Jlml Bluga Formerly Of 
"The Headquartera" 
Proudly Pre~~nta 
minorities enrolling in medical counseling, whicb Green said 
school, Robinson said. some women need to juggle a 
Rosalyn Green, director of medical career and a family. 
the MEVPRF-P Frogram, said Green said about 85 percent of 
W:o not difficult encouraging students who participate in 
women to apply for medical MEDPREP are accepted in 
school, but some need extra medical schools, a success rate 
help to get accepted and make it she attributes to the evaluation 
through a rigorous program. and encouragement students 
The MEDPREP Protuam, receive ~ the program. 
which serves undergraauate Winona Whitiield, assistant 
and post-baccalaureate professor in the SIU School of 
students interes~ in medical Law, said the number or women 
or dental careers, evaluates Jaw students iJas increased 
students' strengths and dramatically in recent years, 
weaknesses and designs but that only recently were 
programs to prepare them for women breaking into male-
med school. dominated private law prac-
MEDPREP also offers _tices. 
'Air D1inoi8 to expand Iowa jet route 
Air Illinois will begin jet 
service between two Iowa cities 
an' ChicaJo's O'Hare In-
tenaational Airport on Dec. 15. 
"Your Chicago Jetway" is ~ 
advertisillg theme, which 
describes the service linking 
Cedar Rapids and Waterloo to 
Chicago, sa!d Alice l!Iitchell, 
Air Illinois' vice president of 
marketing. The ad campaign 
began Sunday in (owa media, 
Mitchell said. 
The finn will offer the only jet 
service between those Iowa 
cities and Chicago. 
10% OFF 
ALL CALENDARS 
~1 Just south of McDonald·s on the strip 
=-C. 549-5122 (~1 WS4 • fall LlH of Books ~
. • Greedn. ClnlS 
• Danaeon llId Dn.ons 
• Otlter Role PIa3'ln' Games 
• Stlte Lotte." A.ent 
WE NOW BUV USED PAPERBACKS 
-we special order book . 
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Traditionally, women have 
worked for public agencies in 
DOn-litigating capacities, said 
Whitfield, although the 
"measure of success" for a 
lawyer is to become a partner in 
a private finn. 
Some wome,.., who have to 
work to finance tuition or want 
to combine law school with a 
family life, are blocked by rules 
limiting the number of part-
time students to 5 pert'ent of 
enrollment, she sai!f. 
But stu School of Law still 
has attained a 30 percent female 
student population without a 
special effort to recruit women, 
said Whitfield. 
"The success that women 
students have had is the best 
tlluaion. 
HAIR DESIGN 
PERM SPECIAL 
$30.00 
(Includes Cut & Styling) 
- L ••• (Hunter WWI .. , 
~! •• IL 
9;00..5;30 Tu .... 'rl. 
9:00-4:00 .. ,. 
m~'iodi;~of~rec~nn~'bn!!e!n!t!"!'~Sih!e=l!§;;Iii8~~~!iiiii!iiiii~iiiiii~~i8iiii~ Ui 
~lIIlerlcan Tap 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY & N.GHT 
Special of the month 
Schlllppt 
c....., Apple, 
. p.".iIt, s,..iIt 
654 
THURSDAY 
40~ Drafts 
$2.00 Pitcher 
50$ liiWENBRAil 
704 Seagram. 1 N 
75c Jack Danlalii ~ 
75C Speedralls d 
TOP 
FOR 
BOOKS 
Don't be confused about where to sell 
_ you~ books. Ask a friend and they will 
tell you that 710 is the store that pays 
TOP CASH. 
We'll pay top price for your textbooks, 
no matter where you bought them. 
"When students compare, We gain a customer." 
Hours: BOOKSTORE 
M·Sot.8:30·5:30 
710 S. IlUNOIS AVE 
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-~~Don'f Take Our Word For 
I , '~~ \ If .. Take Yoursl 1JILoo- -~~O>Q.": 
, ~ • \,oV," \ Freshly Ground Le ~ ...... 
' .. " .' t1~ Are you Interested In saving money? 
,'",0«0.::: .. ' ................. ~ See for yourself what you can lave by Ground E Any 
. f ............ ' ...... ~ shopping at 5AVE.A.LOT. 
~r:;c? 
Pork 
Steaks 
Lean Park 
Sausage 
' .. ,. ~:w ".;,(~.<. ';;:,~~~ .~~ 
,.. · .. ~t ii~:<'" .. ,~<' . ~ -. 
.99 lb. 
.79 lb. 
Tomatoes lb. 
No.1 Run.t (white) 
Potatoes 51b. 
Sup.r Saver Prlc ••• Heetlve Dec.' thru Dec. 17 
.41 lb. Armour Treat 1201:. 
Orange 
Breakfa.t Mix .231b 
Vienna 
Sausage 5 01:. .99 
Pork Shoulder 
I!oast .79 lb. ~~':,~!~ lb. .39 lb. Deviled Ham 3 01:. 
TyS'lnCut Up 
Fry ... r~ 
Tyr.on C"icken 
Brea.' Quarters 
Cube 
Steak 
T,Bone 
Steak 
Rib Eye 
Steaks 
Porterhouse 
Steaks 
Tyson Chicken 
Leg Quarters 
Hunter Sacon 
Jib. 
Turkey 
Franks 12 0:1. 
S.itzMeaf 
Bologna 
Sai tz Coaked 
Salami 16 0:1. 
luncheon 
Meat 120%. 
Budding Sliced Beef. 
Ham. Turkey Chicken 
Jennie·O 
Turkey Franks 12 oz. 
Tav Smoked Sausage. a-f. 
Che .. e & regular 1 lb. 
Seitz Meat 
Wiene" 12 oz. 
Budding Sliced 
Pastrami 
Corn Belt 
Bologna 1 lb. 
Meat 
Wieners 
Seitz a-r Salami. 
Olive Loaf & Liver Ch_se 8 oz. 
SeitzCh .... 
Bologna 1 lb. 
Saltz Chopped Ham. 
Ham & Cheese. & New England 8 oz. 
~i:rkla~;' 1 lb. 
.a'ib. 
2.2' lb. 
~.59 lb. 
2.99 lb. 
2.89 lb. 
.59 lb. 
1.39 
.5' 
1.39 
1.49 
.89 
.49 
.59 
1.9' 
.85 
.49 
.99 
.79 
1.19 
1.49 
1.59 
1.49 
Fre •• Produce ." 
Yellow 
31b. bag .89 Onions 
Saitz 
ChillI lb. 
M.rico Lit. FluH 
Reg. & B.M. Biscuits 8 oz. 
Merica 
Cinnamon Rolls 
Stice n Bake 
Choc Chip Coakie. 
Slice n Bake 
Sugar Coakie. 16 oz. 
Troplcana Orange 
JviceCTN 
Park 
Tea Bags 
Flavorlch Drip 
& Electric Perk CoHe 21b. 
Chocolate 
Ovaltine 
Lowry'. 
Meat Snack 
Nacho & Taco 
Chips 9 oz. 
BlueBerry. Fudge. Strbry 
& Cinn Toast Tarts 
Chili Man 
Chili Mix 
Chocolate & Vanilla 
Snok Pak -4 S 
~~~~e~eCZr ~~n Size Bors 
Sophie Mae 
Peanut Brittle 8 Oz. 
La Choy 
Soy Sauc. 10 oz. 
La Choy 
Chow Meln Noodles 5 oz. 
~~:;~el;z. 
Potted 
Meat 3 oz. 
Malt 0 Meal 28 oz. 
1.79 
.19 
.8' 
.89 
.89 
1.59 
1.3' 
3.79 
2.6' 
2.69 
:53 
.59 
.33 
.99 
2.0' 
.79 
.79 
.5' 
1.39 
.25 
.99 
STORE HOURS 
MON-SAT 
9-8 
SUN 9-5 
Sloppy Joe 
Mix w/Meat 15 01:. 
Swanson Chunk 
Chicken 5 oz. 
Pw.:mut Butter 
Cups 6pk 
Hershey 
Bors6 pk 
Martha White 
Corn Muffin Mix 
Sw_tPickle 
Spears 160z. 
Chill Dog 
Mix 10.5 oz. 
Twlx & ~ummit 
Coakie Bors 
Cream Of Wheat 
Quick Mix 28 Oz. 
Carey's 
Iodized Salt 26 oz. 
Creamy 
Peanut Butter 18 oz. 
Instant Oatmeal 
Variety Pak 
Taco Seasoning 
Mix 1.20z. 
Spaghetti Sauce 
Mix 1.50z. 
Gra~Jam 
& Jely32 oz. 
Raisin 
Bran 
Frosted 
Flakes 
Rice 
Chex 
Dill Pickle 
Spears 2-4 oz. 
Vienna 
Finger. 17 oz. 
Fig 
Bars 32 oz. 
Sloppy Joe Mix 1 .5 oz. 
89(:~ Size 
Package 
~NF""""""""~~~ 
Limit Peps 
2 Please ~ 
t:1 ~llJR. 
1.19 ~h~;:~~~~ :2 oz 
1.59 
.49 Broaks Chili Hot Beans 2-4 01:. 
.45 Stuffed Olives 6.7 oz. 
.89 Park Orange Breakfast Mix 27 oz. 
.79 Open Ketti. Chunky C!'lcken Soup 
1.39 Tomato. Vegetable. t. Chicken Noodle Soup 
1.39 Onion SoupMix2 pk 
.25 Noodle SaupMix2pk 
.79 Mini Bifes Ravioli 15 oz. 
.39 Oil & Mustard Sardines .. Oz. 
1.39 Noodles with B_f 15 oz. 
1.39 Mesa Chili with Beans 15 oz. 
.19 Chunk Tuna Oil & Water 6.5 ('z. 
.99 Sunshine Sugar Wafers 12 oz. 
.99 Chicken Dumplings 2-4 oz. 
.33 Beef Stew 2-4 oz. 
.33 -40" Bran Flakes 
.99 Robb Ross Peanut Butter 18 oz. 
1.59 Sloppy Joe Sauce 15 oz. 
1.S9 Quick Oats-42az. 
1.49 Total Cer801 
.79 Crispy Rice 
1.19 Wagner Orange 5-4 oz. 
1.49 Hungry Jack Instant Potatoes .. 0 01 
.33 Cat.up 32 oz. 
I 
~ V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .= ':=:;1. • :.: 
Green 
bunch Onions 
Lettuce head 
.30 
.77 
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SAVE s 
U.S.ll ..... Red 
eef Potatoes 
b. 
Wrigleys ooublemint. Juicy Fruit 
or Big Red Gum 10 pk 
Tomato 
Soup 100z. 
Spaghetti 1601. 
Instant 
PotatQ8j 16 oz. 
Wheat. Rye & 
Sesame Snack Crackers 10 oz. 
.99 Dairy Products 
• 23 Slice "I • 1.49 Moon 1001. 
Shredded Cheddar 
.69 & Mozzarella .49 
Imitation Cheese 
.79 Slices 12 oz. .85 
Imitation 
.89 Mozzarella .79 
Borden American 1,,39 Slices 12 oz. 
Blue 
.45 
Limit ~!~. 7 _ Limit 
Please -. .............. ~P~le~a~s~e~lt~;,::h;:R:~a::;-----------:-:~1r~~~~~----------------~~:-1I ______ .......... __ u Lanalhir. Roost a..f 
P~airi& Forms 2 % & Here, Stlndwiche. 1.69 
'ro.e.Foods 
tGO Limit 2 Please 
Milk 
79C 
Idaho Hash Brown I Scalloped 
Au Gratin & Instant'Potatoes ' .15 1.99 Spaghetti Sauce 
Meat & Mushroom 29 oz. .99 
Creamette Wide 
.49 Extra Wide Noodle. 10 oz. .49 
Hamburger Mate 
.19 BMf, Spag. & Chease80z. .59 
~:.s~ :~~ns 32 oz. .79 
French Onion 
Dip oz. .49 
W .. tPack 
Crinkle French Frie. 32 oz. 
80nquet Buffet Suppers 
Chicken & Dumplings, Turkey & 
Gnwy. Salisbury Steak 
80nquet Cooking 80g 
'Turkey, Beef. Salisbury & Old Va. 
Sausage links 
80nquet Dinners Chicken Meltican 
& Salisbury 
.69 
1.69 
.43 
.79 
BonnetQTRS 
Golden Maid 
.89 Imitation Margarine Spread 2 lb. 
TosteeGold 
.37 Spread Quarters 
Scheiber Sliced 1.19 Swiss Cheese 6 oz. 
Kraft Velveeto 3.39 31b. bolt 
Prairie Farml 
.45 Yogurt8oz. 
Prairie Farms 
.99 French Onion Dip 
Moon Cheddar 1.19 & Colby 
Chunk 1.49 Brick 
Sliced 1.19 Mouarella 8 oz . 
• 59 ~~':,":~~.oz. .11 ~c:ht:I~ksTFiliets 1.89 Tide.c90z. 1.95 
.59 ChipARoosl20z. 1.29 ::;'~~o~o~. .35 
.75 Tamale. 15 oz. .59 
.49 Saltine. 1601. .49 
Mr. Fritter Pork 
& Veal PoHle. .9«) 
Cottenelie 1.05 
.c Roll Pack 
Brown Jersey 
.'9 Gloves 
Jumbo 
.49 Towels 
.59 Mushrooms.c oz. .49 
Bonquet Chicken 
Breast Potties 12 o:r:. 2.19 1------------Sandwich 
Bogs 150cI. 
.'9 
Paper 
• 79 Plates 49 Honey 16 oz. 1 99 Salisbury Steak 1 09 __________ • ____ -+ ____________________________ • ____ i-~W-lt-h~G~r-ovy~I-2-.5-0-z-. _____________ • __ -+~~~____________________ ~~~ • 
.63 Mustard 20.5 oz. .4' :::'::"=-':::'~, Pepp. & Sausage .79 
1.29 ~:~ ~~·!nv. .99 . ~::~~~~ French Fries 20 oz. .39 
1 29 Asst Sandwich Cremes 09 Green Giant 1 29 • Fudg •• Pnt Btr & Choc Mint 2 :0. 1. Corn on Cob.c ears .• 
89 Sanko 3 99 Green Giant 59 • CoH_ 21b. • Brussel Sprouts In Cheese 10 01. • 
2. 19 Sliced Swiss 6 oz. 1. 19 Banquet Fried 
Chicken 21b . 
• 79 ~h=e8oz. .69 
; CENTER, CARBONDALE 
WE ACCEPT 
FOOD STAMPS 
WE ACCEPT CHECKS FOR AMOUNT OF 
PURCHSE ONLY. ABSOLUTELY NO 
GOVT OR PAYROll CHECKS. WE 
RESERVE TltE RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO 
SALES OT DEALERS. 
2.59 
Facial 
.49 Tissue, 200 ct. 
MOlti 1.89 Pad, 
(ottenene 1.05 
.. roll ptJk 
Bic 
.49 lighters 
Tide 1.95 
.c90z. 
Alka 1.59 Seltzer 
Bounty 
.75 Paper Towel, roll 
York 
.49 Asprin 
~ic Shovers 
.79 Disposoble Spk 
Peak Anti 3.19 Freez"Gal. 
Mouse 
.53 Prufe20z. 
Liquid 
Bleach .59 
~ial 
.49 Soap 
Jergens 
Soap 80th .il. .25 
Fiesta 
.45 Soap Both Soap 
Rainbow 1.09 Di.h Liquid 32 oz. 
DoveDish 1.09 Liquid 2201. 
Bright Water 
.99 Detergent "2 oz. 
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Tune in tomorrow ... 
'All My Children' addicts share soap's ups and downs 
By Gl'f'g Severin 
Studt'nt Writer 
, It was high noon in ('ar-
bondaie and high drama was 
beginning to unfold at the 
Student Center. 
ABCs top-rated soap opera 
"All My Childrt'n" was coming 
on the air for another day and 
students were flocking to the 
Video Lolmge on the fourth noor 
of the Student Center to get a 
quick fix of their favorite soap. 
On the first Monday alter 
Thanksgiving Break, a stan-
ding-room-only crowd was on 
hand to slOe whether Angie and 
Jessie would find their son. who 
was put up ,or adoption by 
Angie's meddling. over-tx-aring 
father. 
Faithful viewers were waiting 
to see whether Tad would seek 
revenge on Marian Colby. 
Marian is a 00,',:\1 societv 
woman, 20 ye:us Tad's senior. 
who has broken off her steamv 
and sordid afflir with him. 
Students were also watching to 
see Mark. who is back from a 
detoxifkation center for 
cocaine addiction, try to win 
back his wife's love. 
allalr. (lgamst T(ld's \.Iisht's 
Tad tears his gold chain .• 1 gilt 
from Marian, off his neck and 
throws it to the noor. He'skulks 
to the doorway and \"o'\~ 
revenge. In a parting shot. he 
calls 1\1 .. rian a "slut" a nd ~ta :k~ 
out of her house. Thf' (TO\.lt! 
howls in delight 
Musgray 5aid he likes 10 
. watch the soaps with a group "f 
people "hecause you get (hf· 
ferent opinions ahf)ut Ihe 
characters and what thev'rp 
going to do next." . 
Kris Snyder. freshmen in 
computer science walches "All 
My Children" for the yo,mg. 
vibrant characters. Ih'r 
favorite is Jenny (;ardner. a 
cute. wholesome girl of 19. \.Iho 
works as a model in New York. 
Jenny makes h!g hucks. hut IS 
miserable. She was forced hv 
her pushy boss to accept an 
engagement to Tony. her fop-
pish modeling partner. solely to -
advance theIr careers. 
To the hard-core "All My 
(,hildren" fan. it is serious 
business. 
Donna \Alrenz, sophomore in 
speech pathology, is an ad-
mitted "soap addict." Lorenz 
watches the daily trials and 
tribulations of "All Mv 
Children" religiously. -
~f Photo by Neville Loberg 
"AII My CbUdren" fans gather everyday' In tbe Student Center fourth Roor Video Lounge. 
Jenl1Y would rather he back in 
Pine Valley. the show's fic:· 
titious town, tending to the 
needs of the boyishly handsoml' 
Greg Nelson. But Greg has 
problems of his own. Becaus(' of 
a nasty fall from a catwalk. 
Greg. until recently. \.Ia~ 
Stoe SO,\PS, Page 17 
"I used to hate the soa~" but 
my mom used to watch 'All My 
(,hildren' when I was in high 
school and she kind of got me 
lhooked on the show," Lorenz 
said. "I guess my addiction 
started back in high school." 
Lorenz said she likes to watch 
the show wi th a group of people. 
"I watched the show when I 
was home but it wasn't as much 
flm," said Lorenz. "It'~ more 
flm to watch with a group of 
people because you can listen to 
all of the comments people 
make. There is a lot of audience 
p;orticipation. " 
Lorenz believes most college 
students watch the soaps 
because it serves as a break in 
their day. 
"Soaps help break the 
boredom of the day. It's good 
therapy," she said. 
Joe Rebloff, junior in 
mechanical engineering, thinks 
the popularity of "All My 
Children" at the Student ('enter 
stems from the time of day the 
show begins. 
"It comes on at noon and 
that's a convenient time for a lot 
of people," i{('blofr said. ". 
come up here 10 kill some time 
and relax. I think many people 
come up here to lake a break 
from their classes and 
studying," he said. 
Linda Parabola is a veteran 
soap opera viewer. Parabola, a 
freshman. has been walching 
"AU My Children" for about 
five years. 
"I know all the characters on 
the show real well. ( guess I'm 
an addict," Parabola confided. 
"But I'm sure there are people 
more addicted 10 Ihe show than 
( am." 
From the looks of the crowd 
during the show her statement 
seemed to be true. 
Parabola watches "All My 
Children" at the Student Center 
because she likes the large 
iCreen television and she enjoys 
listening to people talk about 
the show. 
"Some of the comments the 
people make during the show 
are pretty funny. They get 
pretty involved," Parabola 
commented. 
Involved indeed. The crowd 
hooted and hollered when 
Devon. a vulnerable hospital 
'admissions worker \\ ho was 
recently dumped hy her lover. 
Going Out Of Business!! 
Because of Convention 
Center Project. 
Downtown Store Only! 
Everything in the Store 
10%-30%-50% off! 
Also All s\.)re fixtures & 
showcases for sale, 
InlernaU"ul 
lasfti"., 
306 S. Illinois Avenue 
C.rbond.le 457-5113 
Mon.·Sat. 1l111m-!ipm 
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seemed to be turning more to 
her gay friend, Lynn, for 
emotional support. The crowd 
at the Student Center \\ as 
titillated when Lvnn eved 
Devon in more than -a friendly 
way. Will Devon and Lynn 
become more than ju!'! good 
friends? Only the show's 
writers and ABC's censors 
know for sure. In the mean 
time, the excitement con-
tinues ... 
Charles Musgray. senior in 
biological science, was turned 
on to soaps by his roommates 
during his rreshman year. He 
has been a raithfull "All My 
Children" viewer ever since. 
"Soaps give you a time to 
relax and look into other 
people's problems ror a while," 
said Musgray. "They help me 
release the tension from 
classes." 
Meanwhile, up on Ihe screen, 
Tad, a resident gigolo and rat, is 
livid. Marian, Tad's middle-
aged mistress is ending their 
Christllll' Sp.r-ills 
Nt. I (hi c,jinff Q.liIy '1.89, HI" (Hf 
""""" T,,,lt/III Hit W,,,, HIIII, '159.95 
"'I' "11dif,, " ""fillrizlfiIII 
"",,.If lor rtittflr 
1.6", ,.,." " "'''' ,IIi ,.,r 
"", fir C".""" V,,, "'1' ,,11IJIiM " 
",1"'" "",1.., 
II,,,, C"."",t/ 
PYRAMID LUMBER INC. 
1200 N. Marion Carbondale 457-8194 
Study shows free health care 
doesn't make people healthier 
BOSTON (AP) - People visit 
doctors less often when they 
have to pay some of the bills, 
but generally are just as 
healthy as Colks who get free 
care when they want it, a study 
for the federal government 
says. 
"For the average, non-elderly 
American, the additional health 
care bought by Cree care didn't 
do very much, and 1 don't think 
there's much doubt about that," 
said study director Dr. Robert 
H. Brook. 
The study found when poor 
people get free care their blood 
pressure drops slightly. and 
nearsighted people take ad-
vantage of thE program to get 
glasses, so 'lIeir vision im-
proves a bi~. But otherwise, 
those who use care sparingly 
because of its expense are just 
as well or:. 
Some critics blame soaring 
medical cO'.ts on insurance 
programs that provide cheap or 
virtually free care to everyone. 
One proposed solution is "cost 
sharing" - in which people pay 
a portion of their own medical 
bills, so they have an incentive 
to avoid doctors and hospitals 
unless they really need them. 
Two years ago, the Rand 
Corp. found that ~ple make 
one-third fewer Visits to their 
physicians and are hospitalized 
one-third less o!ten if they must 
pay a share of the cost. The 
latest phase of Rand's $78 
milli.m, federally-financed 
study set out to answer the 
question: "Does free medical 
care lead to better health than 
insurance plans that require the 
patient to shoulder part of the 
cost?" 
The researchers used 10 
measures of health to compare 
pecple who got free care with 
those covered by cost-sharing 
programs. 
Although free treatment 
slightly improved visio~ and 
blood pressure, the researchers 
wrote, "for the average par-
ticipant, 3S Wt I as for 
subgroups differing in income 
and irutial health status, no 
significant effects were 
detected on eight other 
measures of health status and 
health habits." 
The experiment, on 3.958 
people in 2,005 families, was 
published in Thursday'c; New 
England Journal of JI,.:, Jicine. 
Among the findings: 
The more people had to pay 
for care, the less of it they used. 
-Free health care had no 
effect on bad health habits 
linked to heart trouble and som~ 
kinds of cancer. Even though 
people getting free care saw 
doctors often, they were just as 
likely to smoke, be overweight 
and have high blood cholesterol 
levels as others. 
-The free care plan's effect 
on blood pressure, although 
small, could sav::! live.; among 
high risk patients. These 
people's risk of early death was 
about 10 percent lower as a 
result of the free cart:. 
However, they said these 
reductions in deaths do not 
justify the expense of free care 
for all adults. Programs 
targeted at detecting high blood 
pressure would make better 
~nomic sense. 
The latest research "is a 
landmark study that will be as 
widely cited as its 
predecessor," Dr. Arnold S. 
Reiman, the journal's editor, 
wrote in an accompanying 
editorial. 
SOAPS from Page 16 
confined to a wheelchair. And if 
that isn't bad enough. he may Oe 
impotent. 
"I like Jenny," said Snyder. 
"I can relate to her. She's 
chasing after a dreaC1 tv be a 
model but is having some 
setbacks along the way. I dUnk 
a lot of people see their dreams 
through some of the characters 
on the show." 
plained Grant. "Men especially soaps as much as they are to the 
have a hard time d~aling with people watching them," Grant 
emotional issues, so they may said. "It's a social thing." 
get some useful information SPC Video Chairman Bjorn 
From the show that they can't Reddington said the number of 
c:tiscuss at home." people watching soap operas at 
Unlike daytime serials of 10 the Student Center is in-
fears ago, soaps today are creasing. 
mjecting more young "'AU My Children' is the most 
characters into their stories. In popular soap here." said 
fact, ABC's newest soap, Reddington. "We have over 150 
"Loving," is centered around a people watching the show. 
Not only are soaps serious college university. Laurie People are becoming more 
business to their viewers, Dlmplly, a graduate student in aware that the big screen 
they're serious business to the ;..x:iology, thinks that young television is up there." 
three networks that broadcast characters iD soaps attract 
them. ABC, CBS and NBC reap ~ viewers. ~ . After Monday's episode was 
approximately $700 million a "00 'All My C:iUldren,' almost over, people flIed out of the 
year in advertising revenue all of the main characters are of Video Lounge as quickly as they 
from the soaps, according to a college age and students can came in, leaving soda cans and 
Newsweek study. relate to them," Dunphy said Jl;lastic wrappers behind. Little, 
''The men like to look at the if anything had been answered 
Moreover, thalllr.s largely to young, attractive women and on the show. Angie and Jessie 
'the infusion of college viewers, the women like to look at the were still hunting for their 
soap operas today are playing young, attractive men." baby, Tad was still /lotting 
to record crowds. According to Grant, students revenge on Marian, an Devon 
What is it that attracts college gather in groups to watch soaps and Lynn's relationship was 
students to daytime dramas? to watch the people as much as still platonic. 
Dead Marine's pen pal 
grieves over her friend 
CHICAGO CAP) - A 12-year-
old girl who 1,.-: ~ame a U.S. 
Marine's pen p: I wrote him a 
seven-page letter all about 
herself - her thoughts, her 
beliefs, her school activities and 
her friends. 
He was dead before she could 
send it. 
"I really told him a lot 
because I knew he wanted to 
know, and I enclosed a tape of 
my favorite rock group. Def 
Leppard," Lisa Macanowicz 
said Wednesclav. 
Her letter to him "i!> still on 
dresser in my bt>droom." she 
'said. "I will always keep it. 
always." 
Lisa learned Tuesday that her 
'''Dear Marine.' 19-vear-old 
Lance Cpl. Sam Cherman of 
New York, was one of eight 
marines killed Sunday in a 
mortar attack on the , ! .S. 
peacekeeping force's base in 
Beirut. 
"I was very upset. H's 
horrible, like a nightmare. I've 
cried a lot," said Lisa. "My 
mother said he was too young to 
go and that he was a sweet 
person." 
Lisa was one of 100 7th 
graders at Sl. Edward 
Elementary School who had 
writtE'n "Dear Marine" letters 
as a :;chool project. They were 
delivered by a Navy chaplain to 
servicemen overseas. 
Cherman was one of 45 
marines who wrote back. 
"They're lonely and need 
someone to talk to," said Lis:-
Cherman's response to Lisa's 
I~tter read in part: 
"You sound like a very sweet 
girl, and you're a perfect 
example of why I want to defend 
our country ... If you want to 
write on a regular basis, I'll be 
more than happy to write. I 
need a friend to communicate 
with ... 
"I thought that everyone at 
home forgot about me. I'm 19 
and this is the first time I've 
been on my own. Everything is 
very new to me as far as going 
to anc:ther country to fight." 
He signed of~, "Your friend. 
Sam." and promised to send a 
photo of himself the next time. 
In the lettci' Lisa never sent, 
she wrotp: 
"Dear Sarro. Hello ... I think 
you're supet· sweet and special. 
Thank you for protecting 'lur 
country. 
"How are vou? I'm fine. I 
would really iike it if we could 
be per. pals. It would be real 
nice. I lovf' Chkago ... noy 
friends, and a very special pen 
pal." 
In closing, Lisa wrote: "P.S. 
This is not a school assignment 
like the other one. This was 
truly from my heart." 
Sister Paul Mary. SI. Edward 
principal. said when it was 
learned that Lisa's "Dear 
Marine" had been killed. "there 
WI''! hardly a dry eye in the 
school. ... 
North Star·' .<. Creations 
i VcMre DIrect SoUrce for Jewelry 
~~~l~ ~14K 
Eairlngs $24 
14KGoId 
Lockets 
14K PIn~ RIngs $12& up 
All Diamonds 
inStod .. 
SO" off SO" off 
Christmas Special 
Opal Snowflake Earrings 60% off 
Quabty handmade ptdfather & mantel clocks. Linda Grant, professor of the show. But the people exiting the 
sociology, thinks the continuity "Places like the Student Video J..oWlg!> would be back North ScuCreadoaa 
of soap operas is one of the Center are soci&1 arenas. Tuesd.:.ey for another episode in. 717S.m.457-8S33 
reasons why ('cllege students People areD't attracted to the the continuing drama... Aaaafram~."""'lJr'"..-«ya-.s 
watch. ~~Ii~~~~~~~~~:!~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~~~~~~~;i~~~~~~;i~~~~ii~~ "I think they are attracted to t~e sheer repetitiveness of '.bem. They see the characters as everyday·type people and get I ,,~tlI~%''ii involved witfl them," said  _________ ..... 
Grant. 
Another reason for the soaps' 
burgeoning appeal, Grant 
believes, is that they deal with 
emotional issues more openly 
than people do in real life. 
''They deal with a lot of 
daring theme.> and that may 
attract young viewers," ex-
THEGREA1' 
STEAK SALE 
II steaks are SO% 
off. Stop in and take 
dvantage of thi 
supersale. 
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Stair Photo by Sc:ott Shaw 
A wood)' final 
Forestry 20ZA students took a final Tuesday io Claudia Mitc:hell (giving the test>. Ben Martin and 
Thompson Woods. From left. Samit Abdul Sani. Art Brown c:hec:k tree branc:hes. 
Marine survivors return to U.S. 
MOREHEAD CITY, N.C. (AP) 
- Some 1,B(lO Marines who 
!,urvived the O('t. 23 terrorist 
bombing in Beirut returned to 
the United States today to 
welcoming signs. marching 
bands. American flags and 
thou!lands of yellow ribbons. 
The USS Austin. carrying 600 
to BOO members of the 24th 
Marine Amphibious Unit, was 
the first to arrive. docking at 
the North Carolina State Ports 
Authority terminal at 10 a.m., 
said Helen McBride, a terminal 
E:mployee. 
The Marines are based at 
Camp Lejeune. 60 miles east of 
Morehead City. 
As the large. gray Austin 
came into views, Ann Krose 
began crying and said to a baby 
in her arms, "Look, there's 
Daddy's Ship." Her husband, 
Navy radioman Joe Krose, had 
been in Beirut since May. 
Elaine Sandrik, whose son 
Alfred Jr. is a Marine 
meteorologist, shouted, "Isn't 
that the most beautiful sight 
you've ever seen!" 
Mrs. Sandrik said she and her 
husband, Aifred Sandrik Sr .. 
drove 11 hours from Atlantic 
City. N.J., for the homecoming. 
She said it took a week after 
the bombing to learn that tJer 
son had survived. "It was the 
most terrible seven days of my 
life," she said. . 
Tanya Holland Goins of 
Asheville, N.C., with yellow 
ribbons tied around her arms 
and legs, brandished a sign 
reading "Welcome Home 
Holland." The message was for 
her brother, Marine Pfc. 
Vernon Holland. 
"It's just great," she said, 
adding that a large crowd, 
including hundreds of family 
members, had braved chilly 
temperatures and 30 to 40 mph 
gusts to grCi!t the troops. 
Alcohol-free party to be held 
The young men, in 
camouilage uniforms and 
carrying backpacks and rines, 
stepped off the Austin shortly 
before 11 a.m. and boarded 
buses to Camp Geiger, part of 
the Camp Lejeune complex, to 
be reunited with their families. 
The flagship Jwo Jima, 
C~rrii!lg about 1,000 Marines, 
was due ~'l land at 12:15 p.m., 
delayed by i,igh winds and seas. 
The third annual alcohol-free 
cocktail party will be held at 3 
p.m. Monday in the Community 
Center at 605 E. College, 
sponsored by Alcohol Treat-
ment Services of Carbondale. 
The purpose of the party is to 
promote responsible use of 
alcohol during the holidays, 
organizers said. 
Ideas on alternative 
beverages and party-planning 
~ Pre Ga ... Breakfast ~ 
Saturday, Dec. 101. 
9·11 BuHet $3.10 Per Person 
aloocly Marya 
krewdrlven $1.00 each 
* Don't fight th. traHlc. Park your car' get a 
fr .. r,de to and from the game. If you loin 
us for the buHet. 
* Fr .. glass of champagne upon your return 
to the Lodge. 
ELKS Corner of Jackson & University (220 W. Jackson) 
~ EVERYONE WELCOME ~ 
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tips will be offerd durin~ the 
event. 
Alcohol Treatment Seervices 
provides a range of alcohol and 
drug services for residents of 
Jackson County including: 
assessments to alcohol and drug 
abusers and their families: 
referral to inpatient treatmem 
facilities; and, outpatient 
counseling. The agency also 
pruvides educational service,; to 
groups in the county. 
Salt and sugar solutions 
help save children's lives 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) -
Simple, cheap solutions of salt 
and sugar are helping combat 
the dehydration that claims the 
lives of 5 million children a year 
in impovenshed regions of the 
world, the U.N. Children's Fund 
reported today. 
And there are indications that 
as infant mortaiity rates drop. 
~~~~ r:::s ~~:u~~~seora~~~~ 
children's survival have fewer 
babies, UNICEF Executive 
Director James P. Grant says 
in his annual State of the 
World's ChildrE:i: report. 
"A revolution in child sur-
vival i:., likely to result in a 
slowing down of the rate of 
population growth and to 
contribute to the sbbilization of 
world populatiop." Grant ":lid. 
An estimateci 40.000 cluldren 
in developing coulliries die each 
day fnim malnutrition, 
dehydration and illness. 
UNICEF believes that half 
that number could be saved 
through widl'Spread use of such 
low-cost remedies as lO-cent 
salt and sugar packets, rein· 
troduction of breastfeeding. 
expanded immunization and 
monthly weight checks to guard 
against "invisible 
malnutrition ... 
Oral rehydration therapy -
salt and sugar mixed with water 
halved deaths from 
dehydration over one to two 
years in areas of Guatemala, 
India, Bangladesh, Honduras. 
Nicaragua and Egypt, stU(ljes 
show. 
In Malawi, the incirlence of 
measles - the maiu killer of 
children there - dropped by 60 
percent after extensive im-
munization programs. 
Three-fifths of the world's 
children are born in 70 countries 
where the infant mortality rate 
is higher than 50 deaths per 
1,000 births. Some African 
countries have rates above 200 
per 1,000, compared with 
idustrialized nations which 
have 20 or fewer per 1,000. 
The economic recession has 
increasf'd the child death rate in 
some areas, including the u.S. 
states of Alabama and 
Mi.:;higan, and in the Soviet 
Union. Grant said in his 42-page 
report. 
Last year. 15 million yuung 
chiidren died in developing 
countries - equal to the 
number of children under 5 
years old in the ljnited States, 
the r':!port said. 
UNICEF. joined by n"n· 
governmenta I international 
groups like the International 
Red. <;ross, is educating com· 
murutles about some easy. life-
saving measures that were 
introduced in last year'S report: 
-Breastfeeding. The ris'~ of 
death in infancy is five ~Jmes 
greater for bottle-fed babies. 
-+-++++++++++4 
~ HANGAR"+' + 
-+- + 
-+- '+ 
-+- JacR + 
-+- Daniels '+' 
+ 90c + 
+ 3 Pabst 
Bottles 
.f. ' ,$1.00 
+ 
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611 $. IlIin,il 
I BI.ek fr,,,, e,,,,,., 
Prof to trace 'real story' of goddesses 
By Greg Stewart 
Staff Writer 
Joan O'Brien thinks that 
Hera, the queen of the Greek 
gods. was once equal to her 
husband. Zeus, but has been 
demoted by men through the 
centuries to ,he "bitchy wife" 
figure of Homl'ric myth. 
O'Brien, a., associate 
professor in classical studies at 
SJlJ-C, hopes to gftin evidenc:e to 
support her theory when she 
goes sabbati ... al to p.oston 
during the s~Jring semester and 
Greece during June. 
One of O'Brien's special in-
terests in cl.:>ssical studies is 
women in mythoiug),. their role 
in myth and how the demotion 
of women in mythology has 
affected the !'tatus of women in 
society. 
O'Brien bet:ame convinced of 
the demotion of Hera throu~h 
readings of classical literature. 
She began looking for evidence 
during a trip she took to Greece 
last spring. 
Prior to that trip she wrote an 
article (·n creation goddesses in 
mythol"gy ard how they have 
been demoted through the 
centuries by men. The article, 
"Nammu. Mami, Eve and 
Pandora: 'What's in a 
Name?,·" was published in the 
October 1983 issue of Classical 
Journal. 
O'Brien says that it was after 
she wrote the article that she 
saw a connection between the 
demotion of creation goddesses 
and Hera. 
SIU-C Security 
investigates thefts 
in Schneider Hall 
SIU-C Security is in-
vestigating the theft of property 
and cash from five room!' at 
Schneider Hall within a ~­
hour period Tuesday morring. 
Police said someone, 
described by witnesses as a S-
foot-tall black man, entered 
unlocked rooms and took 
jewlery, cash and credit cards. 
Leslie Burs, Room 1317, said a 
watch, gold chain and pearl 
earrings were taken from her 
room about 8:12 a.m. 
William Caldwdl, Room 1229, 
said a watch and credit cards, 
valued at under $300. were 
stolen between 6:30 and 8 a.m. 
Craig Kohler and Michael 
Reel of Room 417 and Robert 
Quick ;)f Room 414 reported a 
watch and cash valued at under 
$3()() stolen about 8 a.l ... 
Daniel Aberg of Room 1628 
also reported a watch and 
wallet, valu~ at under $300, 
missing at 8 a.m. 
Another Schneider resident, 
Neal RetkC!, Room 433. told 
police an attempted theft oc-
curred at 9 a.m. when a black 
male walked into his room and, 
after asking about someone who 
dido'l live there, left. 
CMIANDI-CONIOUI 
IPINITI-PLA Yin 
.... for. You Buy 
Glv. Us A Try" 
Kroger Melli-COal. Wnt. 
Staff Photo hy Neville Loberg 
island of Samos, a temple 
devoted to Hera, that she had 
some archaeological evidence 
to support her claims. . 
A sal:ctuary to H('ra was 
originally built at Samos in the 
10th century B.C.. but the 
earliest temple ruins are from 
the 8th century B.C .• she said. 
"In religious cults, Hera is 
shown as an indep('ndent 
goddess, where2s in Homeric 
myth she is the bitchy wife." 
O'Brien said. 
Statuary found thus far from 
the loth century B.C. shows 
Hera alone, but in the 11th 
century B.C. she appears with 
Zeus. 
"Most of the votive offerings 
are made to Hera alone. When 
Zeus does appear. he is pre~ent 
as Hera's escort, not her ·Ior· 
d.'" 
This information tends to 
indicate that Hera actuallv 
came before Z('us. she said. . 
"TE'mples of HE'ra antedate 
temples of Zeus or Apollo." the 
two most popular Greek ~ods, 
O'Brien said. 
A question O'Brien said ~,he 
will try to anSWE'r while on 
sabbatical is whether the 
Heraion Games came before 
the Olympic Gilmes, as the 
architecture of the region 
seems to indicate, and if so, why 
they haven't been heard of as 
much as the Olympic Games. 
O'Brien thinks it's further proof 
that Hera, and women, has been 
demoted by the patriarchal 
society of men. 
O'Brien plans to leave on her 
s<tbbatical around Jlln. 10. 
Before going to Greece. O'Brien 
will study in the Boston area 
with Mary Lefkowitz at 
Wellesley College, an authority 
on the mythobgy of the AE'gean 
area, and with Emily Vermt'ule 
:It Harvard Univ('rsity,. a 
leading scholar on the ar-
chaeology of the Aegean. 
She has received an ('xtension 
on her sabbatical through June 
of next year. She will return to 
the island of Samos and to 
Olympia, Nauplia and Mycenae 
on the mainland to do resE'arci, 
and to teach onE' of the courses 
sponsored by the SIlI-, 
Philosophy Departm('nt as part 
of a series of interdisciplinary 
seminars. 
Joan O·Brien. associate professor iii classical studies. lectures to a 
class. 
Beside!> Samos. Olympia was 
an important site for followE'rs 
of Hera. O'Brien said. Olyn'pia 
is famous as the site of the 
original Olympic Games. where 
only men were allowed to 
participate amd wom('n 
couldn't even attend. O'Bnen 
said that Olympia was alsl) thE' 
site Ilf the Heraion GlIm('s. 
contests similar to those of the 
Olympic Garnes, but where only 
women participated. 
The topic. called Hera and 
H<'roin('s. can be takl.'n for 
graduate or undergraduate 
credit in "'omen's Studies. 
classical studies or Generai 
Education Area ,. 
Students interested in par· 
ti('ipating in O'Brien's portion 
of the seminars may contact her 
for information about the trip. 
"I had already suspected that. said, but it wasn't until she 
Hera had been demoted," she visited the Heration on the 
Children say final goodbye to custodian 
CHICAGO (AP) - f'or 2,'l 
years, J"ck Rozek devoted his 
life to children at .. dav care 
center. Every evening, he 
would stand at the door' to bid 
each child goodnight as the 
youngsters lined up to go home. 
"Bye, Jack." the kids "ould 
say. 
Now the final goodbye has 
been said. 
Rozek, a 68-year-old 
custodian who lived at the S1. 
Timothy Day Care Center. \\as 
Beg your pardon 
The master's degree program 
in telecommunication at SIU-C, 
approved by the Illinois Board 
of Higher Education TUl"i;day. 
will be offered by the facuity of 
the Department of Hadio and 
Television, and not in 
cooperation with the Depart-
ment of Cinema and 
Photography. 
The Daily Egyptian in-
correctly reported Wednesday 
that the program will be offered 
in cooperation with the 
Department of Cinema and 
Photography. 
beaten to death early Tuesday 
by burglars. 
School officials found it too 
difficult to explain his absence 
to the youngsters - 3 10 5 years 
old - when Ibev askt'd. 
"Where's Jack?" . 
So the children w('re lold their 
friend had been hurt. 
A few hours later they "ere 
sent home, where their parents 
would try to explain why Rnzek 
no longer could be there to buy 
them PopsicJes in the sun'n'('r 
Puzzle answers 
POT A V A T 
A I MA 
N RUM 
N A 
A I I I V I L U 
L A I( A L A 
I N 
N I 
H N I 
H N 
I AlL A L 
I L LA 
HE 
and cookIes in the Vi inter. 
The nearby grocery store 
wher(' Rozek went 10 huv treats 
for the kids was about as far as 
he ever roamed from a \\ ('st 
Side ehurcb that rents it~ 
basem{'nt to a day-care ('enter 
attended bv 25 children. 
"He always did for other 
people," said Naomi (')a;. tbe 
center's director. "The kids 
were just crazy about hin'. This 
hurts so bad. J \\ ant to (·n." 
Sarah Anlorin. a teaeh(.r at 
the ('enter. said, "HI' \\ ould huv 
('very thing for anynne down 
hen· ... 
Rozek. a bachelor. had lived 
in a little room rurnished \I ith a 
sing I£' bed, a dr('Ss('r. a chair 
and black-and-whit(, TV set. 
Because of the Christmas break this mCly be your lost 
weekend before the end of JClnuary, 1984 to experience the 
pclrty we throw so well CIt FRED·S. 
We'd like to thank the following groups in 1983 who modE' 
FRED'S the 5peciClI ploce it is. 
The A_.o pert, ..... ""0., aroup •• he 1tcI_ ........ n aroup ..... 
MafI. ~ ..... Aa fnttomlty & ................. The A ..... potty. 
,... ...... & ...... CM ...... c-. ........ ......, ..... ........, perty." 
.... r.-... . 
~;QI Note; rwo months ago our own 1000p ~o l ....... "... Tino at FlED'S' th,.{re still going 
I'OgtIther. lo.t week anc!',heI romonce stoned dt FRED'S.. kenk of P..-c. HoI' fell m love wilh ~ 
Df&aom.rHolI. 
'RID'S A PLACE TO'MEET SPECIAL PEOPLE. 
fRIDAY: AREA CODE 618 SAT: CHARLIE'. 
To "'rv •• t.ltl. CllII 549-1221. 
Remember FRED·S tor Your X-mas parties. 
CPA Review Progral11 
Offered by the Department of Accounting & the College of Business and Administration 
·Coverage will include all four arecls of the CPA Exam: theory. practice, Cluditing. and law. 
·The progrc.m is open to anyone.)Nho will qualify to sit for the Uniform CPA Exam: the program does nat 
carry degree credit. 
*Enrollment is limited; prompt rpplication is recommended. Applications must be received by 
O«ember20. 1983. and payments by JClnuary 16.1984. 
*jhere will be 21 holf.day sessions plus two full-day practice eXClmination sessions. 
·The course will be held from JanuClry 21 through April 28. 1984, and will meet every SClturday 
with the exception of two (March 10 and MClrch 17). 
*AII sessions will mee~ from 8:30-12 Clnd 1-.:30 in Rahn HClII. Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale. There will be no ofternoonsession on April 28. 
Information anclappllcatlons are avanable by contacting: 
NANCY MORRILL-CPA REYIEW PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR 
232 REHN HALL·DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION 
(611) 453·221. 
Q Southern. IIIinoi~ University 
'eJ at Carbondale 
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.. a.Sllmed Inform.lIon RatH 
.. 15 Word Minimum 
m~~!u'!sal~~ centl per word 
. Two Oay-" cmil per .... ord. per 
dathree or FOIIr Oay&-8 &:ellts. per 
";:!:e':rru ~~ Oa,-1 &:ellts per 
~ r:. ~6.dee. Days-4 eeau 
per word. per day. 
pe'!"'we::a. ~ Me::. Days-5 eeau 
FOR SALE 
Automollfl .. 
1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck. 
Automatic. 360 engine. $1995. Call 
549-3000. B3398Aa75 
1968 KARMEN GHIA. A classic 
:,~~ez_=:ndable. $700a:7~* 
1m MUSTANG-COBRA +s~ 
~~~ti~::h~ 1ooki~l~ 
1m VOLARE DEPENDABLE. 
~~~.~~lr:rte~Oo:m~ 
3754Aa14 
'78 BLACK MONTE carlo. brown 
S:l~. ~°Ner~~:;.r. .4~~~ndition. 
3813Aa76 
1973 V. W. SUPER Beetle. AM-FI\! 
cassette. sunroof. good condition. 
$1100. 457-7372. 379%Aa77 
1976 MG MIDGET, BeaUlilullittle 
car, bO~ in great shape, Ts=c y perfect. ~:¥4 
$700 OR BEST offer and free 
~~r.('r~\or~l~~~J:.mR:r!:i~g 
goOd. new tireSb radio. acheat, If ~~:~~~.n. Ca 52!}-1635,~~ 
'78 CHEVROLET CAPRICE, 4 
door. am-fm stereo. tilt steering. 
co~~r$~. ~:~~~.ne" ~~n 
~~~~ g~~r:iti~~e~~1 ~:: 
1449. 3909Aa73 
DATSUN 610 STATION Wagon 
:~~r,E=ltli~, e~~~e~~~ ~~~, 
t:::.- \f~:~ f::I:.ra~;~~L $~f:!'r 
5:30p.m. No answer call ~76 
FOR SALE-1972 Ford Tornino. 
P. S., air. exceUent condition. 
$800 or best offer. 457·1251 after 5 
p.m. 3935Aa74 
1976 CUTLASS OLDSMOBILE. 
Excellent conditions. New tires. 8 
track. Must sell! 52!}-2560, $1990. 
3!l62Aa77 
~:'Mf~~~:~~u~r I:: 
:re~!~8~:00 or week=A~~ 
CHEVY IMPALA PARTS for sale 
or $100 for car. 457-0536. 3965Aa i4 
1973 VEGA STATION wagon, 4-
speed, $375 or best offer. Good 
traDsportation. LeaviDg tOWD, 
:it:: r:in~ at 606 S. =73 
, 76 CHEVY VEGA, 4 cyHnder 
manual, Good cOIIditlOll, Jo¥, g., 
$9OO,I.atipah549-5617. 3975All75 
1979 FIAT 2-DOOR sedan, +gM!f'CI. 
!::e~~W:r.ll::Il~~~;: 
1236. 3976Aa74 
~~:~.~~U:!d :o~I~:~b~r 
offer. 457-5722. 3993Aa73 
DATSUN 710 1974. runs good. am-
f:s ~s:t~~i~,:::asg:ft~r ~~Il 
p.m. 3WlAa77 
1971 CHEVY IMPALA, in 
reasonable condition. $300 or best 
olfer. Call 549-2578 TuES and Thurs. 
from 3 to 6pm. 4007Aa74 
1978 VW RABBIT. Am-Fm 
cassette, excellent condition. $2500 
OBO. 457-7372. 406OAa77 
1970 PONTIAC CATALINA. 
t~~~~;:t' J.t~ cr.rb. tp~7-
5437. 4073Aa74 
VOLKSWAGEN DASHER 19'14. 
Well-maintaiDed.35 mN. Higtlway 
~~j~t~H~:l::~mk~~: 
VW SUN BUG, 1974. ExcelleDt 
conditioD from tires to sunroof. 
AM-FM. Hurst shilta-. $1650 or 
best offer. 68+3533. f089Aa74 
1973 VW SUPER Beetle, 76.500 :cir i:~~lb~'s~:'~i4.no rust. 
4n3Aa77 
• 80 BUIt-'K CEI''TURY. Must sell 
,lQOf, or best offer. For information 
caU 536-5561. Ask for BobD. 
4097Aa74 
~o~~ftY!. ~~4 s~~, f:~I~~t 
best offer, 549-1091. 4106Aa77 
1972 SAAB WAGON. FWD. Run-
~~~~I.I~~:.dbrakes. 
'U5Aa74 
19'15 CHEVY VAN, 6 cylinder stick, 
all carpeted, bed, 2 CaptaiD Seats, 
good tires, new brakes, Am-Fm 
sten!O, '1500. 357-2653. 4116Aa77 
1975 PINTO WAGON, 39,000 actual 
miles. no rust or dents. excellent 
condition. $1295. 549-7861. 4121Aa74 
1974 LTD BROUGHAM, 4-door. 
Call 68+2668 after6pm. 4124Aa74 
2-4 PLY SNOW tires with rims. 
7.00-13 - 6.50-13. $100 or make offer. 
457-7824. 4043Ab74 
Motorcycl •• 
1977 KAWASAKI, KH 400. Good 
conditiOll. $500 or best offer, 5."5-
2094. 3995Ac74 
DOUBLE TANK BAGS $29.95. 
Helmets ':, off. wintergloves, 
facernask, leather goods. Phone, 
684-6754. 3972Ac:.'15 
'73 HONDA CB 750. Good COD-
ditio~, runs great. 536-1531. $750. 
4ro5Acn 
INSURANCE 
Low Motorcycle Rotes A'_ 
Auto. Home, MoWle Home 
.... Ith, Indlvfclual & Graup 
AYALA IN$URANCE 
457-4123 
Raal Estat. 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 44l acres, 
~4a,:;:~e :;::::!~or:::~c\~~ ~~ 
available. $40.000 or best offer. 90 
percent financing available at 12 
percent over 10 year term. Phone 
549-3002 *~ 5,: for apPr"intment 
to see. ThlSlS8 rg&m.
B3t90AdSO 
OWNERS MUST SELL. Make 
offer - homes from $18,080-$80,000. 
We can help arranl~.!!~anclDg. 
cau for details. C'~:u~l House 
oi Realty, carbondale, B~ 
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful 
1ats in Heritage Hills, carbondale. 
Call 529-l1!i1l. 3714Ad85 
IB ... uoim 
D.I.a...w.I 
.. I
...." 
~--=----------" PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS! 
R_I Estat. X~NI~~rC.sH~~~S~;~~syblle~~:~:~ 
Mr. becutl_you must see 
this beautiful 4' bedroom 
home. Lorge fomily room with 
fireploce. Many, many 
eminenties. Close to Univer . 
sity Mall. Call Lori Lam 549. 
3375. 
NIce 2 led room Home in 
N.W. Coli today for appoint-
ment to s_ this home. Call 
Lori Lorn, 549·3375. 
5 Y_ Old 3 bedroom home 
on Reed Stotion Road. Heat 
pump, centrol oir, fireplace, 
on 1 ocre lot, 2 full baths. 
Call Lori Lam, 549-3375. 
• Acre ........ Cobden area. 
:!:,:"s;a:!!:"oc:.UI h~ 
PYoperty t.nced I Croll fenced 
1 acre ·DOnd. 20 min. from 
CarboncIaIe. Call Jim lcInIb.t. 
549-3375 
... Udln. Lob Reduced . 
Must Sell. South on new 51. 
'I. to 'I. acre lots. $5.500 to 
sa,5OO. Protective covencmts. 
Coli 549-3375. 
C.II .................... W. 
hove new duple ... ond 10,... 
auartment Of ,tudent hou_ 
I apartment buildlngt. 
,.t-,,7, 
.......... _Ity 
'" w. ..... c.no...IIIle 
Mo .. II.Ho ..... 
10X50 NEWLY REMODELED 
~th·n~'!?~ied~wn~~~rUm:~ anT water heater, storage shed, 
partially sbaded lot, $2500, 68+2704 
3794Ae77 
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION. 10l1SO 
New M~. ca.rpeted, appl~nces, 
a.c .• selm-lur:nisbed, unde~l~ 
r~;::lec:'~ngc:~reerc vilt~r. 
sewer, trasf:' t:itkup. Shady, 
=~eful Cedar e. ~J4 
---------------------8x4O FURNISHED, SKIRTED, just painted. tool shed, feDced 
yani, near Carbo-"\Ie in country 
setti~. Must sc" .• SAP. $1600 or 
best 0 fer. Call 54:1--5435 ev~,~ 
FANTASTIC BUY! 1972 LaSalle 
~att.~~la::O!~ti:~ ~ 
96+1697. 3835Ae74 
CARBONDALE, 12x52, 
RICHLAND. FroDt and rear 
bedrooms, 1 a-c, insulated un-
derpinning. $3600, 1-985-6602. 
3940Ae77 
I2xtiO TOWNCRAFT. FRONT and 
rear bedrooms, I', baths. Car-
ru::s'h!d:'N~~~~!~~ sra~'~l 
Only $4350. 549-5819. 3968Ae74 
10xS0 FULLY FURNISHED, AC, 
fully carpeted, underpinned. storm 
:f}r~~~' ..gt"W~1 NSanr~:.fl. 
bur~lar alarm. excellent quiet 
:~ ~'k~ ~1~1~;n~b1~; c~~l 
arter 5p.m. 4OOOAe74 
TRAILER WITH LOT. Lakewood 
Park Trailer Courts. Lot 888. I-96&-
2365 after 9pm. Price negotiable. 
3986Ae77 
10x50 FURNISHED WITH 
waterbed and woodbumi::§ stove! 
~s«!2i'fhnairu~-::;&!:t: andA~~ 
m;.D· sailboat. Must see. Price 
negotiable. 457-2359. 3979Ae77 
CRAB ORCHARD EXCELLENT 
conditiOll 12x55 with shaded lot. All 
~!:~~~¥r.liances, ':i'i~;~ 
10x50 UNDERPINNED, PAR-
TIALL Y furnishe4. a-c, freal 
=.0&J1l':s«;J:s=.uy , M~ 
12x60 MOBILE HOME. UD-
~e~t:~!~e~n:n~t~~~r.1nd;::d 
condition. Must sell. 529-2268. 
4032Ae77 
Mlsc.llanaou. 
KIRBY CLASSIC III .. -attach. 
Sham~oer. haDdibutler, com-
f~~i :~tic ~i~~~~;:t~~d 6' 
3679Am 
mouth. Princeton, UCLA. USC, 
~~:~~~~i~~~~h~~~r $~l.ol,2~~~ 
rr!~~v~:."~t.h~~tlo :;;;~~~~. 
835-1085. 3818Af'74 
~~R 151~l.BIRD Feeden.~ 
MOVING SALE. FURNITURE 
~92~2~~~ncr;:I:.r~!~~g.~r~.8ce 
3939Am 
~~~~~.:!~. ~~~~. ~t~~ 
on Old 51. 549-1782. B3914AfOO 
mM SELECTRIC 71 typewriter. 
~r.~~ g:~~tlo-:!~~~~.EX-3978Am 
ALMOST BRAND NEW Dresser 
for sale. Call 549-2737 aoo ask for 
Debbie. 3!l69Af77 
STUDENT'S TOOLS FOR 
t~~'::~~~p-~e;~"8~'1 o:::~~e 
semester. Price $650. Call 457-0189, 
anytime. 4008Am 
ARTS AND CRAFTS from 
Mainland China. Good Christmas 
gifts. Cheap. 549-6586. 4024Af74 
USED FURNITURE. SELLING 
cheap. Call Beth 549-42116. 4065At74 
ANTIQUE OAK CHINA cabinet, 
~t')r clock; MotobecaDe 10-
:ceed, Al:sley cbiDa, IBM 
s:::.s. by clothes, =rxw4 
ARGYLE SWEATSHIRTS! BY 
Russell Athletic. White shirt w-
Red-Navy 'Wttern, L~t blue w-::,N~~y w~it,~~~~~~~ 
r.~h~~en~~c=1 t~ sr_x 
601-835-1085. 3723Af73 
STUDENT MOVING SALE, Stereo 
$75, 27" Motebecane $100, radiOll, 
~~~, ~:i~S~C!:"Sc'= 
and MCAT prep books, lab coal, 
~okllt~~~~~· Suo. 1~~4 
WARD'S SIGNATURE 
?ic~~Cf~!ft:· 6~:r~~:. =: 
52!}-1685. 4129Af77 
EI.ctronlCl 
I BRAND NEW 19" color TV for 
$280. Student leaving 50.:"0. Call 
549-Q138. ~IOAg74 
STEREO 
SABIN AUDIO 
................ lntawn 
40% OFF 
SIARI~:V.1".gKER:S 
(AUOtOPHIU SPlAKln A' 
JAPANISII'IIIClSl 
Chedc ...... out Hfore 'uyl,. 
NAD ."Y ........ SONY 
HAfU. KINWOOD 
JYC MITIHUI.Sltt 
A_ TlCMNICS 
YAMAHA IIIONn. 
HA.MANI JD A_tla 
KAIOON II'tCA 
NAKAMICHI OttADO 
ANO MANY O'HI ... ANDI 
OPEN SUNCA YS 
Coli 6M-3771 
UU lout .. It. 
RED TAG 
SALE! 
SAVE $5 to $100 
ON NEW AND USED 
STEREO EQUIPMENT 
AND ACCESSORIES. 
AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
126 5.111. Ave. 
5 ...... 5 
ACIIOIS fllDMOIDlUolN SfAlION 
""Deor Customer: ~ 
Someone who knows you 
knows me ond has learned 
that Stereo and TeleviSion 
Repairs need not be expen. 
sive nor time-consumlnv_ I 
make repairs for less, offer 
same cloy service, with a 90 
day warrant... Like that 
sometone you know, call 
AIIen'sT.V.andSove. ~ 
.... 549-5936 Allen ... 
~~~!'rs~~Cu~l;;;r~ t~33~~k r:~~ 
turntable. Also 19 mcrcolol' TV. 
457·4452, 457·7072. 4054Ag77 
-~~,~~ 
.... ,-...tln .... ~t ... Of,....I"'II 
...... ,. 
STDIOIIPAIR 
SEVEN 'l'fARS ., KPlIUINCE: IN QUALlf'" SfEl'1EO 
IEPAI. FM>M ClAF1'WAN IN EUCTRONICS 
:!aClOfl? "~ZlD ==CIJI1:.JOIt 
akOi OtIllyo l","W' .""''<'1 
"'Itlet' ponalon.(. KIftYC lo"h.M 
ht1cxh. l'i(: 
Lowest ~ric.'I Special Orders On" 
J.V.C .. PIONEER. AKA!. TECHNICS & 
AUDIO SY,~CIALISTS 
1M 1.111. A_. ........5 
(AtrOSlo',omold'h'a"'I'Ifahon) 
COMPUTERS & 
ACCESSORIES 
.'OMMOOOI'feI(Al'floe 
KOALA PA.O '0' iHf 64 189. 95 
co-utIII SNCIAlIl1S 
J~·11t1.1II. A_, 
(aero.. from ,h. old train ,to'ion) 
T.V. RlPAII 
FIEEESTIMATES 
9O-DA Y GUARANTEE 
RENT NEW T. V.·S $4IWK 
NEW & USED T. V.·S FOR SALE 
715 S. Illinois, C'dole 
A·1 T.V. 457.7009 
USED STEREO 
CLEARANCE 
6O-days pa," and lobo, 
warranty on all \lsed equip. 
lecelv .... I Ampl 
Kenwood KR 6200 45 .. /e 
Sherwood 5-7100 ... 17wIC 
Sonsui R·707 SOwle 
$125.00 
$95.110 
$188.00 
$85.00 
$82.25 
Technics 5U7300Mlw/e 
NC ... ·KIO 25w/e 
TUINTAILES 
DuaI1215w/ca,' $35.00 
Reoli,'ie lab 65 w/ear' $35.00 
Sonsui P·02O wJear' S86.SO 
Phillip. 212 .. leotI $60.00 
DualllUw/earl $35.~ 
CASSETTE DKKS 
PiDneer CT ·7R _ufe •• ., •• Sf: $148.00 
Nakamichi 350 f~~~~~~Y S295 00 
Yamaha K·SSO $137.00 
Sansui D·55M $131.00 
SPEAKERS 
"'Itee Mod.11II7Owa'" $127.001'" 
Kenwood LSK-SOOc SOwa ... $80.00 pl. 
AUDIO CAIINETS 
Kenwood 
Sonsul 
Pioneer 
S6000 
$70.00 
$97.00 
~~ 
549·150. 
457·0375 
Pats & Suppll.s 
AKC REGISTERED 
DALMATION fiuppies. Ready to 
~3~~,i~v!~~~~ C~I~~ 
~~~~t!JMt!~-~~t;~'l~:r 
;i!~-~~.: J~~f6. neg~i7 
Blcycl.s 
RALEIGH GRAN PRIX, Brand 
~:;.~i~ ~~~ ~o;i~~~~oecli)E 
3784Ai74 
SCHWINN TRAVELER GREAT 
condition, $125. or brand new 12 
4~¥.nivega Supra Spo~4 
Musical 
SOUNDCORE YOUR CHRIST· 
MAS music store. MXR foot 
rJrll; Fu.ie~~it~~ .tla~D~: 
rehearsal " recordi'lft! studio " ~~ ~~~~~ nive~; 
GUITARS: Conn Classic aDd 
HarmoDY acoustic. Excellent 
condition. Call 1-988-8572 after 
&pm. 44l18An75 
EXPERIEI'rJCED BASS PLAYER 
with vocal ability wishes to jOin 
working band MOIStly interested in 
:~~-:~~o::l;i~On~~t 
~!k~9-3449 dunng Ch~f~ 
FOR RENT . 
. Apartm.nts . 
DUNN APARTMENTS NOW 
leasing furnished one bedroom 
apartments for spring and sum-
mer. Pool. tenniS court, laun-
~~1tu.:~a~~,.~ru::~~ :m 
find. For more information call 
529-9472 or sto&. and see 250 S. 
~~ri~~' I m-4pm, ~~-h 
CARBONDALE DISCOUNT 
HOUSING. One bedroom fur-
nished apartment. air. absolutely 
~ ~~~ai~~81d~r.i:r;::~ 
call 684-4145. 83438Ba77 
NOW TAKING SPRING contracts 
1-2 bedrooms furnished apts. 2 
bedroom unfurnished duplex. 529-
1735, 457-6956. 3532Ba79 
SUBLEASE: SPRING 
~~E~um~~JS ~~~!rk 
great roommates. CaD -i:;7~44. 
36(12Ba74 
-----------------HUGE, CLEAN, QUIET One 
bedroom apartment. 1-'> block 
g::mbercI~~&~lr~r.ailable 
3ti66Ba77 
ENERGY EFFICIENT APART-
MENT. Newer one bedroom. well 
insulated with electric baseboard 
heat, air. furnished, close to 
~~~&~reJ:: 1~t"~r:.~thM~ 
2533. B3682Ba84 
EFFICIENCY. 12 MIN. to SIU-C. 
8~~~'. ~:s~r6rl ~~nlOu'::.s~~~: 
53&-7511, 529-2493. 2725Ba74 
I ru~~~~ ~~~~?~M, i~~::' 
miles east. ~o dogs. SI7r 549-2258. 
3741Ba75 
WooDHOLLOW APARTMENTS-
NOW leasing. Furnished or un-
~~::~~~Ine r!~r~f~a~:/~ 
near cartervffle. Newly ca!'J}eted; 
electric hea~ water and trash 
~~:~~-~~:r I~~~: Call 
3689Ba85 
CLEAN EFFICIENCY APART· 
~~~I~te ~~e Ilo &ati~S:;-
facilities. Call 457-5340 or 684-2418. 
3692F..a75 
--------
TWO AND THREE l;;:droom 
unfurnished apartment. Car-
terville area. 1-985-8031. 3869Ba87 
SUBLEASE SPRING - SUMMER 
optional. ~ciOUS three bedroom 
i:E~t.~~~1l during ~W~A 
GOC::> PRICEs-GREAT location. 
~~s~ ~Wr:::~s~~;Jf~: 
furnished. centrally air con-
ditioned. free water arid trash pick· 
up. walk to campus, available for 
spring. Good prices. 457-332:JnBa77 
COME SEE PARKTOWN Apart-
~r::SiO~~~~ p~:r:~.ch. W 
~Tc!~e rv~ioBei~e&~:~ 
Clinic. One and two bedroom 
apartments available. 457-~Ba77 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
~it~en~~~~aWa~~m~~~~'[!1. 
$250 month. 549-5616, Liz or Pat. 
3897Ba77 
FOR RENT. SPACIOUS 2-3 
Bedroom, 1st floor apt. Close to 
~1~r:~·. ~~~~~:!vir"e~~":~d I~~ 
entrance, large screened-in front 
:~~nr!~~~~.1~~iia6t~ ':~ 
as ~ible. $450 per month. CaU 
J~~Ya:~~f£m. at 529-:b~~4 
SUBLEASE COZY EFFICIENCY, 
December rent free, furnished. 1 
block from strip, campus. $175-
month. 529-5832. 3944Ba74 
LARGE FIVE ROOM house $300-
month. Also apartment three 
blocks from campus. 549-5;:9Ba77 
ijJ~s~~~dG:: I~:~:e~ 
5294. 84003Ba75 
SUBLEASE SPRING: EF· 
FlCIENCY ar:rlrllent Nice clean. 
~2Jt~':r~e from :~77 
~~:~~~~~~. ~~~~E I ~~1r~!r~Sa~~rt~:~~~UI1 r~~ 
Extremely nice. One available I nished. ca~ting. water ail:£' trash 
now. one arter Christmas. 529-5294. pick-up included. Call 529-3406 
4OOIBa75 after 2pm. -I059Ban 
-BE-A-U-T-I-F-U-L--Q-U-IE-T--O-NE I BEDROOM. ALL Utilities in-
~;~. ;rr~~~re~.t~";~~,I::fk $:~:0~3t~~~~~9~~,r~~~~ 
~~:lt~~. downtow~~4 evenings. 4076Ba76 
GREAT EFFICIENCY IN Quads -
CAMBRIA.COZY 1 bedroom spring. Furnished. carpeted, full 
furnished a~rtment. Ideal for bath. kitchenette. storage room. 
serious student $165 month Veleec'"Ytn!lcea. 5t29-' c125eaI5n .. $200-m°!l~5plausl' References required. 1-985-2577 'IV' B • 
after 5:00 p.m. 3761Ba75 OWN ROOM _ QUIET, Clean, $145 
includes utilities. 2 miles South. 
Consider part in work. 457=Ba73 ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT to sublet. Unfurnished. available 
before January 1st. Near campus 
Quiet nemhbOrs, cheap utilities 
$245-mon .529-1689 eveni:l:iBa74 
WANTED: ONE FEMALE to 
~y~!~t, twon~~oom ..:r:::~~:J: 
Available after December 16th. 
cau 549-7189. 3774Ba74 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS - nice wood-~1~I~e.a~;!r70~~3.$300 all 
4098Ba77 
~~h~E~I~~~ ~~:'~Ms: ~~~-
semester. $23O-month plus utiftties. 
529-3581. B311MBa78 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED, 
Hou ••• 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE well 
t~~~aJ~g na~'!:~e~~~'I'~~iS~ 
microwave. Close to .:ampul! ana 
University Mall. Available 
January 1st. $375-month' 529-2533 . 
B3351Bb73 
HOMEFINDERS WII..l, HELP you 
find a rental! For rree service call 
529-5252 or 529-386~. Division of 
Diederich Real Estate. B3308Bb75 
SIX BEDROOM FURNISHED 
house with two baths. Two blocks 
~~c~~ft::a~~a~~1~YJer:fac:t 
~,::.::' :~~~Ca~~~~~ 
B3546Bb77 
THREE BEDROOM UN-
FURNISHED one block from 
campus, well insulate~1 n'i!W 
furnace, carpet and paint. washer· 
dryer connection. Available spring 
semester. No pels. 549-"WkmBb77 
MURPHYSBORO. TWO COZY 2-BEDROOM APART-
MENT, Furnished. $240-month 
Available mid-December. 529-2596. 
3916Ba74 
BEDROOM home. cal]lOrt. ap-
c!=S 1~~Wo~~Ii.,:ucf~~~~g~ 
MURPHYSBORO, SPACIOUS, 2 ~J.e~n~h~~~tf.: ~:a8i~re 
=::1, :f~: ~~~~ed or un- Dec. 15. 549-6596. 3751Bb77 
:'011:'-, pf::ili::·. ~~ ... $250-
83746Ba77 
CLEAN. QUIET, FURNISHED 
One bedroom apartment. Ideal for 
~~. $22O-month. Wa~wt1~ 
B4104Ban E J 
------------------- ~~~lia;~~Df~~~ect~a.t~laft:· 
SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM. A-C, gas now. 54!!-3930. 529-1218. 3781Bb73 't:~~~:;tt~B:!~di;!: ~~~~:.Jan 
41l1Ban 1 312 CRESTVIEW. THREE bedroom. Nice. Two -;eople need 
I BEDROOM APARTUENT to one more. or could rent to three 
subl~t close to campus. $280- new people. $450. 457-4334. 
REMODELED TWO BEDROOM, 
1 
Anna. Sol(l two years ago for 
$30.000. Make offer. 1-833-2257. 
3844Bb87 
IMMACULATE HOUSE CLOSE to 
I 
campus. Large yard With trees and 
enclosed front porch. House is in 
~:!Ie=:~~;~rs~cl:mi ' 
I 
~~.t~~~b~:f1~~r.tgfe 
:: ~~ semester. Call ~~ . 
HOUSE. 6-BEDROOM, for 
females, close to campus and 
I 
downtown. $125 each Includes 
water and trash, depoSit, 
~::;.n~1i :ii:J~if~!r ;~inf~!; 
apPOlfttment 1-314-334-4851. 
I 3855Bb87 1--------------------ONE OR TWO subleasers needed 
for spring semester. Great 
location, own room. Rent $82.00. 
For more information call 
Margaret. 529-2582. 3965Bb274 
:::'~~:u~. ~TIi"f~~~rarel 
furnished, gas heat, low utilities. 
~i~~:=, ~~!rFon s;::~e'i!:~' 
529-5305. Please keep try~Bb77 
MURPHYSBORO, 4 BEDROOM. 
1 \'z bath, gas heat, $325. ':~~im 
I ~~E:vair1~e A:~ ,!,}~tJ!~le~o 
Five bedrooms, two baths, stove, 
refri5ator-,_~shWaSher, washer 
and er. _month. 1-893-4345. 
84086B ~.:~t~an~~,~Ji!!~~~eSt~d ~~'l?:~~: B3797Bb86 
8550. 4118Ba77 FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 1182 E. ~!E~R~O~, F~MIL~ ~~~' 
FURNISHED OR UN-
FURNISHED. Desirable living. 3 
bedrooms. 1"2 bath~ washer-d~er. On Giant City Road. Call 
:W::~:~:~:~w=::741 
excellent condition, two blocks 
NOWRENllNG 
Ivy Hall. 701 W. Mill 
Walnut. 3 people neeed 2 more. or cJose' to sca:P.;:a~:iranble Dec: 
A~~:~~r~'o~c.fi~i-J~~~ r,e~f~~ I~. zoned smgie famil~i~~&7 • 
~~~~.' :;~~.and gar~B~ 
~n°J" f:a~~uspi~~~~~h~~cl:~!~r 
~:tlt~bJ~~.uary L $~~/:,r; I 
SUBLEASE LARGE TWO I 
~~mpa~r.~~I~~:J;:~ I 
after 3. 39f;tBai7 
ONE MALE NON-SMOKER to 
sublease Lewis Park Apt. Own 
~'m~::~ria!~~~.r(>~tf.!~: 
CONCERNED ABOPT WINTER 
heating bills'! One bedroom 
rs:!tm~:. ~.:reet~l f:::= 
Located 11-'> miles eas: of 
g~~her:l~ku:a~~d H~~n W~!i~_ 
=~~A~~1:i: ':w~tsooft:i~ 
~ring (4~ month) contracts 
one 54!H612, 549-~ tf~Ba~ 
TWO BEDROOM, FULLY car 
peted, well maintained, water 
=\!W~7~~l!~5.r~~%. 
Across from campus 
Furnished efficiencies 
S25().$265 monlhly 
All utilUies included. 
F"_man Vall.y 
Apa,,'ments 
Twob'l~pU5 
Lorge 2 betiroom townhf')u!oe for 
2·4 people. 
SAOC monlhly plus uWitl ••. 
Chou'au, ... Al!!rtm.nts 
large 2 bedroon, furnished 
apartment, 1 % miles west 'rom 
campus. S300 monthlv plus utilities. 
Oll Wrlllht Property Ma_lIement 529·1101 
Now t .. lcing Fall and Sf><ing controd~ 
lor effic....,;... 1 bedroom and 2 bed-
room apt. 3 blocks from Campus. Na 
pe". 
G .... WlllhI_ ......... 
110 I. ""1 __ lty 
U7·7Ml .... ·2 .... 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
$::;~her~~~k ~v~1r:;leD1:: 
mediately, 451-4334. 83802Bb86 
CARBONDALE. FOUR 
BEDROOM House. 405 West 
~~~~.ca:r-~~~.~~ 
TWO BEDROOM 2-miles south of 
arena, large shaded yard. 1-985-
6947. B3958Bb77 
COZY THREE OR rnor bedroom 
house. low utility rates. close to 
=.pus. Rent nego! iable. i:.r~ 
~.!~ ~~s~~!f~e~C~~U:"i~~ 
low utilities. 549-1946 or 529-~. 
B40028b75 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
~'1:i~~~5~i:a~pus. $275..o:'b~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ONE. THREE AND FOUR , 
BEDROOM HOUSES. 
NEWl Y REMODElED 
2-81.OCKS FROM CAMPUS 
529·1149 
CALL BETWEEN 9 AND IIA.M 
Now _entlnl For Sprl", 
H ...... Close to Campus 
Newly R .... od.IM 
furnished or Unfurnished 
'~·ledr_: f05~ ...... rove 
3-ledroom: 
113S. For." 
303S. For_t 
5r3 S. Beverage 
(2 roommates} 
~IOS.""'h 
I·ledroom: _ S. Univenllvl3 
52f..l.2 SIt-31M 
Mobll.Hom •• 
VERY ELEGANT 12x70 front and 
~si~~~::r~ls'a~~o~~~:( ~~: 
underpinned. anchort:M close to 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM. fully 1';:==========::: 
carrted, t I~ baths. aU utilities II 
~ig~~J hou!~~LCa~­
~~s~O'IO: ~ur"J;~1~~=' 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE For 
rent to individuals or group. 
cam~ and University all. $225. 
529- . 83352Bc73 
TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent, 
t:~rit!i.::l~~r;e~:=,,:d'~~~~ :~:~:'APARTMENT~F~:-I 
NISHED, Utilities paid, a-c, no I 
pets. In a wooded natural en· 
vironment.687-1267. B3987Ba77 
NICE ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment Available Dec. 16. $175-
month. Cau Jim. 549-1210 or 529-
3446; or Cathy, 529-1735. 3999Ba77 
2-BEDROOM APARTMENT 
~~I~~~~ble~~6~~. Oak 
3988Ba75 
UPSTAIRS, 1 BEDROOM, Ap-
f!~;~;:r~g5r.° ¥::i 
reasonable. 4015Ba75 
LARGE FURNISHED APART 
MENT, one bedrl'om. great 
location, low utilities. must see 
Spring-summer. 549-7852. 4016Ba77 
CARBONDALE. LARGE 3-
BDRM. furnished apartment. 
Available now for next semesteri ~~iV::s~C:~~~~ ~Il =i3 
after 4:00 p.m. B3815Ba74 
LARGE 3-BEDRooM, CLOSE to 
81U and new library. Carpet 
furnished. reduced rents; $390. 529-
1539. B4048Ba91 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT for rent. Close to 
campus. a-c, heat. f.ully cl!r 
~tedciwater. trash~ck~ In ~~~~34.529-3929. 457-· ~~":-, 
NICE, COZY. COMFORTABLE 
two bedroom apartment 
Beautifully furnished 
~l~J:.~~cTn~~~ ~l!!.' ~=~~~16South Uni:~4 
GOOO "ICES GHAT LOCATION 
._-
EGYPT'AN AIIMI APH. 
.1.S.W .. 1I 
2~.carpe"","""I""". 
_ ... Ity el. _dill ............ 
_Ier eMl .reeh pldt-up. _III 10 
at ......... e.ellelolelor .,1 ... _ 
Goodp,'''' 
call 
457-3321 
ONE BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
Carpeted. Water and 
Sewer Included 
4 Blocks From Campus 
IMPE .. AL MECCA APAIITMlNn 
5 •• • .. 10 
COME SEE 
PARKTOWN APARTMENTS 
TODAY 
Perfect for profenionals 9(X) + sq. 
It. Air. <a,peled. poli~. ligh.ed 
pa,king. and cable TV. aehind Car· 
bondale Clinic. Two bedroom 
aportmants avoi'oble 
WOODRUFF SERVICES 
457·3321 
Now Renting lor Fall and Spring. 
hror;~~he1r:r::S~~~~~~~"t~~ 
Building. 529-1983. 405OBb77 
TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE. 
Wood or electric heat. 5 miles to 
campus. $225 per month. 457-7080. 
4052Bb77 
VERY COMFORTABLE 2 
bedroom, large yard w-trees. 
carl>ort. stove and new 
refrigerator. gas heat, and 2 
window ac., excellent condition. 
A~7iI~~re~a~.~~r:,:. gW~: 
·2131 days. 549-2840 eveni~Bb74 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE to sublet 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~B~ 
4 BEDROOM, NEWLY remodeled, 
~~l~~~~ar~~ c~~'1v~r.:bt~ 
~~, call eves. Keep~1fb.:7 
FOUR BEDROOM SPUT- LEVEL 
house. I", miles east on Park 
from Wall. Available Jan. 1 and 
arter. $125-each. all utilities in-
cluded 457-4334. B4083BbBO 
3 BEDROOM WITH F:replace, 
central heat and air, 115 acres near 
Cedar Lake. Barn a {ailable_ 
Lease. deposit, nferences 
~~o~~~"g~:~l~~~ment 
4120Bb77 
LARGE 4 BEDROOM house. Quiet 
area. Need one roommate, 
~'l:.pleteIY furnished. ~~l~ 
available now. No pets please. 457-
8352 after 4 p.m. 83559Bc81 
ONE AND TWO bedroom. clean, 
furnished, nice location. available 
now. No pets. Pleasant Hill Road 
549-0272 or 549-M23. Blti18Bc74 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 12x60 two 
bedroom. No pets. reasonable 
~~'I:\f~~~ ~~ ~~!~~~~ru:~ 
and 6. South Highway 51. Close to 
campus. 3fi85Bc85 
FOR SALE OR rent: washer. 
~::r' natural gas. heat. ~B"%J7 
ONE·BEDROOM REDUCED 
RENT. No pets please. 457-8352 
after 4:00 p.m. B3727Bc85 
~~gsle1t?~ iP2S ~Offi~: 
Z:::t waste money. caU~5BS:S 
NICE COMFORTABLE TWO 
bedroom 10xS0. Fully furnished, 
l::ie:;;~~~m in~1~~14r:: s~ 
~lfp ~v:;'I~~~~~.16. car~~n 
MURPHYSBORO, PRIVATE 
WCATION. Central air. clean 
and quiet, t.V. cable. No pets. 
references. 684-6951 and 687-2214. 
B3811'Bc74 
EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom, 
=n;:~.,!q~ ~.r'a'9-~ 
Bter 5pm. 83870Bc88 
RENT SPRING SEMESTER. 2 
Efficiencl .. and 1 bedroom ap ... No OLD TWO STORY modem home_ 
pe".loundry~ 5,000. Cobden. 1-833-2257. 3846Bb74 I ' ~~c.21~~~I~~rc~ 549-2487 after 5:30. 3934Bc77 
(2b1 .... IromCam ..... 1 DESOTO: EXCEPTIONAL TO SUBLET. 2·BEDROOM car· 
" ... .....,... I THREE bedroom home apl!raised r;tgit.1!!S ~ ':orm;.~.r.: 
...... MM U7-7M1 60's. Might consider trade Of other .... - tiliti 549-4056. aft 
'-__________ " property. 1-833-2257. 3843Bb87 :;:'.e;;t Por BiTt· _~ 
DailJ~~ ~~ !I,.~IP~e,21, .• ,I 
Mobile Hom .. 
3-BEDROOM: TRAILER in Small 
~rkci~~t~~e:'etrol!:~~~ :~d 
trash provided. References 549-
3670. 4049Bc76 
I·BEDROOM $100, 2-bedroom 
$130, carpet, qu;et, private 
r:::i~~~d, ~:r~~~~dsou~~w::ci 
Park. :>29-1539. B404SBc91 
~:~~'!!'n?:t air~ ~:'~~ar:e~ 
Road 549-0491. B4062Bc91 
~a~~N!~~io:a~~:k. Il:::' 
and deposit. Call 684-6775. 
B4063Bc77 
TWO BEDROOM 12-WlDE, South ~:~.:.M,".'~OO""'--I 4044Bc77 
SMALL, SUITABLE FOR onl oue 
Bl!rson. $75. Water furnis~ed. I 
lant City Road near Mall. 549-
4344. 84033B~ 
VERY NICE, 2-BEDRooM, 12X60, 
:~~'::t:;"~~IR~~~ l~ T:a:n 
4494. 4034Bc77 
TRAILER TO SUBLEASE. ~ 
~.c~~~~2f!15l7~~~~}i~-
~Oes~~t~<fre~~r::~e 
Well insulated. Located in 
beautiful country park. Three 
W~:nat~~~~~:S~~a~fl_sit~fs~s. 
B4026Bc77 
EXTREMELY NICE 12x56, f!'Dllt 
r:r~f:ha:d~eg~~'r~rnc:c~~l~;ll 
insulated, like new interior. 
LfJ,~I~edH~e T~~\. "R~~:r,'e 
rates. Call 1-833-5475. B4027Bc77 
NE AND TWO bedrooms, 5 
inules South of Carbondale. 0',', .,~, ,",~.bI •. y". I 
amtenance. water. trash in-
lulled. Phone457~7 ev~~ 
o 
m 
Q 
m 
c 
~~~~~"~~~~t C an 
at ·r. Call 684-2663. 83750Bc73 
2x60 TWO OR tbree bedrooms, 
arpeted, furnished, ancbored, 
~~~ed. Sorry, nopeM~ un 54 
4ldiO. 2 BEDROOM, 1 ~ baths, 
c entral air, fully furnished. 
vailable Dec. 15th: 5&-2175, 529-A 
4990 , 549-0491. 3852Bc71 
ICE 1980 14x60. Two bedrooms, N 
f 
81 r~,n~r~~~~~ ~i1~="Shed, 
38638c74 
PRING S 
W 
m 
W 
71 
45 
TERM BARGAINS. 
e've got 3 bedroom and smaller 
obile bomes close to SIU. 
:s~~rs~Ile~':'a~~th=t:ar~ 
7-3321. 3t74Bc77 
HOICE C 
N 
d 
b 
M 
OF THE three: A) 
atural gas economy, wasber-
rrer convenience. Three 
ei:lrooms at $25()-mo. Southern 
oblle Home Park. BJ Good for a 
I 
I 
~~%~fe l:;!:gti ~r ~o~~r.~~ 
Two or three people will want this 
three bedroom special witb 
washer-dr'yer and ~entral air. At 
714 E. College $295-mo. Call I 
Woodruff at 451-3321 3876Bc77 I 
ROY AL RENT ALS 
AVAILABLE NOW 
I·Bdrm. Apt. $185 mo. 
Eff. Apts $145 me-. 
I 
\ 
$85 PLUS ' .. utilities. Female ~~~:O.ilt~~~ler ~~~~~m~~:.r 54~~ 
1293. 4088Bc77 
.-_. 
FULtY FURNISHED TWO 
bedroom mobile homes, Glisson 
Court, 616 E. Pa.·k, Carb..'-!\dale. 
'.094Bc77 
I \it BEDROOM THAn ,Eft for rent. 
:'~tsemester. Jan. 1s-~bg5 
THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
home, com/lete1.; remodeled, tied 
down an lin e2:nned, quiet 
~~ ~:Tp~m. of t~o~ 
SOUTH WEST PARK 
~lEASANT Hill ROAD. 
1-bedroom $ I 00 
2-bedroom $130 
2-bedroom house $200 
carpet, quiet, private park, 
ing, furnished or unfurnish-
ed. No pels. Short-term leose 
O.K. 
529·1539 
-. ~ ~ I~ 5efvkes 
SPRING TERM ••• GAINS 
We've got 3 bedroom and 
amalier mobile homes for you 
starting soon. Close to S.I.U. 
Washers-dryers; all the extras. 
at 714 E. College 
at Southern Pork 
457-3321 
Room. 
TWO BLOCKS OFF camrs WeII-
kelt, furnished rooms a 3i2 W. 
Co lege, 6114-5917, 5&-3IMi6,457-3321. 
B3439BdT1 
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates. 
~.65 per week. $195 rv month ~I!~m r~i:m~oter- B2s ntd 
!\laID St., ~arbondale, illinOiS. 
PbOIIe 549-4013. B3613Bd84 
PRIVATE ROOM IN an apartment 
for students. Have private 
~rigerator, shar a kitchen etc. 
WIth. Others ID apartment. Utilities ~::Ja~~J:~=r~~~~~I30-
3699Bd87 
~ARM ROOMS. EASY walking 
dIstance to campushgood rates la~~~t~tpl~:' :t:~.:n~l:it 
ror Park Place East, 611 East 
Park, Carbondale. Mouthly con-
tracts available to those qualified 
Our rooms by the semester are 
~ObablY the best deal in Car-
udale. 3936Bd77 
2 ROOMS IN Jan.- a 4 man bouse 
on Pleasant Hill Rd. $125.00-mo. L.otili~es paid - kitchen P!ivileges, 
pa.-klng rot, see to apprecltate.l57-
4458. 3998Bd77 
ROOM WITH KITCHEN 
~~~~~"e:she!u::~~4CI1:~ 
HELP! SPRING SUBLEASER 
wanted Five minute walk to SIU 
and strip. $130 00. 549-5070. 
4tl8SBd77 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
to sm-re nice two bedroom mobile 
~~Jli~:!~U~~~.$~5~~~d 
FEMALE ROOMMATE. SPRING 
sublease, new furnished two 
bedroom trailer. Carbondale 
Mobile Homes. $130 OBO. 549-
6447. 3M2Be75 
THE BIRD FARM nC!'ds :l 
roommate, beautiful secluded 
bo.use, private pond, wood heat, 12 
mi. from campus, $100,1-995-2402. 
3780Be73 
NON-SMI)KER, PREFER GRAD 
or older to share nice bouse. $130-
mOUTh and 1f4 utilities, 457-5715. 
1943Be74 
Roor.rMATE WANTED SPRING 
semestt:!', Town" Country Mobile I ~Yl::i:: ~itl~£:~.onth~-:e7~ 
TRAILER. TWO BEDROOM I 
furnished. Three miles east of I ~~sE.'::On':~9~l2:~er 'd~~' 
SUBLEASE ONE ROOM in Quads r:=~'.~~~~~~or.t,owri 
3945Be74 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for 
~I:.ng~:~~ester, Lewt~~ 
GREAT 3-BEDROOM HOUSE. 
~~~ l;ts(~~:;~'g~e~~sb~~g7_ 
0371 day (leave message J. 457-2907, 
Susan. 3960Be77 
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES 
Wanted for nice four bedroom 
~:::~ter~croser¥~~:inp~fr~~§ 
strip. Call 529-4324. 3971 Be74 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED 
For c~eanM quiet 3 bedroom 
:Fc~~:nJark,.r:~li:~~ It5Ise, 
3989Be76 
FE M A-L-E--R-O-O-M MAT E 
NEEDED. Lewis Park apart-
:fJ~~~ !~fi~nfn~el~sJ:~ ~at 
549-7792. 3982Be75 
ROOMMATE WANTED: SPRING 
semester, sublet, rent nl!gotiable, 
gr~~~~ ~1~;:S~~~I~Pt., 2 
FEMALE SlJBLEASER WANTED 
for 4 bedroom. Lewis Park 
~~~fi!:.~~\i ~~~9~~got~~J~~ 
OWN BIG BEDROOM in beautilul 
clean place. $132.54)-month I-olu8 , .... 
utilities. Older student pref£l'ed 
Must see to believe. Carol, 457-
0106. 3598Ben 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. $125 
month. 421 W. Monroe. Can 457-
7185. 37505Be8S 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
to share 3 bedroom house. Close to 
campus. Spring semester. 549-3494. 
3697Ben 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2-
bedroom apartment for Spring 
~~8i'~:~fall ~~~~am:.· i~~~ 
TWO FEMALE NEED roommate. 
Three blocks from ca~us. Own ~~m, low utilities. a~B~ 
ROOMMATES NEEDED. EASY 
~ ~~M~~lh~ii'¥i~i:-sT:~~.Plus 
3829Be76 
ROOM FOR SUBLEASE for 4 I 
bedroom house close to cam~. 
~:8:°renf~~n~ntit~~a ~ 
\156. 3820Be76 
FE'\iALE ROOMMATE NEEDED I SI- ';ni!' Semester sublease for new 
mOOlife home, C'dale Mobile 
Homes One-third utilities, $12G-
month, 549-@1j6 38261k71 
FEMALE, BEAUTJFUL MOBILE I 
nome. 10 min. drive to Stu. It.; 
~~~I.?~:t =,~~~~'. $100 plus 
3827Be76 
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
~~~~e:eg~M~nh~~:: l~~t:6re 
RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE, 
HOUSE. 1'.., miles south Rt. 51, 
$133 mo. plus utilities. caD Cmf, 
a29-2395. 3849Be74 
NON-SMOKING, SERIOUS 
srUDENT, Upperclassem-Grad 
preferred share nice house, own 
room. ",asher~ryer, Call 549-3476, 
after 5pm. 3851Be74 
ROOMMATE WANTED: FOUR-
bedroom bouse. Clean. $112.50 .. 
utilities. Pets O. K. 549-1049. 
3848Be74 
RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE 
~~:; ~~~ ~~:Us O;"c~"eit; 
Blacktop. Rural settir~. Call after 
6:00 p.m. 549-8372. 3865Be74 
FEMALE ROOMMATE. GAR· 
DEN Park, iivailable Dec. 17, rent 
~~tiable. call for deta~4J~ 
ONE ROOMMATE !\'EEDED for 
nice 3-bedroom oouse a-c dish-
washer, good neighborhOOd. Call 
549-8374. 3921Be77 
FEMALE ROOMMATE, SPRING 
~~:~~t~~t~~~:.-s~~L~r ~ 
4715. 3915Be78 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
Spring semester. Two bedroom 
trail~r, fl!lIy fl!"1ished. Computer 
term mal m trailer. 5 minute walk 
from campus. $100 month. Call 529-
4991. 3903Be77 
MATURE, CLEAN, NON 
SMOKER malt to share nice, 
clean tWI' bedroom house. 453-5360, 
529-3762. Henry. 3905Be77 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
Inexpensive furnished house near 
campus. S .. dng Semester. 529-
4299. 39IYlBe77 
FEMALE ROOMMATE JIo"EEDED 
Spring semester to share clean 
apartment with three friendly. 
~r.n8~~f~~iti~~ =ltocn:J:! 
529-2354. 393IB814 
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for 
~~e ~~"!t:r~~e::~ ~r!l 
profeSSional area. Rent n~2.50 
month plus t.; utilities. Phone 549-
2389. 3884Be78 
Duplex •• 3974De74 anytime, sprinj" semester. 549-
3164. 4077Be71 THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 610 
507 N. ALLYN. MALE subleaser ~~V!~:v':lYa~fl ~ t;-;o ~~~ ~~tSf~'.J.u;.s! a~:n ~~~ mth .. heat and water includec.. 457-
low utilities. 45H224. 4068Be71 4334. B355JBfBO 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED, share 2 bedroom ROOMMATE NEEDED. Nice I 
apartment, Brookside Manor. trailer $120 month pies \it ~~~~ontb - al1 utiliti~~ ~M.~tieS Non-smoker. ~~J~ 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR ROOMMATE WANTED - NICE I 
fsuemIm·esshtederL. ewJDa's
n 
~5r3k_27APt,' Spri3_6P'n
m
g Lew}s Park A~artment NO.4B. 
.. 44 Spr!'1g-summer, convenient I 
only. 4010Be74 ~:!I!e~~ll ~~ $122~iW~ 
ROOMMATE WANTED. NICE 
clean, quiet mobile home. $90' TWO BEDROOM HOUSE to subi>!t I 
maUh. '-2 utilities. 549-3084. I with male roo:nmate. Close to I 
4011Be77j g::&:: $ISO month plus ~:~ 
~':keE~~e f:e~~ caS::A~~~ MALE NEEDED. SPRING! 
rent." utilities. call 549-~4, k~ semeste~ low rent! Beautiful I 
trying. 40::18 ,}.~ni~~, :o';;Nlec::;~i!:t~~~ 
14x60 MOBILE HOME, New !lore. 457-7824. 4042Be74 
funnshed waterbed, cable tv. $UO' I plus \it utilities. 5&-2618. 4Cl23Be77 THREE EASY-GI)lNG GUYS 
t seeking fourth for spring semt>ster I 1 OR 2 female roommates needed in house 2 blocks from cam~ liS. 
I 
~ili~:;:~~7~~ apartm=Be~ 549-2043. 4036 e77 
ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 
three bedroom furnisbed well 
insulated dllp'lex. Quiet Northwest. 
$12G-month Plus one-third utilities. 
~=ro:~~~r. DeceW~~h 
THRE;E BEDROOM DUPLEX. 
On~~IA~I~fe ~~m~r T5~~ 
fr25-month. Heat and water in-
cluded. Located next to new 
Kroger on west side of town. 457-
4334. B3798Bf86 
2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED 
1ith A~frit~:~~ !.~s~~~~i-:e~ar 
~i'!~E~=,~54:~r 
3B93Bf7S 
~:Jr~!~: rr:~ ~~~:':fn~~ 
~fiU;:~~hed, a-c40~~4 
$100 A MONTH, one-third Utilities'l 
I 
:v~M:~!~s~~~~~~i1;~I:~; ~n:::r:lk r:s~~ms. ~};k~~ 
~~M~a!:~:s.R~~~ple~~y b}~:-s ~:~~Y~y rur!~~~~ m~~~Ih~':!: MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for 
FOUR BEDROOM. UNUSUAL loft 
bedroom. 2 PE:Ople need two more. 
~1:l2.5o-month each. All utilities 
m:luded, 111, East on Park from 
Wall. 457-4334. B4082Bf91 
~~!~?!~iabl~~~e~~~ly, 3 2 Bdrm. Mobile Hame5 
IOxSOto14x70 
$125 to $200 mo. 
l!1IncShludedl"ngrle,tfl~lligeesra.t~r9-'55$9617.5-month I' ('lose to campus. $125 per month rpri!1~ semester to share nicely fi ".. I f!~:. utilities. Call after S~i~i7 $~rsu~~tft~~~ ~~U~i~.m~. 
_-------B-41-1-9Bd77-_ 5651. 4046Be77 
I ~:;~~~~~~~~~;:t?~ ONE FEMALE TO share house I\~ I ~t~\it\:·. ~~1?-fs~~~7.°P>i-!~i~~ I ;~~r:~~ri~~~':etsN8~i~~:i~ 
$420 plus utilitIes, no pets, 
evenings, 549-7784. -I122}1!72.. 
All Furn., AIC, Very 
Nice. No Pets. 
457·4422 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromat 
e CABlEVISION 
e1 or 2 baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
• $145·$360 . 
~~4olili'* OnIy_2ml ... /!HM1 NorthotCornpue. 0.£5 SlngleR_ Available , -
. " 
I ~~HWY 51 NORTH 
~ ~9-3000 
SALUKI HALL 
HAS ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR 
THE SPRING AT 
$135 A MONTH. 
All utilities included. 
Private refrigerator, 
cooking privileges. cable 
T. V. Sign now, pay 
in January. 
CALL MARTY AT 
529·3833 
MALE ROOMMATE FOR three 
bedroom furnished wen insulated 
duplex. Quiet, Northwest. $120-
month plus one-third utilities. No 
pets. Available December 16. 529-
3687 or 549-'ltOI. 8373tiBe77 
Rick. 4087Be15 5..'>9-5538. 4031Be76 
LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS, 
One or two roommates needed, 
~r~nfttis.;~~tff;a~~-~~~Ius 
4092Be77 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
for 4 bedroom Lewis Park AJI!Irt-
ml!llt. Furnished, great location. 
Call 457-2073. 4l10Be71 
DOES $106 A month for a mce 
=shs:r!J:OO';'~m~a.rY4 
~~!i:he';;: fi::: i\o ';aa.:r.p::t 
for Bill. 41148e74 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. LARGE 
:~s.:us~c!\{~tn:ai.bloc4~~ 
ROOMMATES WANTED TO 
share large home, coal fuinace. 
$110 per month plus one-fifth 
utilities. 457-2610. 4m.Be74 
NEED ONE ROOMMATE for S-
bedroom house. Own room, two 
baths. $137 .50, 505 S. F'orest, 549-
7980. 4028Be77 
MALE AND FEMALE Room-
mates needr\. Garden Park Acres 
~~a~ E. ark Aven~i~~~ 
~l~~~rsl:~t:~i3 
~~ou ,$100 damage. ~'W7 
VANT TO BE Alone~ We'll give 
~em~~: :: :~~ 
W~~~'-~f.~~:::.r. Call 
3875Be77 
MATURE AMERICAN FEMALE 
Graduate student house mate 
wanted ror spring semester. 
Details at 549-3970 after 6 :~e7r 
HELP WANTED 
'I IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. MALE 
" Female dancers. SS.OO per hour 
plus tiJ!S. Strictly legitimate type 
entertamment. (No 'Nudity) cau 
Debbie to apply at 529-9336 or 867-
9369. B3448C77 
OVERSEAS JOBS - SlIMMER-
year round. Europe A. Amer., Australi~ Asia. All helds. $500-
~~ W~te Urjc~igh=i5f' J:nr 
Corona Del Mar, ca 92625. 35!tlC8i 
WANTED BARTENDERS, 
WAITRESSES and doormen. 
:&p~ "lluio~' lQ-6pm. =~ 
FEMALE DANCERS AT 
.. Chalet" in Murphysboro. $5.00 
. ~~:JOn~~~~.persokf&'6 
PART TIME SPORTS instructors, 
Aerobic Dance, Soccer, all areas. 
Apply in person at Jackson County 
I YMCA, 2500 W. Sunset, Car-: ,~udale. 549-5359. 3952C74 
Page zz. Daily £iyptiaD, December I, l.A13 
HElPWANHO 
~RM~~a' t!!t~ ~~~Te 
Kings Inn ~el, 825 East Main, 
Carbondale. 3868C77 
~~~ri~~~r ~IR~~!terr:::-
Send resume to 'JacksOn County 
YMCA, 2500 W. Sunset, Car-
bondale. 549-5359. 3953C74 
FBX SWITCHBOARD· 
RECEPTIO~:IST: To begin spring 
1984 (. l&-84). Interviewing now fOl" 
g~c~~~~~~~inln;r~~~ 
Pays 19 hrs. per Wl"'!K. Odd work 
blocks need not apPId'. 50 wp'm 
ibf!n~ ~!:!\re r;a1:~r~ia~tti~ 
and quick ~ne messd~s on a ~~s;1~hpho~ ~~~~oi: ~ 
2301 X221 for appointment for 
interview and reqwred ty~~ 
WAITRESS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
Must be available tbru break. 
~pl~_in~ Quatro~ 
NERD LEAD GUITARIST for working weeket1d band fCC". modem 
country rock. Contact Jim, 684· 
6935, Rusty, 536-3375. 4017C78 
PART·TIME TEACHER 
:i~J~:!t 01" ef:~:. of s~:;\rg 
~~~~efea~~.?gl~~:g::rb 
~~~a~o o~t,~~ir~iI. ~nl 
W~~ity Road by 5:30~{ 
SINGER, RHYTHM GUITARIST 
~~"f :~~B~; l:~ ~~~~ f:1l.J~r local gigs. Call ~er~ 
~'t'b~~NJust't~~eKf~~ on 9~t!: 
type 35wpm, have interest in 
=-~~ ISSUes. Contact ~I&l 
JOB DEVELOPMENT AND 
training specialist for sheltered 
workshOp m West Frankfort. Work 
~~c=~!y :n&~~~e ! 
~~~~e:ta ofB~=:'~;: ~ 
related field and 2 years ex_· 
. s:;!!::tr!~eddi~et1~~:O~ sroi~ 
. needs of business and industry and 
to sheltered workshop prosram· 
Wr~r:i~en,*im:!.;~OC~~O:t~ 
=~ t~~~ere~edn~w:!,e i'd~ 
ministrator, P. O. Bolt No.401, 
Herrin IL 62948, POstmarked no 
later than 12-31·iIj. An equal ~. 
portunity employer. B4125C75 
CONCERNED ABOUT STUDENT 
Aid cuts? Want to belp prevent 
~;l: :!:'S::~~~;? AT:~e C~:n~~:'s 
campaign for president. Good 
~~f!'i~'~\rOlunt#e~d and r:t~!: 
welcome. For more information 
~!!~~~':e:~~. 
4117C73 
SER~ES OFFERfD 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran· 
scribed. Tcrmpapers, theses· 
dissertations, bOok manuscripts, 
~~¥;:~1:v"~~~~. 
3374EI59 
AUCTION~ 8. SALE3-DR. SOOT MAGIC Chimney Sweep, a name tllat speaks for II 
itself In chimney work· 1'~80 MOVI~G SALE. BEDROOM and 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL I ~i'Qr,g ~rn:~gr~ a\d ·3raftl:1-
available at the Hair Lab. Call 'I ~.I! '. . n LK7~ 
Dinah Anderson, Electrology • - --- r .. 
Therapist,~1477,529-~J5&5E81 _ 
. -POLLY'S ANTIQUES AND· 
('f)llDtry Crafts. Featuring wide TYPING - TERM PAPERf, 
theses, dissertations, r1!p'orts. 
Editorial services also available. 
457-4666. 3644E83 
STOR·N·LOCK MINI 
~~~~~1J~' seWst~a~~~~ 
many sizes avaIlable, low monthly 
rates, for more info, can ~1133. 
B3612EI03 
~Y,kW¥G t:i\J..~n~ATIO::d 
alterations. Speedt service. ~hi~~ 'U~~er1i~~ ~:n\,";~~~ 
&pm, Monday-Saturday. 45:77 
DURING THE hOLIDAY Season, 
we are available for Private 
Parties at the King's Inn Lougge 
(Macho's) located at the Kings Iiin I Motel, 825 E. Main in Carboiidale. 
~n 549-·4013, seating ca~~~ 
YOUR 2~ YR. oIds will find safe, 
happy, creative, loving ca:oe in my 
~~~j!~t=.:~' over=~ 
~kl~~tED ~~:iA!rvtce,~' 
cellent work. term pllpers, theses, 
dis:>~rtations, etc. call 457-1568. 
3918E77 
FAITH TEMPLE INFANT da~ 
~et!e4n~~.b~~~i~,S 
JEWELRY REPAIR· NORTH 
Star Cr!.!atiollS. 717 South DIinois 
~:st!:y~=~:~~n~ 
WILSON'S TYPING SERVICE 
~::t:rcr:~ib~~i:yt:i~~ 
=Jia:!:t:lo:~!:f~!:l:'~ 
crush! 529-2722. 44172E77 
STIESS? 
• Decrease Tension 
• Increase School Performance 
.Improve Concentration 
• Avoid UnnllC".sary IIIn ••• 
Far help & info. call lhe Well"... 
Cenler. 536-44". 
WANTED 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings, 
~~efr~,d ~::, :~;ae:: s~!~~:n 
silver, old watches, anythinl 0' 
value. J " J CoillS, 823 South 
Dlinois Avenue. 457-6831. B3492F80 
JUNK CARS AND Trucks. Call 
anytime, 1·9ff1-2272. 4069F91 
LOST 
REWARD. NO QUESTIONS 
:!=.~J~ ~"Cif: ~~~~ 
~1882. 3983G75 
REWARD! HP-34C 
CALCliLATOR and San):o Walk· 
=in~one::~t~ ~::'ri~ 
549-6895_ 4057G74 
LADIES TAN LEATHER wallet 
~~J: ,~~:y~~~·l~~ 
NQA. 549--7793. 4030G74 
$LARGE REWARD: TO the 
J!erson who found blue and beige 
iIown ski i!cket at Midlands last 
Saturday. aUGeorge~:a77 
KITTEN 6-rnonth old male grey. 
stripe!!, \ong hairl!':! Til!;er, near 
Plaza Records. Reward gIven. 457-
56?5. 4108G77 . 
ENTERT A~NMENT ,-
BALLOON 80UQIIETS $12.50 and 
$15.00. We deliver. We aso rent 
clowns and Santa Claus. Call fir 
~~~~~ Cooter Clown sm'f~ 
ailulTMAS PAIIrY IPICIAL 
Sav. half the bands f .. 's tor 
the real party goodies. Let 
UI provide your music I 
CABOMDALE Ac:ousncAL 
IInlClS , ... , .. ,., 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
i~:J~ttfon!lll ~~t~3r~raaf~: {!:sal!~~ 
tended holiday hours - 9-6 for 
shopping days until Christmas. 
This is the seasoo to visit the 
MitcheU·s who have maintained 
tr.<!ir Chautauqua Street Shop for 
21 years. Between Emerald Lane ... 
'T ower Road. 3:JoI3L77 
YESTERYEAR·ANTIQUE AND 
COllectil:>le~ifts will increase in 
va lue throu the years. 1424 Old 
West Main. Buy aDd sell} Thurs. 
thru Sat. 10:ODam-4:00pm. 3637Ln 
OAK ANTIQUE, CAMRIUA, 
fumiture·gJassware-primitiv~ 
Open l'!h Friday,. Saturday il!ld 
S:anday. Yhone 1·~6641. 
B4064L77 
RIDERS WANTED 
EXURESS BUS • CHICAGO~ 
Finals Week. As little as S'l'. hours 
to Chicagoland. Tickets now on 
;.air. De~~~.:rues·s~~e~., Th~c: 
13,14,15,16,17,18. Returns Jan. 
11,12,13,14,15. Only: $39.75 Roond-
trip. ("'~.7S after Do!c. 9th.) One-
way also a"ailailie. ' • All Reserve 
Seating." Student Tr-ansit Bus 
Ticket sales at 715 S. University 
Av~. (on the island). Open MOD-
Fri., 10:~12:3Opm and 2:15-6pm; 
Sat. and Sun. 12·3pm. ~1862. 
4025P77 
2-3 RIDERS TO Michigan. Call 453--
~. 
\ ~i' 
SUE IDIICKYJ 
HAVEAIIAU. 
ON YOUR ~," 
ttW£ 
THE CIlfJISE 
~ 
.or ........ At A 
Down-To-I.rth Price 
pi ... 
0.1. C~·ASSI'IID 
"..,,11 
Fire in uranium warehouse 
contained; no hazard posed 
EAST ST. LOUIS (AP) - A 
fire Wednesday damaged a 
warehouse where tons oJf 
uranium is stored, but neither 
the public nor firefighters were 
in danger, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission said. 
The fire at an Edlow In-
ternational Inc. warehouse 
broke out about 12:40 a.m. 
"There were no problem:>, no 
injury, no hazard to 
firefighters," said Jan Strasma, 
NRC public affairs officer in 
Chicago. 
Strasma said the lire was 
confined to an a~a where 39 
drums of uranium ore con· 
centrate were stored. lie said 
the Illinois Department of 
Nuclear Safety i:aspected them 
and found each of the 55-gallon 
drums' seals to be intact. 
Another area houses 18 212' 
ton steel containers of uranium 
hexafluori'';e. which also 
eventually is processed into 
fuel. Strasma said that area 
was not damaged. 
"The potential for disaster 
simply isn't there," according 
toStrasma. The stored uranium 
is solid, .ie said, and would nct 
represent a major radiatiun 
hazard even if it were released. 
''The prit;iary concern would 
be if the material would 
somebow become airborne and 
would become inhalec and 
become lodged in the lungs," iJe 
said. "T:len it wo·t1d represent 
more a chemical hazard than a 
radiatic.n hazard." 
Leverse Brooks, deputy fire 
chief for the East 81. Louis Fire 
Department, said the bla~e 
apparently started on the 
warehouse roof. 
"Tbere are some 
sophisticated alarm systems 
out there," he s2id. "But the 
alarms didn't go off and neither 
did the .• prinklers." 
Strasma said he WaS unaware 
of the sprinkler and alarm 
problem. He said two NRC 
inspe<.'tors were expected at the 
warehouse Wednesday to che<:k 
on .. ny problems. 
Str-a5ma said Ule drums 
w')u1d he moved to an un· 
damaged section of the 
warehouse and that authorities 
did not know what caused the 
blaze. 
Granium is IlScd primarily as 
~~ f~;a~~~~a~s ~'t"oe:e!I~,~~: 
porarily at the warehouse, 
Strasma said, after it is 
processed from uranium ore 
and before it is made into 
finished uranium fuel. 
"There is no explOSive nature 
to it," he said. 
COINI OUT OF 
.SINESS SAlE 
~ 1It«4t fJJ 
",IlfIIEfl IJIIMtM 
'E,lIe f/IJ_' I 
Gil fRYE - ZODiAC - TOWN & COOORY • CANDliS • BASS . 
Ro'1(PORT • SPERRY - 9 wm . FOOTWORKS· WHIn MOUNTAIN-
CORBIN DEXTER· TIMBERLINE - HIKE - ADIDAS - OLAF 
DAWITERS - lEVI • $AS . GEORGIO BRUTINI - CAPRI - MINNEN 
TOO 
OPEN MON-SAT 9:00·5:30 
LHIee ....... Fall & Winter F9II& Winter Dress & Casual Dress & Casual 
SHOES SHOES 
'14rI.w. ~ ~ IH '14rI.w. 1<- 'M. 'rtl 
A; $5, AI $5 Ln I.inr As As 
Men's & Ladies - Fa'l & Winter 
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Training finaUy pays dividends 
for gymnast with big aspirations 
By Gf"orge Pappas 
Staff Writf"r 
His three vears of hard work. 
are finally beginning to pay o~f. 
"WI' may have a national 
champion on the floor ex· 
cercise," said Brian Babcock. 
Babcock should know. He may 
be on his way to the 19!1~ 
Olympics. 
"He's worked verv, verv hard 
to get where he -is," -Saluki 
('oach Bill Meade said. "You 
~ouldn't ask for a guy with a 
bettl'r attitude." 
They speak very highly of 
Lawrence \\ illiamson. The;y 
havf" a right to. He's proving 
that he can take on the best as 
he scored his career high 9.65 
and caj'tured first place in his 
floor excercise routinl' in the 
Windy ('ity Invitational two 
weeks ago. Nine of last) ear's 12 
best N(, AA gymnastics teams 
were there. 
"He did it in a prestigious 
meet," MeadI' said. 
Williamson's goals are 1'S 
immodest as his ac-
complishments. 
"I would be satisfied to he an 
All-American on the floor-ex 
this year," Williamson said. 
"Being champ would .be 
hellacious." 
Williamson, a senior in ar-
chitectual engineering, was red-
shirted his freshman year and 
has one season left after this 
year. Along with being the king 
of the SIU-C floor-ex depart-
ment, he's proving himself on 
the vall!t, too. His best score on 
the vault is a 9.45, which Meade 
said is Williamson's best im-
provement since coming to SIU-
C in 1980. 
"We battld with Larry on "I can attempt any wild 
that vault," Meade said. "He somersault and twist 1 want off 
busted his face O~I it once. He's of th{1se boards," Williamson 
been careful ever since. Now, said. "Hitting the water awk· 
he's performing some nice ward isn't as had as landing on 
vaulting to go along with his the ground, on your he~j." 
floor-f'x routine." ~'illiamson really enjoys 
Williamson said he had to being on the gymnastics team 
start with the basics on the and ~aid he likes traveling the 
vault. He used to go to the gym most. 
in the morning before his "We get to go all over the 
classes to get some extra country," Williamson said. 
workouts. It'spayingoffforhim "You can't beat thal." 
now, but he still prefers He said he used to be very 
"tumbling." nervous for his meets. !\iow, 
He says he's Iwen tumbling he's worked out a little game 
since he was a little kid. He plan for himself. 
grew up in the South Side of "Before 1 do my routines," 
Chicago and graduated from Williamson explained, "I give 
Simeon Vocational High School. the judges a salute and a big 
He joined the cheerleading smile. 1 sing a little mellow jazz 
team because his high school tune in my head and do mv 
didn't have a gymnastics team. routine. It really relaxes me" 
He couldn't tumble at home It seems to be working. EVE'n 
because there were too many during practice, Williamson is 
people around, with William· out to do his best. He savs he's 
son's seven sistE'rs and three in the best physical and mE'ntal 
brothers. fie's the second condition that he's ever been. 
yrungest in his family. "The past three years, it 
He said he came to SIU-C wo~ld take me until mld-
because he dian't want to stav ':'lnuary to gel in good sh,pe," 
in (,hicago and because SIV-C .. Will::!ffi;,on explained. "This 
had a gymnastics team. He was year, though, I'm in excellent 
a walk-<lo freshman. Now, he's shape right now." 
getting 2. partial scholarship During his practice runs on 
and hopes he'll get a full one for the floor-ex, the intenSity within 
his final ye.lr, him shines as he lands perfect 
He's involved in some school on a back somersault with a 
activities, too, He joined the double twist. He does back 
Black Affairs ('ouncil as well as double somersaults, no 
the Black Engineering problem. According to Meade, 
Technology group. He Williamson had springing 
especially enjoys dances ability from the first day he 
sponsored by the BAC. He also walked into practice, 
said he is so oriented to working "I think he learned to do back 
out that he finds himself at the flips off the street curbs at 
Recreation Center when there home," Meade said. 
isn't practice. He said he loves He used to have pr.:-blems 
the diving boards. with his presses, though. 
Lawren .. e WIlUamsoo 
Pressing a handstand W35 hard 
for him at first, but with all the 
practice, Williamson said it's 
all coming along, 
His team ales call him "Big 
L," or when they're kidding 
around, he's called "The Great 
White Hope." When he makes a 
mistake, he's called "The Great 
White Ho~less." 
The names, of course, are all 
in go'ld fun. But one thing is for 
sure. Williamson is part of the 
nine-man prestigious SIV-C 
gymnastics team whic'] 
finished ninth in the r'ation last 
year. Individual first-place 
finishes garner big t(:am points 
at big meets, and Williamson is 
doing a lot of garnering. 
Cubs send Martinez to Padres Ph. 547·3800 
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) -
General Manager Jack 
~.lcKeon's determination to 
make a trade for the San Diego 
Padres resulted in a five-
player, three-club swap com-
pleted at baseball's winter 
meetings tod<J.y. 
In the deal. :vIonlreal 
acquired relief pitcher Gary 
Lucas from San Diego and sent 
starter Scott Sanderson to the 
Chicago Cubs, The Padres 
came out of it with reliever 
Craig Lefferts, first baseman 
Carmelo Martinez, and minor 
league third baseman Fritz 
Connally, all from Chicago. 
McKeon was the architect of 
the deal and there were reports 
that at various times, it in-
cluded several more players. 
"If he had the time, it might 
have been a couple of more 
clubs and six or seven more 
players," said John McHale of 
the EXpos, 
"~VlcKeon worked tough on 
it,' said Dallas Green of the 
Cubs. ""m not sure John and. 
could ha\'e worked it out 
without him ." 
Lucas, a left-hander, was 5-8 
Mav We Suggest a 
Pair of 
Sheepskin Slippers .... 
We also have a great selection 
of homemade moccasins, belts and 
shoes. 
Happv Holida"ls From the Cobblers 
The 
Barefoot Cobbler 
I MSt - i 201 W Walnut 1--·"--; 
ph: 451-863" 
HRS: Mon,-Sot, 9am-7pm 
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with a 2.87 earned run average 
for the Padres last season. 
Sanderson, who spent ~rt of 
the year on the disabled list with 
an injured thumb, was 6-7 with a 
4.63 ERA for Montreal. '-- Open 
,oow. Walnut Man.Fro 
Lefferts, also a lefty, was 3-4 (arbandale.ll _. _ ;~~:,;~:~~. 
=:~'!vf~'~eEc~~i.n~!~t~~r:! .-----------·COUPON----------
batted ,251 with 31 home runs • ~().,~~ Flash Fato .:._ • 
d ba ed · If". of( " Coupon must accompany film ""tI.!!- • 
·an 94 nms tt In al owa 0 2. Good anly Thurs., ·Dec. 8 Thru Sat .. Dec. 10 0;(';('. 
the America Association where • 3. Cannot be used wilh at"'r coupons • 
Connally hit .288 with 22 homers • 4. No limit an number of roll. per coupon • 
a.
258nd 85wl.RthBIsSI'·xMh30rmtienrsez ~~ h;! ,_ Roll Color Print Procealnl Done In our La". • L ((o'or Negotive Film Only. Reprints Not Included) • RBI~ in 29 games for the Cubs., _ _ _____ l1~n.~:!!:: Siz .. ________ 1 
SPRING BREAK TRIPS 1984 
Padre Island, Texas 
* 8 * 8 days/1 niahb at the South Padre 
the Marina deluxe condos 
* Quad occupancy rooms all with ocean- * AD condoa have fully equipped 
view * Round trip mocon:oach t1'aNportation 
* Round trip motor coach tr.\DlportatiOD * SIU Party 
*S1UBashandsavinpbook.$l99/penoo $li9/penon on or Mfore January 27 
on or Mfore Jan. 25 plus $20 damase plus $20 damale deposit 
deposit $50 holds your lpot 
$50 holds your lpot Sign up at the SPC Offic~, 3rd floor Student Center 
Swimmers to take on 
No.8 NCAA finisher 
Special Shioment For ,. 
GRAND OPENING '.. (oJ \ .JIA 
DECEMBER 10 " ' ',}, - ~ ... FINE CLOTI-tING AT AFFO DABLE PRICES'- ~ 
ITAUAN AND FRENCH IMPORTS '. ~ 
100" NA TI.JRAL FIBERS • 
PARISIAN lEA TI-fERS I 
n,· Scott Rich 
sian Writt'r 
The eighth and ninth-plaee 
finishers in last vear's NCAA 
wom<'n's sWimn1ing cham-
pionships willcomc face-to-face 
at 7 p.m. Friday when Auburn 
comes to the Rt'l'reation ('enter 
pool. 
The Lady Tigers l'dgcd the 
Saluki v.omen by nine pcints In 
the NC'AAs, finishing \\ Ith J:lI 
points to SJU-Cs 12.1. 
Early this season, women's 
swimming roach Tim Hill 
pointed to the contest with 
Auburn as the Sal uk is' toughest 
aual meet of the vear. Hill still 
, hol~:; that opinion. 
j "By the times they have 
~ turned in this season, we're the 1 undc' dogs going into the meet." I Hill said. "Auburn lost only one 
1 swimmer to graduation and 
: they pickPd up some good 
people." 
:, The Saluki women ar.-
: following up a disappoir.ting 
( fifth-pIaN' finish in last 
'wt'ekend's SIU-C' TimE' Stan-
~,dard Invitational. but Hill said 
·:that his swimmers would be 
I readv for the contest \\ ith 
. Auburn. 
~ "Wl,'re looking for this to be 
~ ~~; sr;;:~n~~~rut!~~d. ~e~~ino~ 
. , . 
't we II see some sWimmers 
qualify for the 1\CAAs." 
Although Hill's team didn't 
, fair so well in the invitationa\. 
one of his swimmers was 
I recognizPd for her optstanding 
• performance. 
Armi Airaksinen was named 
the Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Conference Player of the \\ eek 
for swimming, for her per-
formance in SIl:-C's dual n'('et 
with Indiana and the Time 
, Standard Invitational. 
Airaksinen finished third in 
the 20(}-vard freestvle, sixth in 
~ the 20() 'hutterny and eighth in 
, th~ .IO? f:!~. in.!hev,i,~\'iU}ti<m~ 
I freshmen on the Saluki squad this season. A native of 
This is 
no cheap 
pizza! 
11, 
Stockholm, Sweden, she is 
primarily a butterly and 
freestyle sprint specialist 
In the dual meet with Indiana, 
~"e Salukis extended their dual 
meet winning streak to three. 
Airaksinen won the 500 free in 
5:04.68, one of eight events the 
Saluki team won, 
~r~t!h~~dful:c~i~~i~hta:d:d 
tied with Roxanne Carlton's 
third in the 1,650 free for the 
highest Saluki finish. 
Hill said he expects his team 
to be "a lot more fired up" for 
the meet \\ ith Auburn. 
"I expect the girls to swim 
better than they have before." 
Hill said. "It's up to them to 
improve enough to beat 
Auburn." 
Auburn swimming Coach 
John Asmuth said this 
weekcnd's contest is a big meet 
for both teams. He also said he 
has no feel for the outcome 
going into the mt'et. 
"I'm not really sure how \\ell 
we will do," Asmuth said. "We 
have (,lIr final exams this week 
so we're going to have a lot of 
people missing practice. \\ e 
just can't train consistently." 
The strength of the Lady 
Tiger team is in its 
backstrokers. Three Auburn 
swimmers scorPd individually 
in bad(stroke cvents in last 
years NC'AAs. 
Sandy l\IcIntyre was the top 
point scorer for Ihe Tigers, 
finishing fifth in the 100 hack. 
11th in the 50 back and 12th in 
the 200 back. Dawn Hewilt was 
eighth in the 50 back and Nancy 
Bodner was 11th in Ihe 200 back 
and 12th in the 50 hack. 
Butterflyer Carolyn Goodley 
was another top point scorer for 
the Tigers in last year's NC AAs. 
She placed in all three distances 
of the fly, including a sever.th-
place finish in the 100. 
Asmuth said that the weak 
-6f#~srs"rrOkJ:;~Je;"rijne Ilale-'i; 
listed as the only consistant 
breaststroker on the team. The 
Oh. sure we could cut 
cbwn on tt,e size. use 
lI:t~icial cheese. skimp on 
the items and then sell it 
two for one. But we Just 
don" believe in doing 
business that way. 
For over 20 years. we've 
been making the best 
pizza we kno'N how, and 
we've been delivering it 
free. in 30 minutes or less. 
Call us tonight. 
r------~---------------~ 
'1 .00 off any 16" pizza. 
One coupon per pizza 
El'pires: 12/31/83 
Tax included in price. 
Fast, F,.. Dellwry'" 
616 E. Walnut 
Phone: 457-6778 
(East Gate Plazal 
II Route 121 North • Phone: 887-2300 Jackson $q. Sho~ Clr, :. '!J 0"""" '."Y """ ""M S>O 00 Llmlteo dEoilwer, a(~a L ____________ :~::______ J 
C 198J DomInO'I Pilla In( 
50 and 100 brcast are her h('st 
cvents. 
Asmuth described the !'aluki 
womcn as "a hard lear' to beat 
at the end of the season." 
"Tim (Hill) has built a "erY 
good program at SlU." Asnlulh 
said. "I think they ('an ('0'1-
sistently finish one of the top 111 
teams in the nation." 
Auburn also hoasts a very 
good divin;; team. Two of the 
I.ady Tigers ha,'c alread~ 
qualified lor thc NCAAs. Jo'resr,-
men Jcanie Chapman and Joan 
Pitt have met the qualifying 
standard on both the one and 
three-meter boards. 
Women's diving ('oa('h 
Dennis Golden said Auburn is 
favored going into the diving 
competition. 
"Given theil ~~ores thus far I 
would say they are the 
favorite," Golden said. "The 
thing we have been working on 
is to better the quality of ollr 
dives in practice. If wc do that I 
think w c'lI sce a better quality 
of pt'rformancl's during the 
mcet with Auburn." 
~/ 
_ ,. \ oJ~f?J; 0;::; Mon-Sat-
O~ ~. lOam-5pm -- ~~i campus 
--- ~ tI...\ o'V" shoppi'ng ~' center 
SALE 
~~ EVERYTHING TH, ~) 30·50% OFF ! ~) ~ 
Don's Jewelers M'iN 
l07N. Park 
Herrin 
"00 s. IIIlnol(' 
Carbondale 
on 14K gold CoUege Rings. 
,A;., 
@>.;.~ 
It'-_~... ---~ \s:)~\ Now's the .time to think about :c-:::? ..  your college ring, Not just any 
~__ ring-a 14K Gold College Ring from 
ArtCarved. The karat gold Jewelry 
that's deSigned and handcrafted for 
lasting value 
TIME 9:30·4pm 
And now an ArtCarved 14K G:-Jld 
College Ring is more affordable than you 
think. Choose from ;:)n entire collection of 
14K Gold ArtCarved COi:cge Rings and 
save $25 This offer is for a limited time 
only. so come in and see all the great 
PLACE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
_ArtCarved styles with the custom options 
that can let you have the ring of your 
choice, the way you w1:Jnt II So graduate 
in style, Graduate to gold! 
OepoS.1 Requ"e(] 
MasterCard or V.sa Accepleo 
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NEVADA-RENO from Page 28 
1976, Ault inherited a team that 
had gone 8-14 the two years 
before. 
Since then, Ault has gone 63-
28-1, with his Wolf Pack squads 
never having a re('ord worse 
than last year's 6--5 mark, when 
Nevada-Reno had to win six of 
its last seven games to produce 
a winning record. 
The Wolf Pack squad runs a 
wing-To a spread and a multiple 
offense, Aalt said. 
Last year, Ault's top two 
running backs finished first and 
third in rushing in the Big Sky. 
This year, they claimed the top 
two spots while becoming the 
first backfield tandem in Big 
Sky history to ru .. h for more 
than 1,000 yards in the same 
season. 
Otto Kelly has rushed for 1,274 
yards this year, a··,!raging 6.4 
yards per carryon 200 rushing 
attempts. 
Fullback Anthony Corley has 
gained 1,185 yards on 264 
carries, averaging 4.2 yards per 
carry. 
"While we don't throw as 
much as the other teams in the 
conference, " Ault said, "we 
have backs who can do the 
positive things that we ask them 
to do." 
One of the successes for the 
running backs has ~n the 
oCfensive line, which Ault says 
he calls a "wide-bodied 747." 
"They aren't taU. but they arf' 
awfully wide," Ault said. 
Led by left tackle Derek 
Kennard. &-foot-2. 270 pounds. 
the offensive line has "played 
real well this vear." Ault said. 
First-year'starting quar-
terback Eric Beavers has come 
on strong in the last four to five 
games. Ault said. Beavers has 
completed 95 of 186 passes for 
1.118 yards and 12 touchdowns. 
He has thrown just eight in-
terceptions. 
Split end Alphonso Williams is 
Beavers' main target with 46 
r:~g~~~~!~r 721 yards. and six 
Led by a young secundary 
that has two sophomores. a 
freshman and a senior starting, 
the defense has given up 304.7 
yards of total offense per game. 
Pass-wise, opponents have 
thrown for more than 205 yards 
per game, but Ault said that 
statistic is misleading, Ixcause 
"everybody in the Big Sky 
throws the ball." 
With four interceptions 
against North Texas State la!!t 
week. the defense has 32 !or the 
year. It has recovered 19 
fumbles for a total of 51 tur-
novers. After subtracting the 
offense's 13 fum hIes and 15 
interceptions, thE' Wolf Pack 
has a turnover margin of plus 
23. 
'Our secondary is young," 
Auit said. "Going mto the 
season, that was a very suspect 
area for us. Of course. it has 
been a ri!a1 pleasant surprise." 
Although Ault had young 
people in certain skill positions. 
CAGERS from Page 28 
possibil' going to 6--(oot-3 center 
('onnie Price or 6-(oot-2 ('hal" 
Warring. sru-c isn't hurting 
from the outside, ('ilher, \\ ith f>. 
foot·9 sophomore guard Pt'tra 
Jackson leading the leam in 
scoring \\ ith 16 points pt'r game. 
"We started with the attitude 
that we could run." Scott said. 
"But \\e're basicallv a con-
trolled dub. Petra was a real 
key against Washington State. 
because they played a zone and 
~h~~f~il~h:l~ ~i~ n"t "-
a zone from WKU or Vanderbilt. 
Scott said that Western Ken-
tucky plays an aggressive 
player defense and cuts off 
J18ssing lanes well. 
SIU-C will stay with its player 
defense. Scott said, as long as 
her team can stay with its op-
ponents. Scott said her club 
should match evenly in speed 
with Western Kentucky. 
The key to a pair of wins for 
the Salukis, though, will be 
consistency throughout the 
lineup. Scott said her I('am has 
yet to get a good g<>n't' from 
everyone, hut has heen for· 
tunate in being ahle to go to the 
bench without nlaking a 
sacrifice. 
While the Salukis "ill he 
pressed to match \\Kt"s speed. 
the prob~'!m Saturday could be 
height. Scott said Vanderbilt 
will bring in a hig front line, but 
Vandy Coach Phil Lee said his 
team has no one to match up 
with Price. 
Sl~~'£'~ ~~t,\~ ~~:e .!~pi!~ 
played last year," Scott said. 
"We made that adjustment 
before the Washington State 
game and it helped cut down the 
turnovers." 
SIU-C has 82 turnovers in its 
four games, and average of 20.5 
per game. Scott's club is 
shooting .474 from the field. and 
converting free throws at a .689 
clip. 
The Salukis are averaging 38 
rebounds per game "hile their 
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Saluki lallhack Derrick Taylor was looidng for a 
hole, wbUe Indiana S&ate's defense was down and 
out. Taylor will be a major problem Saturday fOi 
Nevada-Reno's stingy defense. 
he said he knew his squad could ,------~G::-:R::E~A~T::-:S~~=~~--~ 
make the playoffs. 
"We had a very tough FITNESS CENTER 
schedule this year," Auit said, 
"but I felt that if we could keep Rt. 5 I SOUTH 529-4404 
~::~~~,y, we'd have a good ··SHAPE YOUR BODY 
opponents have n'nnaged :12.7. 
Jackson is leading the tean' in 
individual field goal pl'r· 
centage, hitting 6:\.6 percent 
from the field. while Price tops 
the team from the free thro" 
line. Price has hit 15 of 17 free 
throws, 88.2 percent. 
In the Gateway conference, 
coaches pick('d SIU-C and 
D~~~~~n f:r=..~~~~ :h:~r~~; 
in scoring av('ra~(' \\ hile 
Warring is rifth. Warring is 
. ~~f!!!!!.":~ .. I~~p~o::er!~~ ;~ 
pt:l' p,ame. . . 
The &>lllkis are second in 
scoring margin, outscoring 
their opponents by an average 
9f 10.5 points. The teanl is a!op 
the conference in reboundmg 
margin and team defenl;e and 
second in field goal defense. 
RESHAPE YOUR LIFE" 
- Aerobics. Wei2hts • Sauna _ 
• Jacuzzi _ Sun Cabinet_ 
GlUE HER A FITNESS GIFT 
CERTIFICATE FOR CHRISTMAS 
EXPRESS BUS SERVICE 
TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS 
ALL RESERVE SEATING. AIR COND .• WASHROOM EQUIPPED, RECLINING SEATS. 
~ -PINALI WEEK-
Sl~~~~~ STUDENT TRANSIT 
ONLY 
'39.75 
ROUNDTRIP 
OFFER EXPIRES THIS 
FRI. DEC. 9 ...... 44.75 
ONE·WAY ALSO AVAILABLE 
Pric.tnc-JudM Coupon OtKaunt 
Ci:MIpGI'ft AYOI~ ot tICk .. Ov"" 
ACT NOW 
& SAVE 
52'·'162 
TICKETS SOLD AT 
715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE. 
ON THE ISLAND-UPPER lEVEL 
(BETWEEN CAMPUS CYCLE & THE HAIRLAB. BEHIND 710 
BOOKSTORE) 
DEPARTURES ~ 
T'JESDAY DEC 13 WEDNESDAY JANll 
WEDNESDAY DEC ,. 
DEC 15 
THURSDAY JAN 12 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
FRIDAY JAN 13 
DEC 16 SATUMOAY JANU 
DEC 17 SUNDAY JAN 15 
DEC 18 
OPEN MON-FRI 10:30-1:30P.M. 
2:30PM-6PM 
SAT & SUN NOON-3PM 
Spiker named all-conference DfAD JlOt-;:01 HOOR .,l1li !attr 
~ S/ltehl DM4 & 60', T_I By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
Saluki middle blocker Chris 
Boyd has been named to the AII-
Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Conference second term for 
volleyball. 
SIU-C Coach Debbie Hunter 
said she was a little surprised 
by Boyd's selection. since Boyd 
played in only four of nine 
GCAC matches. 
Boyd suffered a knee injury in 
practice and missed most of the 
team's conference schedule. 
She underwent knee surgery 
two days after her selection to 
the AII-GCAC team. 
Hunter said that the all-
conference team was deter-
mined by coaches of member 
teams, with each caoch not able 
to vote for more than two 
players on their own team. 
"It's unusual that Chris was 
chosen because she saw limited 
conference p13y." Hunter said. 
"That's a compliment in itself. 
Chris Boyd 
because not everyone in the 
conference got a chance to see 
her play. The coaches that saw 
her play must have been im-
pressed. 
"Chris has worked hard 
enough on her game that she 
deserves to get recognition. It . 
might help to heal some 
wOlnds. and be motivational." 
Boyd said that although being 
named all-conference was one 
of her pre-season goals. she, 
thought that her injury might 
have ended that possibility. 
"I'm really pleased about 
being picked for the team." she 
said. "It was something I was 
working Cor. but I was sur-
prised. I didn't expect it. 
"I 'hought the injury would 
cut me out. I was disappointed. 
because I didn't think I had a 
chance to prove myself." 
Boyd said the team's 9-23 
season was disappointing, but 
was still useful for the team. 
"The season was disap-
pointing. because we didn't d~ 
what we had planned on doing,' 
she said. "We still saw some 
good things. though. It was II 
learning year." 
Despi te her injury, Boyd 
came on to spark the team in 
several of its final matches, 
including its last GCAC victory. 
over Indiana State. She's a 
powt'rful hitter whose loss was 
apparent in tht' Salukis' at-
tacking game. 
Boyd and Hunter said that 
they were disappointed that 
senior hitter Mary Maxwell was 
not chosen for the team. 
/
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Even the most secure door wan', keep 
o thl.f away from your valuable 
possessions. Keep them safe ot STOR-N-
LOK Mini Worehouses. Loco'ed 1000 feet 
from 'he City Hall complex. 
STOR-N-LOK Mini Warehouses 
707 East College, Carbondale, IL . 
529-1133 
, DOESN'T DAD 
,,A '.,'M.'.J'", Sure he does. The world's' \'~ "1,-.~~)'-}f; greatest dod deserves the -A" ,!.'. ,~>: ,'~' ~world's greatest chai~s~~. I r.,). ~t..' _ It's one sure way t.o h!,lp 
~~:tI ~ him tame the tough jobs. 'i-~ Goal post destruction called tradition 
CHAMPAIGN. Ill. (AP) -
Winning is relatively new to 
Illinois football fans. and so is 
tearing down goal posts. But. 
even if the Illini winning streak 
continues. fans may not tire of 
running off with those $3.500 
metal poles, UI sociologists say. 
"When the goal posts came 
down that first time. I think 
thereafter it quickly became a 
tradition," said Professor John 
Loy. 
Some people believe if Illinois 
wins regularly. fans will lose 
interest in tearing down the goal 
posts. But. sociologist Clark 
McPhail says it may be part of 
the script of what far;s expect of 
themselves. 
The goal posts first came 
, down in Memorial Stadium this 
season after the victory over 
Iowa. 
McPhail said a UI official 
mad€ a mistake after that game 
by saying destruction of the 
. goal- .post&-"'didn't seeIf(-a 
terribly expensive price to see 
that kind of enthusiasm from 
Illinois fans. There was a kind 
of early on sanctioning of this 
thing." 
Subsequent warnings by UI 
officials against tearing down 
the goal posts were not ef-
fective. They came down in 
Champaign after the next three 
games, and finally, Illinois fans 
ripped down the Northwestern 
goal posts at Evanston after the 
last game of ~he regular sea~on. 
"I have to admit I was a little 
shocked whell they took down 
the goal po',;ts on an opposing 
field." s:aid Loy. "That's the 
first timE: in my life I can recall 
that happening." 
It is unclear where the 
tradition began. but McPhail 
remembers visiting high 
schools in the 19405 and seeing a 
piece of wooden goal post on 
display next to the cham-
. piooship trophY. -
"It may be at some point the 
goal. posts became a kind or 
symbolic spoil of war that the 
players carried back," said 
McPhail . 
It also i;; a dangerous act. An 
18-year-old Harvard freshman 
was injured and partially 
paralyzed Nov. 19 when she was 
hit with a goal post torn down 
after the Yale game. 
While school officials may 
wish to keep fans off the field, 
they also hesitate to use force 
This year, give him the best-give him 0 Stihl. 
.... ,. ... ,.Prt.. .... In ...... 
With the price of fine jewelry today. it's good to 
know that a jewelry-quality Siladium ring is now more 
affordable than ever. Save-and choose from a variety 
of beautiful styles. Then personalize your nng with cus-
tom optiOns that express your tastes, your interests, your 
achievements. 
Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful attention to detail. and backed by the 
ArtCarved Full Ufetime Warranty. Now. at these speoal saVlf1QSIIR]{(1~YEDS 
the value is exceptional! Don't miss this opportunity to get a 
beautiful buy on a fine Siladium ring. Visit the ArtCarved 
Ring Table soon. CLASS RINGS,INC. 
DaJe Dec:. 7·Dec~ 9 Tme 9:30-4:00pm' Place UNIVERsITY BOOKSTORE', 
Deposit Required. MasterCard or VISa Accepted. .' ,,~~,983 Arte.ved CIMs Rings. Inc'. 
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Nevada-Reno next for Salukis 
Wolf Pack running- wild 
in passers' conference 
By Jim Lexa 
ftaff Writer 
Nevada-Reno could be con-
sidered an oddball team !n the 
Big Sky Conference. 
Playing in a predominantly 
passing conference, the Wolf 
Pack gets the job done on the 
ground. 
tt::~tfO~':h~ ~~~ki:~~gth~~-l1 
semifinal playoff game at 
McAndrew Stadium Saturday, 
Wolf Pack Coach Chris Ault 
said playing in a passing con-
ference is not that different. 
"People misjudge the passil'g 
game," Ault said. "We don't 
pass 40 times a game like the 
other teams. We throw about 25 
to 28 times." 
Ranked No. 11 in the final 
regular season I-AA poll, the 
Wolf Pack had an unimpressive 
start. 
Nevada-Reno was 2-3 earlier, 
hardly what many people would 
consider a potential playoff 
squad. 
Three weeks later, the squad 
was 4-4, but 4-l in the Big Sky. 
The road to the playoffs has 
not been easy for Nevada-Reno. 
After going over the .500 mark 
with a 34-24 win over Pacific, 
the Wolf Pack toppled No. 14-
ranked Id~ho 43-24. 
When the next I-AA poll came 
out, Nevada-Reno was ranked 
No. 14. 
The Wolf Pack finished its 
season with a 33-3 win over 
Montana State. More im-
portantly for the Wolf Pack, it 
finished its conference season 6-
J and in first place. 
The next reward for the Wolf 
ro~~k r:~~~h~r at~~~~~~.!d!~ 
Reno win. With four field goals 
by three-time All-American 
place-kicker Tony Zendejas, the 
Wolf Pack won 27-20. 
North Texas State was the 
next opponent for the Wolf 
Pack, which f'.ceived the home 
game. 
Sporting at; 8-3 record, v.ith 
losses to Oklahoma State, 20-13, 
and to I-A NO.2-ranked Texas, 
26-6, North Texas State was 
thought to be the team that was 
going to win, at least by SIU-C 
people, Ault said. 
"That's what I was hearing," 
Ault said. "( think the Southern 
people were expecting to travel 
to Denton (Texas) for their next 
game .... 
Zendejas came through again 
for the Wolf Pack. In overtime, 
he kicked his second field goal 
of the game to give Nevada-
Reno a 20-17 win in weather that 
was worse than ''pretty bad," 
sports information director 
Paul Stuart said. . 
"Pretty bad is the most 
positive statement I've heard 
about the weather," Stuart said. 
"It wasn't pretty bad. It was 
ugly." ...... 
Ault said, "Our grass field 
took a real beating. We're 
happy to be playing on the turf 
at McAndrew Stadium." 
It should ~ot be too surprising 
that Ault has his team in the 
playoffs. Wherever he has gone, 
he has produced a winner. When 
taking over at Nevada-Reno in 
See NEVADA·RENO, Page 26 
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Jaaior fanrarcl Oevelud BIIJbeDs took Ihe baD up and over a st. 
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Staff Photo by Stephen Kenndey 
The Saluki defense gave little breathing room to called on again Saturday to stump its opponent's 
Sycamore quarterback Jeff MiUer, arr.d wiD be offensive attack. 
Cagers aware of task 
in facing top-20 teams 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
Disregarding fear of the 
unltnown, women's basketball 
Coach Cindy Scott claims to be 
afraid of the known. 
What she knows is that this 
week her 3-1 club will face a top-
20 team and another team 
making a bid for next week's 
top 20 poll. She also knows that 
one of those teams holds a win 
over formerly seventh-ranked 
Old Dominion and top-2n can-
didate Jo'iorida Stale. and that 
her team will face one of the 
best guards in the nation. 
The Salukis take on 17th-
ranked W('stern Kentuckv a' 
7:35 p.m. Thursday in navies 
Gvmnasium and follow with a :1 
p:m. contest Saturday with 
Vanderbilt at the Arena. 
AnY0l'e with a ticket stub from 
the Saluki semifinal football 
gdme will be admittl'd free 10 
the Vanderbilt gam€'. 
The 5-1 Toppers of WKl" have 
suffered their only loss to 1':0. 2· 
ranked Louisiana Tech and 
boast freshman guard Clem-
mette Haskins. a two-time 
Parade and Kodak High School 
AU-American. The 5-foot-9 
guard is averaging 21.7 points 
per game and nine rebounds per 
game. 
Vanderbilt is 4-2 and is fresh 
off a loss to IOtb-ranked "-unurn. 
with the Commodores' other 
loss coming to ninth-ranked 
Mississippi in overtime. 
The Salukis are onE: up on 
their opponents. though. V. hill' 
WKt' and Vandy are trying 10 
shak€' losses in their last outing. 
Scott's contingent is returning 
from winning the championship 
of the Dial Classic in Pullman. 
Wash. 
Although no lop-2U tean'S 
play('d in th~ Classic. SIt'-(' 
trounct'd schools from the Rig 
Eight and Pac 10 conferences 
by downing Okldhoma by 2f1 and 
Washington Slate by 15. 
Western Kf'ntuckv has never 
won in ('ariltmdale.with 3 2-2 
senes record against SIl'-C, 
while Vanderbilt is making its 
First appearance at SIU-C. 
Scott's club is D1'ltched fairlv 
tight with its opponents and 
both games could com(> down to 
the wire. Scott knows her \ea," 
is capahle of beating £'ither 
team. but the Saluki coach isn't 
disillusioned about "hal hH 
team musl dn 
"W(' can stay II ilh them. but 
we'll have to have il ("onsislenl 
eEort across the board." ~he 
said. "'I know a lot about them. 
and it stores n·e. The best 
we've played all Yf'ar "a~ 
against \\ ashington Slate. ~,£' 
didn't shoot \\ ell. hul "(' ('on· 
trolled the tempo of Ihe gane .. 
The Salukis will need to set 
the pace Thursd<Jy if Ihey hope 
to hand \\ "l" :Inother loss 
Western Kentu("kv Coach J';.lul 
Sanderford said his I:·am lik£'s 
to run II ilh the ball. "hid Ilon'l 
be difficult "i th Ha~kjns 
guiding tht' ofC:mse 
'The biggest Ihing for us is to 
play good defense." Scott said. 
"W(' ('an't let their Iwards 
penftrate. W(' hale 10 contain 
them." 
The Salykis hav(' !'£'ttied into 
" control-type uffense. "hen. 
See CAGERS, Page 26 
Cagers edge Billikens 
By Daryl Van Schouwen 
Staff Writer 
Perhaps it was the cold 
weather outside. 
The Saluki basketball team, 
which hadn't shot kss than 53 
percent from the field going into 
Wednesday's game against St. 
Louis, was forced to utilize a 
new weapon to eek out a 69-67 
win at the Arena. 
Wednesday the Salukis used 
27 free throws, 15 in the final 
five minutes, to hold off a 
Billiken charge that saw the 
visitors bounce back from an li-
point halftime deficit. 
"When you don't shoot wen 
you don't look good," Saluki 
Coach Allen Van Winkle said. 
'~But we still came out with a 
win. I thought the kids h"lndled 
the final minute well." 
With 8:23 left, Kenny Perry's 
fIfth foul sent the 6-foot-11 
center to the bench and SLU's 
Tim Stock to the free throw line, 
where Stock hit two of two to cut 
the Saluki lead to 48-42. 
The Billikens' Kevin Williams 
poured in six points in a one-
minute period near the end of 
the half tn bring the Bills back. 
The Billikens pulled with two al 
1:27. 
Roy Bi.'ch led the Salukis with 
20 points, 10 on free throws. 
Birch converted eight tosses 
from the charity stripe in the 
final 2:25. 
Cleveland Bibbens had 15 
poL'lts and 11 rebounds and was 
also busy at the line, clicking on 
seven of eight. >\11 of the Salukis 
points in the ;'i5t 4: 15 c:m:c 
from the free thlOW line. 
Carvin Jl;i)rman led the 
Billikens with 17 points and led 
all relx.unders with 18. 
Both teams looked ragged at 
the outset, especially the 
Billikens, who managed two 
points in the first six minutes of 
the game, allowing the Saluk.is 
to jump in front 12-1. 
SIU-C's season shooting 
pattern made an about-face in 
the first half. Hot from the field 
but cold fromt the free throw 
line in their first four games, 
the Salukis hit 38 percent from 
the field and were perfect from 
the free throw line. 
The loss was SLU'S third 
straight by a narrow margin. 
